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Summary

In 1992, a project was started at the Telecommunications Division to study the feasibility
of picoterminal satellite communication networks using spread-spectrum modulation. A
picoterminal is an extremely small VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) with an antenna
diameter of up to several decimeters. To exploit the satellite communication system,
spread-spectrum multiple access (SSMA) is the most suitable multiple-access technique.
One of the objectives of this project is to come to a realization of a picoterminal.

As part of the picoterminal project, the hardware of a picoterminal modem was designed
based on two Texas Instruments TMS320C50 digital signal processors. The modem must
be able to improve the performance of the already existing modem based on one
TMS320C25 digital signal processor. This C25-modem has sufficient processing power to
operate as baseband transmitter with a chip rate of 64 kChip/s. However, due to the
limited processor performance, as an IF receiver it can process about 16 kChip/s.

The new signal processing board for the modem consists of two TMS320C50s. Each
processor has its own local memory consisting of program memory and data memory.
Global memory is used for communicating between the two processors. Transmitting and
receiving spread-spectrum signals is done using a digital-to-analog converter and an
analog-to-digital converter, respectively. Communication with the outside world is done
using a l6-bit parallel interface, two serial ports and a TDM-serial port especially
designed for communication with other TMS320C50s. Communication with the personal
computer is done using a PC-communications interface. Facilities for testing and
debugging of the TMS320C50s are provided.

Implementation of the modem was done by creating schematic diagrams using a design
program for electronic circuits. After verification of the schematic diagrams, component
placement was performed while taking EMC considerations in account. Finally, the routing
process was started to lay the signal lines on the printed circuit board efficiently. After
fabrication of the printed circuit board, components were soldered on the board. Thus, the
hardware for the implementation of a high-performance version of the picoterminal
modem was designed and realized.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The picoterminal project

When personal computers (PCs) were introduced, they were used primarily as stand-alone

workstations for such applications as word processing or spreadsheet analysis. Then the

market exploded with demands for distributed processing applications, which created the

need to interconnect PCs via telecommunications facilities such as local area networks and

via wide area networks. An example of such a wide area network is a network using Very

Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs). A VSAT is a satellite ground station with an antenna

diameter of approximately I to 2Y2 meters. Due to its relative large diameter, a VSAT is

difficult to transport. Therefore, smaller VSATs are required which are portable, more

practical and user-friendly but have low bit rates. An extremely small VSAT is called a

picoterminal and has an antenna diameter of up to several decimeters. It can operate at

data rates of several tens to a few hundred bits per second. Possible applications of a

picoterminal satellite communication system are for example data-collection platforms and

alarm systems, consisting of a number of distant terminals and one hub-station, that

collects the data. Such a system is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Satellite

Picoterminals Hub-station
Figure 1.1 A picoterrninal satellite communication system [1].
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From Figure 1.1 it can be seen that multiple terminals are communicating with each other

using a satellite and a hub-station. Therefore, the use of a multiple-access technique is

necessary. The most suitable multiple-access technique for a picoterminal communication

system operating at low data rates is code-division multiple access (CDMA), also called

spread-spectrum multiple access (SSMA). In this technique, the signal of each user is

modulated with a unique spreading signal. The resulting wideband signal from all users

may use the same channel at the same time.

At the Telecommunications Division, a project was started to study the feasibility of

picoterminal satellite communication networks using spread-spectrum modulation [2]. One

of the objectives of this project was to come to a realization of such a picoterminal. In

1993, Diederen[l] designed a picoterminal modem based on the TMS320C25 Digital

Signal Processor. Properties of this modem are listed in Section 1.4. This report describes

the design and hardware implementation of the improved picoterminal modem based on

two TMS320C50 Digital Signal Processors.

1.2 Spread Spectrum Communications

Before the design of the improved spread-spectrum modem is described, some information

about spread-spectrum communications is given in this section.

Spread spectrum refers to the modulation technique used with digital communication. A

communication system is a spread-spectrum system if the transmitted signal satisfies the

next two criteria:

1) The bandwidth of the transmitted signal is much larger than the message

bandwidth.

2) The transmission bandwidth is determined by some (spreading) function that is

independent of the message and is known to the receiver.

Spread spectrum has three major advantages. Firstly, spreading the transmitted signal

causes the bandwidth of the transmitted signal to increase and the spectral power density

of that transmitted signal to decrease. This decreased spectral power density makes it more

difficult to detect the signal, resulting in a low probability of detection. Secondly, a

spread-spectrum system has a high level of interference rejection. In military situations,

intentional jamming of enemy's signals is made very difficult because the jammer is

unaware of the signal characteristics when this signal is generated with a spreading
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function. In civil communications, interference from other users arises in multiple-access

communications in which a number of users share a common channel bandwidth. Signals

from different users may be distinguished from one another if every user impresses his

own spreading function on the transmitted signal. A receiver can recover the information

desired if it knows the corresponding transmitted spreading function. Finally, if a

spreading function used to spread the spectrum is only known to the transmitter and the

receiver, some kind of message privacy will be obtained. Using spread-spectrum

techniques, code division multiple access (CDMA) can be applied.

The simplest form of a spread-spectrum communication system is one that uses binary

phase-shift keying (BPSK) direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) modulation. With this

form of spread spectrum modulation, bandwidth is spreaded by direct modulation of a data

signal with a wideband spreading signal. The data signal is characterized by the bit period

T or by the bit rate lIT. The wideband spreading signal is characterized by its period Tc'

mostly called chip period or by the chip rate llTc. To spread or despread a signal, a so

called pseudonoise (PN) code is used as the spreading function. A PN-code is generated

by a PN-code generator which can be realized as a binary shift register with feedback.

More information about spread-spectrum systems and PN-codes can be found in [2, 3].

1.3 Picoterminal implementation

Figure 1.2 illustrates the schematic diagram of the picoterminal transmitter. It consists of a

spread-spectrum modulator, which multiplies the data signal with the spreading code and a

BPSK modulator which modulates the spreaded data signal.

data
input

----,---------c~ spread-spectrum I----'-----.l BPSK modulator
modulator

y

PNcode
generator

baseband picoterminal transmitter
...........•.. ..0.0 ...........••... ·

Figure 1.2 The picoterminal transmitter [1].
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s

y
BPSK spread-spectrum

demodulator demodulator
data bit

coherent
code chipsampling

frequency rate
control

baseband picoterrninal receiver •

Figure 1.3 The picoterminal receiver.

The schematic diagram of the picoterminal receiver IS shown in Figure 1.3. The

picoterminal receiver consists of a BPSK demodulator, that is synchronized to the received

waveform by means of the control circuit. The BPSK-demodulated signal is despreaded by

the spread-spectrum demodulator through multiplication with the locally generated

spreading code. The local spreading code is synchronized to the received signal by means

of the control circuit. When synchronization is accomplished, the demodulated signal can

be decoded. More information about the implementation of the picoterminal modem can

be found in [1].

1.4 Properties of the existing modem

The hardware of the existing modem consists of [1, p. 31] :

• TMS320C25 Digital Signal Processor

• 50 MHz oscillator

• Reset circuit

• Wait-state generator

• Memory: 32K 16-bit words EPROM

32K 16-bit words RAM

• I/O-selection circuit

• Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) and the transmit clock

• Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)

• Communications interface

4



The hardware has been situated on a single board. By setting jumpers, the modem can be

configured as either a transmitter or a receiver. However, if transmitting and receiving

spread-spectrum signals is to be done simultaneously, two modem prints are necessary and

some alterations to each print must be carried out. For the receiver circuit, the D/A

converter must be removed because the corresponding I/O port is then used to

communicate with the off-board frequency synthesizer. Kamperman designed this

programmable frequency synthesizer board to generate the sample signal for the AID

converter [2]. Communication to this frequency synthesizer board is done by plugging a

flatcable connector in the IC-sockets of the unused buffers which are used for

communication with the D/A converter. Therefore, the D/A converter must be removed

from the receiver configuration.

Testing and debugging of the TMS320C25 DSP is done using the Software Development

System (SWDS). SWDS is a PC-resident software development and debugging tool that

provides real-time software simulation of the TMS320C25. The SWDS packet consists of

a hardware board and specific software. The hardware is a single board to be plugged into

a free expansion PC slot. It is equipped with a TMS320C25 device and memory. The

board is connected to a 68-pin PGA-connector that is plugged into the IC-socket of the

TMS320C25. In this way, the operation of the TMS320C25 is simulated by the PC board.

For communicating to slower off-chip devices (i.e. memories and peripherals), the

TMS320C25 is capable of using wait-states. Access to the off-chip devices can be

extended with one or more clock cycles. For this purpose, a wait-state generator is

designed [1, p. 34-37].

Using the modem print, the spread-spectrum modulator and demodulator have been

realized. The modulator can generate chip rates up to 64 kHz. Due to the limited

performance of the TMS320C25, the demodulator only operates with chip rates up to

16 kHz.

Recommendations listed in [1, p. 55 and 62] must be taken into account for future design:

• it is possible to write to the EPROM transceivers. This causes a databus conflict

that can damage the transceiver ICs, but more probably the digital signal

processor;

• reading the analog-to-digital converter is only allowed if the read instruction is

executed from the on-chip RAM and is followed by another instruction that

requires on-chip memory access (e.g. a NOP instruction). Otherwise, a bus

conflict can occur that can damage the hardware;
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• On the existing modem, the least significant bit (LSB) of the ADC databus has

been connected to the LSB of the TMS320C25 databus; in future design it is

better to connect the most significant bit (MSB) of the ADC databus to the MSB

of the processor's databus. In this way, the sign bit of the ADC is then also the

sign bit of the input word that the processor reads into memory;

• to prevent the OpAmp connected to the output of the digital-to-analog converter

to oscillate due to capacitive load of connected coaxial cables, a resistor of 39 Q

must be connected from the output of the OpAmp to the output BNC plug and

the feedback loop; this specific resistance also makes the output impedance of the

OpAmp equal to the impedance of the coaxial cables connected (50 Q);

• A hardware error in the communications interface must be corrected. When the

personal computer changes the address of the communications interface, an

unwanted interrupt is generated on the digital signal processor.

1.5 Improving the existing modem

The existing modem has sufficient power to operate as baseband transmitter with ( = 64

kChip/s. However, as an IF receiver it can process about fc = 16 kChip/s. Replacing the

TMS320C25 by the TMS320C50 will double the processing speed of the receiver. Using a

multi-processor design with two TMS320C50 DSPs operating in parallel will quadruple

the processing speed, thus obtaining a chip rate of 64 kChip/s for the receiver. The reason

why the TMS320C50 DSP was chosen is explained in depth in [4]. Furthermore, the

modem hardware must be powerful to support the following additional functions [4]:

• Fast code acquisition
• Accounting for carrier Doppler shift and oscillator phase noise

• Receiver control

• Implementing the frequency synthesizer in software

• Data detection and data transfer to and from the user

• Measurement options such as multi-user simulation and noise generation

Using a multi-processor design with two TMS320C50 DSPs in parallel will not only

enhance the processing speed of the receiver but will provide two timers, more interrupt

lines and more I/O ports.

From a hardware point of view, there are also good reasons to design a new modem using

two TMS320C50 DSPs. Disadvantages and hardware errors of the existing modem can be

corrected. Recommendations can be followed to improve the performance of the new
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modem. Functional blocks of the already existing modem must be checked to see if they

can also be used for the new modem.

Before designing the improved modem based on two TMS320C50s, some design

considerations are made based on the properties of the TMS320C25 modem:

• Improving the processing speed of the receiver configuration can be done by

choosing a different analog-to-digital converter (see Section 8.4 of [4]) and

passing the digital samples from the analog input signal to both TMS320C50s. In

this way, both TMS320C50s perform calculations on the sample values

simultaneously.

• The TMS320C25 modem is not capable of transmitting and receiving

simultaneously using one hardware board. In the new modem design, one

processor can operate as a transmitter and the other processor as a receiver. If

necessary, both processors can operate as a receiver while one of the processors

operates also as a transmitter.

• Communicating with the frequency synthesizer board using unused IC-sockets

must be avoided. In the new modem design, a completely new 16-bit parallel

interface must be designed which is capable of reading and writing to external

devices including the frequency synthesizer board.

• The function of the frequency synthesizer board can be implemented in software

using the TMS320C50 timer. In this case, no external hardware is required.

• The Software Development System as was used with the TMS320C25 modem is

no longer necessary because the TMS320C50 is equipped with a JTAG interface

for testing and debugging purposes. The great advantage is that it is no longer

necessary to remove the processors from the board as was done at the

TMS320C25 modem.

• The wait-state generator as implemented on the TMS320C25 modem board is no

longer necessary because the TMS320C50 is equipped with an internal software

wait-state generator.

• The communications interface, the D/A converter circuitry, the I/O-selection
circuit and the DSP memory can be copied from the TMS320C25 modem.

• Recommendations and hardware errors listed in Section 1.4 and [1, p. 55 and 62]

have to be taken into account.

Using the TMS320C25 modem made by Diederen and the design considerations listed

above, the improved modem based on two TMS320C50 Digital Signal Processors was

designed and implemented in hardware. This report describes the design and

implementation in detail. Chapter 2 discusses the new modem based on its functional

block diagram. Furthermore, properties of the TMS320C50 are described. In chapter 3, the
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reset and oscillator circuitry are described. Chapter 4 discusses in detail the

implementation of local program and data memory and global memory. For each type of

memory, the choice of the IC, the interfacing to the TMS320C50 and timing aspects are

discussed. Furthermore, communications between the memory devices are studied

extensively to prevent busconflicts. Also, communications with I/O ports are described. It

will be shown that the I/O-selection circuit designed by Diederen[l] is also sufficient to

operate with the TMS320C50 and is therefore implemented in the new modem design. In

chapter 5, the analog-to-digital converter circuit and the digital-to-analog converter circuit

are described. The ADC circuit consists of a new ADC and a sample switch which passes

samples to both processors alternatingly. The DAC circuit is the same as was used with

the TMS320C25 modem. Chapter 6 explains the several forms of communicating with the

outside world: the JTAG interface for testing and debugging of TMS320C50s, the serial

port for communication with external serial devices, the TDM serial port for

communicating with up to seven other TMS320C50 devices, the communications interface

for communicating with the personal computer and the parallel interface for

communications with other external parallel devices (i.e. the frequency synthesizer).

Chapter 7 describes some software configurations which must be made for full use of the

possibilities of the hardware: remapping of interrupt vectors, configuring the amount of

on-chip and global memory in software and how the internal software wait-state generator

of the TMS320C50 can be programmed for 0, 1, 2, 3 or 7 wait-states. Chapter 8 explains

the implementation of the modem: creating schematic diagrams, component placement and

routing the printed circuit board. Finally, chapter 9 discusses conclusions and

recommendations.

In this report, signals and pins denoted with a '*' are active low. Numbers ending with 'b'

or 'h' are binary or hexadecimal, respectively. TTL IC timings are taken from the 0° to

70° C range (commercial ICs). In timing tables, 'n' denotes the number of wait states.

Key to waveform diagrams

\\~
Signal changes from high
to low within this time

Signal changes from high-impedance
state to valid logic level
during this time
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2 The new modem

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the new modem based on two TMS320C50 Digital Signal

Processors. Section 2.2 discusses the properties of the new modem based on its block

diagram. Section 2.3 gives a general overview of the main properties of the TMS320C50.

2.2 Block diagram of the modem hardware

The electronic circuit of the baseband modem can be divided into several functional

blocks. Figure 2.1 shows the block diagram of the modem. The functional blocks are listed

below:

• Two digital signal processors: TMS320C50(1) and TMS320C50(2)

• 32K 16-bit words EPROM

• 32K 16-bit words local RAM

• a maximum of 2K 16-bit words Global RAM

• Memory selection circuitry

• I/O-selection circuitry

• Reset circuit

• Oscillator Circuit

• JTAG Interface

• Analog-to-Digital Converter + ADC Switch

• Digital-to-Analog Converter

• Transmit clock
• 16-bit Parallel Interface to the frequency-synthesizer board

• Two Serial Ports

• Time-Division Multiplexed (TDM) Serial Port

• Communications Interface with PC
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External
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address bus

da'---ta---:b-u-s-~I Global RAM 2K Ir-----:-da-ta-:-b--'us

(F800-FFFF)
address bus

Local RAM 32K
(8000-FFFF)

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of the modem [4].

The main elements of the modem are the TMS320C50 DSPs. Each TMS320C50 has its

own local memory. This local memory consists of 32K EPROM for program code storage

and 32K RAM for local data and program storage. Global memory is used for

communicating between the two DSPs. Selection of these memory devices is done with

the memory selection circuit. Selection of VO ports (i.e. ADC, DAC, communications

interface, parallel interface) is done using the VO-selection circuit.

Another way of communicating between both processors can be done using the TDM

serial port. This port has been designed especially for intercommunication between up to

eight TMS320C50s. Furthermore, each DSP has been provided with a serial port for

communicating to external serial devices. Both serial ports are situated on the connector.

For reset purposes, a reset circuit was connected to both TMS320C50s. It provides an

automatic reset at power-up, but user-generated resets can be generated using an external

reset button. Furthermore, an oscillator circuit was provided to generate the clock
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frequency. This clock frequency can be divided-by-one or divided-by-two to provide the

internal machine cycle. This feature simplifies the choice of an appropriate oscillator.

Another feature of the TMS320C50 is the JTAG interface. It offers real-time debugging

facilities for both DSPs. During tests, the JTAG interface is connected to an XDS510

board manufactured by Texas Instruments. Therefore, the modem board was provided with

a special connector. Replacing a DSP by a target connector as was done with the
TMS320C25-modem is no longer necessary.

For transmitting and receiving analog signals, a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) with
the transmit clock and an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) are used. The DAC is

connected to TMS320C50(2) and is necessary to be able to simulate multiple users and to

perform digital chip-pulse shaping. The transmit clock can produce frequencies from 8

kHz to 1024 kHz and is useful for implementing different chip rates. The ADC is

connected to both TMS320C50s using a sample-switch. This switch passes the incoming

samples alternatingly to TMS320C50(1) and TMS320C50(2). In this manner, calculations

on samples can be performed simultaneously. In the design, it is also possible to pass all

samples to one DSP.

To sample the incoming analog signal at the right moments, a frequency-synthesizer

designed by Kamperman[2] is used. To communicate properly with this frequency

synthesizer or any other device, a 16-bit read/write parallel interface was designed. This

interface allows data to be written to an external device (e.g. the frequency-synthesizer) or

allows data to be read from a device.

The communications interface is included for communication with a personal computer

(PC). With the PC, data (8-bit bytes or 4-bit nibbles) are transmitted and received to and

from the modem. The communications interface is the same as was used by Diederen[l].

To access the ND-converter, the D/A-converter, the communications interface and the

parallel interface, the I/O-selection circuit is used.

2.3 Properties of the TMS320C50

The key features of the TMS320C50 DSP are listed below.

• advanced Harvard-type architecture
• 35-/50-ns single-cycle fixed-point instruction execution time (28.6/20 MIPS)
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• 9K x 16-bit single-cycle on-chip program/data RAM

• 2K x 16-bit single-cycle on-chip boot ROM

• 1056 x 16-bit dual-access on-chip data RAM

• 224K x 16-bit maximum addressable external memory space (64K program, 64K

data, 64K I/O and 32K global)

• 16-bit addressbus and 16-bit databus

• 32-bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU)/accumulator

• 16-bit parallel logic unit (PLU)

• Context-switch registers for automatic save and restore of strategic CPU-controlled

registers during an interrupt service routine

• Full-duplex synchronous serial port for direct communication between the

TMS320C50 and another serial device

• Time-division multiplexed (TDM) serial port for communication between other

TMS320C50 devices

• 64K addressable parallel I/O ports, sixteen of which are memory mapped

• Sixteen software-programmable wait-state generators for program, data and I/O

memory spaces

• Divide-by-one and divide-by-two clock options

• On-chip clock generator

• JTAG boundary scan logic (IEEE standard, 1149.1)

• 5-V static CMOS technology with two power-down modes

• 132-pin plastic quad flat pack package (PQFP)

2.3.1 CPU

The TMS320C50 has been designed with an advanced Harvard-type architecture that

maximizes the processing power by maintaining two separate memory bus structures,

program and data, for full-speed execution. Special instructions support data transfers

between the two spaces.

The TMS320C50 architecture is built around two major buses: the program bus and the

data bus. The program bus carries the instruction code and immediate operands from
program memory. The data bus carries the data obtained from data memory. Together, the

program and data buses can carry data from on-chip data memory and internal or external

program memory to the multiplier in a single cycle.

The TMS320C50 performs 2s-complement arithmetic, using the 32-bit arithmetic logic

unit (ALU) and accumulator. The ALU is a general-purpose arithmetic unit that uses 16-
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bit words taken from data memory or derived from immediate instructions. The ALU can

also perform Boolean operations. The accumulator stores the output from the ALU and is

also the second input to the ALU.

In addition to the main ALU, there is a parallel logic unit (PLU) that executes logic

operations on data without affecting the contents of the accumulator. The PLU is used for

setting, testing or toggling multiple bits in a control/status register or any data memory

location.

The multiplier performs 16 x 16-bit 2s-complement multiplication with a 32-bit result in a
single-instruction cycle. The fast on-chip multiplier allows the TMS320C50 to efficiently

perform fundamental DSP operations such as convolution, correlation and filtering.

Eight levels of hardware stack save the contents of the program counter during interrupts.

Eleven context-switch registers are available for storing strategic CPU-controlled registers

during an interrupt service routine.

The TMS320C50 possesses a high degree of parallelism; that is, while the data are being

operated upon by the central ALU (CALU), arithmetic operations may also be executed in

the auxiliary register arithmetic unit (ARAU).

2.3.2 On-IOff-chip Memory

The TMS320C50 features several forms of on-chip and off-chip memory:

• 2K x 16-bit on-chip programmable ROM. This memory is used for booting from

slower external ROM or EPROM to fast on-chip or external RAM. ROM can be

selected during reset by driving the MP/*MC-pin low.

• 1056 x 16-bit on-chip dual-access RAM (DARAM). This RAM can be accessed

twice per machine cycle. This block of memory is primarily intended to store

data values, but can also be used to store program code as well as data.

• 9K x 16-bit on-chip single-access RAM (SARAM). This RAM can be accessed

only once per machine cycle. This memory is software configurable as program

and/or data memory space.

• 224K x 16-bit maximum addressable off-chip memory. More details on this

external memory can be found in Section 4.2.
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2.3.3 Parallel I/O Ports

The TMS320C50 has a total of 64K addresses for I/O ports, sixteen of which are memory

mapped in data memory space. These ports can be addressed by the IN instruction or the

OUT instruction. The memory-mapped I/O ports can be accessed with any instruction that

reads or writes data memory. An active-low *IS signal indicates a read/write operation via

an I/O port and becomes active when the IN or OUT instruction is used. For the sixteen

memory-mapped I/O ports, the *IS signal becomes also active when memory accesses are

performed. I/O ports can be accessed using the I/O-selection circuit, described in Section

4.7.

2.3.4 Serial I/O Ports

The TMS320C50 carries two high-speed serial ports. These serial ports are capable of

operating at a bit rate of up to one-fourth the machine cycle rate (7.15 MHz). One of the

two circuits is a synchronous, full-duplex serial port. Its transmitter and receiver are

double buffered and individually controlled by maskable external interrupt signals. Data

are framed either as bytes or as words. The second circuit is a full-duplex serial port that

can be configured either for synchronous or for time-division multiplexed (TDM)

operations. The TDM serial port is used in multiprocessor applications. Section 6.3 and

6.4 describe the serial ports in detail.

2.3.5 JTAG-scanning logic

The JTAG scanning logic circuitry is used for debugging and testing purposes only. The

JTAG scan logic provides the boundary scan to and from the interfacing devices. Also, it

can be used to test the pin-to-board connections as well as to perform operational tests on

those peripheral devices that surround the TMS320C50. It has been interfaced to another

internal scanning logic circuitry, which has access to all of the on-chip resources. Thus,

the TMS320C50 can perform on-board emulation by means of the JTAG serial scan pins

and the emulation-dedicated pins. Section 6.2 details the JTAG interface.
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2.3.6 Software Waitstate Generator

Software wait-state logic has been incorporated without external hardware into the

TMS320C50 for interfacing with slower off-chip memory and I/O devices. This circuitry

consists of 16 wait-state generating circuits and is user-programmable to operate 0, 1, 2, 3

or 7 wait states. Section 7.5 details how the wait-state generator must be programmed.

2.3.7 Divide-by-One Clock

The divide-by-one clock feature on the TMS320C50 consists of an on-chip phase locked

loop (PLL) peripheral which provides the capability to supply a clock cycling at the

machine cycle rate of the CPU. It reduces the system's high-frequency noise that is due to

a high-speed switching clock. The PLL has a maximum operating frequency of 28.6 MHz.

2.3.8 Hardware Timer

The TMS320C50 features a 16-bit timing circuit. The timer is an on-chip down-counter

that can be used to periodically generate CPU interrupts. The timer is decremented by one

at every CLKOUTI cycle (= internal machine cycle rate). A timer interrupt is generated

each time the counter decrements to zero. This timer can be stopped, restarted, reset or

disabled by specific status bits.

2.3.9 General-Purpose I/O Pins

The TMS320C50 has two general-purpose I/O-pins that are software controlled. The *BIO

pin is a branch control input pin and the XF pin is an external flag output pin. The *BIO

pin can be used to monitor peripheral device statuses. By polling this pin, a branch can be

conditionally executed when the *BIO input is active (low). The XF (external flag) pin

signals to external devices via software. Special instructions are provided to set or reset

the XF pin.
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2.3.10 Interrupts

The TMS320C50 has four external, maskable user interrupts (*INT1-*INT4) that external

devices can use to interrupt the processor; there is one external nonmaskable interrupt

(*NMI). Internal interrupts are generated by the serial port, the timer, the TDM port and

the software interrupt instructions. Reset (*RS) is an external interrupt that can be used at

any time to put the TMS320C50 into a known state. Reset is typically applied after power

up when the machine is in an unknown state. The TMS320C50 has been provided with an

*RS-pin. Driving the *RS signal low causes the TMS320C50 to terminate execution and

forces the program counter to zero. Interrupt priorities are set so that reset has the highest

priority and *INT4 has the lowest priority.

The TMS320C50 samples the external interrupt pins multiple times to avoid noise

generated interrupts. To detect an active interrupt, the TMS320C50 must sample the signal

low on at least three consecutive machine cycles. Once an interrupt is detected, the

TMS320C50 must sample the signal high on at least two consecutive machine cycles to be

able to detect another interrupt. The minimum interrupt acknowledge time is defined as

eight cycles:

• three cycles to externally synchronize the interrupt

• one cycle for the interrupt to be recognized by the CPU

• four cycles to execute the INTR instruction and flush the pipeline.

On the ninth cycle, the interrupt vector is fetched.

It is often necessary to copy program code from slower EPROM to faster RAM. In this

case, interrupt vectors which reside in program space at address Oh should be remapped,

otherwise an interrupt service routine starts with a branch instruction executed from the

rather slow EPROM. Section 7.2 explains how interrupt vectors are mapped at address Oh

in program memory space and can be remapped to the beginning of any block of 2K

words.
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3 System Control Circuitry

3.1 Introduction

The system control circuitry performs important functions in system initialization and

operation. In this chapter, a crystal oscillator circuit design and a power-up reset circuit

design are presented.

3.2 Oscillator circuit

The TMS320C50 can use either its internal oscillator or an external frequency source for a

clock. Furthermore, it is possible to inject twice the frequency required and performing a

divide-by-two on this frequency in order to obtain the internal machine cycle. To perform

these possibilities, the TMS320C50 has been provided with two clock input pins and two

clock output pins:

• X2/CLKIN1 (input)

• CLKIN2 (input)

• CLKOUT1 (output)

• Xl (output)

input pin to the internal oscillator from the crystal. If

the internal oscillator is not used, a clock may be

input to the device on this pin. The internal machine

cycle is half this clock rate.

divide-by-one input clock for driving the internal

machine rate.

master clock output signal. This signal cycles at the

machine-cycle rate of the TMS320C50.

output pin from the internal oscillator for the crystal.

If the internal oscillator is not used, this pin should

be left unconnected.

The clock mode is determined by the CLKMD1 and CLKMD2 clock mode pins on the

TMS320C50. Table 3.1 shows the four possible clock modes [5, p. A-lO].
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Table 3.1 Four possible clock modes.

I CLKMD1 I CLKMD2 II Clock Source I

° 0 External divide-by-two clock option with the
internal oscillator disabled.

0 1 Reserved

1 0 External divide-by-one clock option.

1 1 External divide-by-two option. Internal divide-
by-two clock option with an external crystal.

Using the clock mode pins and the clock input/output pins from the TMS320C50, the

following clock options can be made:

• External Divide-by-Two Clock Option with the internal oscillator disabled

An external frequency source can be used by injecting the frequency directly

into X2/CLKIN1, with Xl left unconnected. This external frequency is divided

by two to generate the internal machine cycle. The internal oscillator is disabled.

• External Divide-by-One Clock Option

An external frequency source can be used by injecting the frequency directly

into CLKIN2, with Xl left unconnected and X2/CLKIN1 connected to +5 Volts.

This external frequency is divided by one to generate the internal machine cycle.

• External Divide-by-Two Clock Option

An external frequency source can be used by injecting the frequency directly

into X2/CLKIN1, with Xl left unconnected. This external frequency is divided

by two to generate the internal machine cycle.

• Internal Divide-by-Two Clock Option with External Crystal

The internal oscillator is enabled by connecting a crystal across X1 and

X2/CLKIN 1. The frequency of CLKOUT1 is one-half the crystal's oscillating

frequency.
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To choose a crystal for the TMS320C50, the following considerations In the modem
design were made:

• the crystal must operate at 28.57 MHz or 57.14 MHz (divide-by-two clock

option). These frequencies produce a machine-cycle time of 35 ns, which is the

minimum cycle time for the TMS320C50.

• according to the timing requirements for the clock input of the TMS320C50, the

rise and fall times of the injected frequency must be at most 5 ns (see [5, p. A

12]).

• an external crystal oscillator must be used. This is a single device in a DIL

package just requiring a supply voltage for operation. The output is a TTL

compatible square-wave with good frequency stability.

• the clock options external divide-by-two and external divide-by-one must be

made using jumpers.

A DIL-packaged crystal oscillator operating at 28.57 MHz or 57.14 MHz is not available.

The nearest frequencies available are 25 MHz and 50 MHz. The SG-51KT, as was used

by Diederen[l], is chosen for the crystal oscillator. The properties of this crystal oscillator

are listed below:

• Output frequency 25 MHz or 50 MHz.

• Output signal's frequency stability of ± 100 ppm.

• Oscillation start time of 10 ms max.

• Fan out of 5 TTL max.

• Pin compatible with full size metal can.

• Packaged in plastic 14-pin DIP IC-socket.

The output signal of the SG-51KTI25 MHz has a rise and fall time of at most 8 ns. This

does not satisfy the requirements made by the TMS320C50. For the SG-51KT/50 MHz,

these timings are both 6 ns. This is also not sufficient, but it will not be so destructive.

Therefore, the 50 MHz version of the SG-51KT is chosen. However, the output signal of

the oscillator is buffered by a 74F14 Schmitt-trigger inverter. This inverter ensures fast

rise and fall times. In this case, the 25 MHz version of the SG-51 KT is also appropriate.

CLKMD1 and CLKMD2 must both be set high to provide a divide-by-two on the clock

frequency in order to obtain the correct machine cycle.

Figure 3.1 shows the oscillator circuit and the external divide-by-one/divide-by-two clock

selection circuit. The output of the crystal oscillator (U47) is buffered by a 74F14 Schmitt

trigger inverter (U46) to ensure fast rise and fall times.
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Figure 3.1 The TMS320C50s with the oscillator circuit.

Jumpers 119, 120, 121 and J22 are implemented to enable the clock options as is shown in

Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Jumpersettings oscillator circuit.

I J19 I J20 I J21 I J22 I Clock Mode Selection I
12 23 23 23 External Divide-by-Two Clock Option; Internal

oscillator disabled

12 23 12 12 External Divide-by-Two Clock Option; Internal
oscillator enabled

23 12 12 23 External Divide-by-One Clock Option

The signal lines from the oscillator circuit labelled XTAL-X2/CLKIN1 and XTAL

CLKIN2 are connected to X2/CLKIN1 and CLKIN2 of both TMS320C50s. Also the

signal lines from the divide-by-one/divide-by-two clock selection circuit are connected to

the corresponding input pins from both the TMS320C50s.
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3.3 Reset circuit

For reset purposes, the TMS320C50 has been provided with an *RS pin. For correct

system operation after power-up, a reset signal must be asserted low for several clock

cycles so that data lines are put into the high-impedance state and address lines are driven

low. According to the reset timing requirements of the TMS320C50, the reset low pulse

duration must be at least 12H ns, where H is defined as half a machine cycle. For a

TMS320C50 operating at 28.57 MHz, H=17.5 ns so the reset pulse must be low for at

least 210 ns. As was explained in Section 3.2, the TMS320C50 in the modem design

operates at 25 MHz. Therefore, the reset pulse must be low for at least 240 ns. Upon

power-up, it takes 10 ms before the crystal oscillator reaches a stable operating state (see

Appendix 4 for the oscillator data sheets). Therefore at power-up, the reset circuit should

generate a low pulse on the reset line until the oscillator is stable. The duration of the low

pulse on the reset pin is approximately 167 ms, which is the time it takes for the capacitor

to fully change to 1.5 Volt. This is the voltage at which the reset input switches from a

logic level 0 to a logic level 1.

It seems that the duration of the reset pulse is too long compared to the setup time of the

crystal oscillator. However, it offers the possibility to choose other crystal oscillators

which may have longer setup times. Besides, the reset pulse is generated only during

initialization before actual communications begin. The reset pulse can also be generated

externally. This is achieved pushing reset button Sl or asserting the CONN-*RESET-pin

on CONN1 low (see Sheet 6 of Appendix 1).

Figure 3.2 shows the reset circuit. Resistor R1 and capacitor C1 determine the duration of

the reset-low pulse (R1 = 1 MQ and C1 = 0.47 /IF). Schmitt-trigger inverters (U46) are

used to shape the reset signal. The output signal line labelled *RESET is connected to the

*RS-input pins from both TMS320C50s, to the 2x32-pin connector CONN1 as output

signal and is also used throughout the modem design.
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4 Memory and I/O-ports

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the configuration and hardware implementation of the modem

memory and I/O ports. Section 4.2 introduces the TMS320C50 memory. Section 4.3

describes the implementation of the modem memory. Section 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 describe the
interfacing of local program memory, local data memory and global data memory to the

TMS320C50. Section 4.7 describes the I/O-selection circuit for access to I/O ports.
Finally, Section 4.8 lists the problems that arise when different devices are communicating

with each other.

4.2 TMS320C50 memory

The TMS320C50 external memory has been organized into four individually selectable

spaces: program, local data, global data and input/output ports (I/O). These spaces provide

an address range of 224K 16-bit words. The 64K program space contains the instructions

to be executed. The 64K local data space stores data used by the instructions. The 32K

global data space can share data with other processors within the system or can serve as

additional data space. The 64K I/O-space interfaces to external memory-mapped

peripherals and can also serve as extra data storage space.

The TMS320C50 has a 16-bit addressbus, so it can address up to 64K words. This is

insufficient for addressing the available memory spaces. Therefore, the TMS320C50 has

been equipped with four memory select signals:

• *PS (Program Select) for program memory,

• *DS (Data Select) for data memory,

• *IS (I/O Select) for I/O-memory,

• *BR (Bus Request) for global memory.

For example, addressing program memory for fetching an instruction results in generating

a memory address in the range of 0 to 64K and activating *PS. External control logic uses

the memory select signals to select the appropriate memory ICs.
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For full speed, zero wait-states memory access, on-chip memory is available on the

TMS320C50. This on-chip memory consists of 2K 16-bit words of boot ROM (Read Only

Memory), 9K words of program/data SARAM (Single-access Random Access Memory)

and 1056 words of data DARAM (Dual-access Random Access Memory). The on-chip

boot ROM resides in program space at address 0 and contains a device test and boot code.

The 9K block of SARAM can be mapped to program and/or data spaces and resides at

address 800h in either space. The 1056 words of DARAM are configured in three blocks:

block BO and B1 consist of 512 words each and block B2 consists of 32 words. Block BO

can also be configured as program RAM (see Figure 4.1).

Data
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Figure 4.1 shows the TMS320C50 memory maps [5, p. 6-3].
Hex P Hex P Hex
0000 0000 0000

005F
0060

07FF
0800

MP/*MC-pin = 1 MP/*MC-pin = 0
(Microprocessor Mode) (Microcomputer Mode)

Figure 4.1 Memory maps of the TMS320C50.

The MP/*MC-pin (MicroprocessorlMicrocomputer mode-pin) can be used to

enable/disable the on-chip ROM. If this pin is high, the TMS320C50 is configured as a

microprocessor: the on-chip ROM is disabled and the device starts running from address 0

at off-chip memory. If this pin is low, the TMS320C50 is configured as a microcomputer:

the on-chip ROM is enabled and the device starts running from on-chip ROM. The

MP/*MC-pin is sampled only at reset.
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4.3 Modem memory

The memory of the modem consists of local memory and global memory. Local memory

consists of program and data memory used by one processor. Global memory consists of

data memory used by both processors. The TMS320C50 program and data memory can

both address up to 64K 16-bit words. In the modem configuration, the memory select

signals *PS and *DS are not used. Therefore, only a total of 64K words are available for

local and global memory.

The implementation of local memory uses two 32K 8-bit EPROMs (Erasable

Programmable Read Only Memory) for program code and two 32K 8-bit Static RAMs

(SRAMs) for program and data. From address Oh to 7FFFh, the EPROMs are addressed.

From address 8000h to 7FFFh, Static RAM can be accessed. The EPROMs are mainly

used for program code storage but can also contain look-up tables. The Static RAMs are

mainly used for data storage. However, part of the 32K Static RAM can be reserved for

program memory: by copying program code from slower EPROM to faster RAM,

execution of program is faster. Because *PS and *DS are not used, any arbitrary partition

of the 32K words RAM into program memory and data memory is allowed. Local

program memory can be expanded by configuring the on-chip SARAM and block BO of

DARAM as program memory. Also, local data memory can be expanded by using the on

chip SARAM and block Bland B2 of DARAM.

Part of the local data memory map can be configured as global memory. This is done in

software using the "Global Memory Allocation Register" (GREG). Global memory is

implemented with a lK Dual-Port Static RAM (DPSRAM) consisting of a master and

slave version. This DPSRAM provides simultaneous access to different memory locations.

A 2K version of this DPSRAM is optional for it has the same pin configuration as the lK

version.

and8000h ::; xxxx h < yyyy hasdefined

xxxxh ::; address < yyyy h

yyyy h ::; address ::; FFFFh

are

• one part for global data

where xxxxh and yyyyh

FOOOh ::; yyyyh ::; FFFFh.

Figure 4.2 shows the modem memory map with the TMS320C50 configured as

microprocessor. It is shown that the address range from 8000h to FFFFh can be divided in

three parts:

• one part for program code: 8000h::; address < xxxxh

• one part for local data
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Figure 4.2 Practical memory maps of the modem.
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The attentive reader may have noticed that the address ranges of SARAM and DARAM

overlap the address range of the EPROM. Software can configure SARAM and DARAM

to reside inside or outside the program/data address map. When they are mapped into

program/data space, the TMS320C50 automatically accesses them when it addresses within

their bounds. An address outside their bounds results in access to off-chip memory.

Section 7.3 explains how on-chip memory is to be configured to reside in the memory

map.

4.4 Implementing local program memory

4.4.1 Choosing an EPROM

The EPROM used is the AM27C256 EPROM. This EPROM is pin-compatible with the

NMC27C256 EPROM used by Diederen[1]. The main reason to choose the AM27C256

instead of the NMC27C256 is the low price of the AM27C256. The features of this

EPROM important to the modem design are listed below:

• 32K x 8-bit ultraviolet erasable programmable read only memory

• maximum access time of 150 ns

• maximum output disable time of 30 ns
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• low power consumption: - active power: 80 mW.

- standby power: 100 ~W.

• *CE- and *OE-control signals, 15-bit address input, 8-bit data output

Detailed information about this EPROM can be found in Appendix 4, p. 171.

Before the EPROM can be interfaced to the TMS320C50, some design considerations are

made:

The EPROM is used to store program code. At reset, the TMS320C50 must be

aware that program code is resided in EPROM and must start code execution from

off-chip memory. This can be achieved connecting the MP/*MC-pin of the

TMS320C50 to 5 Volts (see Section 4.2).

Communication between EPROM and TMS320C50 will require wait-states.

Therefore, execution of program code in EPROM cannot be recommended. To

solve this speed problem, program code can be copied from slower EPROM to

faster SARAM or external RAM. The Static RAM is used for local data storage

but can also be used as program memory. In software, interrupt vectors which are

located at address OOOOh in EPROM, must be remapped to Static RAM. Otherwise,

execution of interrupts is performed with wait states. Remapping interrupts is

explained in Section 7.2.

Although the EPROM is merely used for program code, it must also be possible to

store data (constants) in EPROM. This data can only be read by the processor.

The output disable time of the EPROM is too long to guarantee that no

busconflicts will occur during other TMS320C50 external memory accesses.

Therefore, the output pins of the EPROM must be connected to the TMS320C50

databus using buffer ICs.

4.4.2 Interfacing EPROM to the TMS320CSO

The EPROM is a 32K x 8-bit IC. For a 16-bit databus, two EPROMs are used. The output

disable time of the EPROMs is too long to guarantee that no busconflict will occur if two

consecutive read cycles are executed (see Section 4.4.3 for more details on EPROM

timing requirements and Section 4.8 for more information on consecutive reads).

Therefore, two transceiver ICs (74F245) are used to buffer the datalines.
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the TMS320C50s with the EPROMs connected.

74F245

TMS320C50(l)
TMS320C50(2)

*RD

16-bit databus Do - DIs

DIR *OE

15-bit addressbus

+sv
*OE
*CE 1+---------------............., AIS

Do - DIs 16-bit databus

EPROM

Figure 4.3 The TMS320C50s with the EPROMs.

The EPROM has been provided with a 15-bit addressbus and an 8-bit databus.

Furthermore, it has two control functions, both of which must be logically active in order

to obtain data at the outputs. Chip Enable (*CE) is the power control and is used for

device selection. Output Enable (*OE) is the output control and is used to gate data to the

output pins.

As was mentioned in Section 4.3, the TMS320C50 provides the memory control signals

*PS and *DS to distinguish program memory from data memory. *PS and *DS are useful

if the address range of program memory overlaps the address range of data memory. In

this case, it is not known which memory space is accessed when a memory address IS

generated. Therefore, *PS and *DS can be used to access the appropriate memory.

In the modem design, *PS and *DS are not used. From the address ranges of EPROM and

Static RAM, it can be seen that the selection between these memory areas is made by

addressline A15 •

In Section 4.4.1, it was recommended to use EPROM also for data storage. Selecting

EPROM with Al5 and *PS as was done by Diederen[1] implies the EPROM only to be
used for program code. By omitting *PS, program code and data can be read from

EPROM.

The attentive reader may have noticed that for proper operation the EPROMs can be

continuously selected (i.e. *CE of the EPROM is always active low). In this case, the

EPROM is always active and therefore dissipating 80 mW. By deselecting the EPROM, it
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dissipates only 100 IlW. Because the EPROM is only used during initialization, power can

be saved by deselecting the EPROM.

Examining Figure 4.3, the attentive reader may also have noticed that if A15 is connected

to *CE of the EPROM and to *OE of the transceiver IC, power as well as the OR-port for

the selection of the transceiver ICs can be saved. For consecutive reads from EPROM,

timing requirements are guaranteed. But for memory accesses to static RAM ICs,
TMS320C50 write data can still be at the databus while selecting EPROM and therefore

connecting the EPROM databus with the TMS320C50 databus.

The Output Enable (*OE) of the EPROM is connected to ground. Therefore, the EPROM

databus is always low-impedant. This is not a problem because the datalines are buffered

by two 74F245 transceiver ICs.

Read Select(*RD) of the TMS320C50 cannot be directly connected to the Output Enable

of the 74F245 transceiver IC because this signal is also used when performing a read

cycle to other devices. This will result in a busconflict that will either destroy the

EPROMs, the transceiver ICs or the TMS320C50. This problem is solved by connecting

*RD together with A15 using an OR-gate to *OE of the transceiver Ie.

In the previous design of the modem made by Diederen[I], it was possible to write to the

EPROM ICs. They were selected using *STRB together with *PS_LOW [1, p. 39].

*STRB becomes active low if an external memory access is done. So, a read cycle and a

write cycle make *STRB active low. Therefore, writing to EPROM was possible. In the

new design, this problem is solved because the TMS320C50 provides two extra signals for

read and write cycles: Read Select (*RD) and Write Enable (*WE). Using only *RD for

modem selection, writing to the EPROMs is made impossible.

4.4.3 EPROM Timing Requirements

A TMS320C50 operating at 28.57 MHz has a machine cycle of 35 ns. With the 25 MHz

clock, the internal machine cycle of the TMS320C50 is 40 ns. Timing requirements tables

listed in [5] define H as half a machine cycle, so H=20 ns and 2H=40 ns.

Figure 4.4 shows the EPROM read cycle timing diagram together with the appropriate

TMS320C50 timings. The relevant access and output disable times of the TMS320C50,

the EPROM and the buffer IC are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4 EPROM Read Cycle Timing Diagram.

Table 4.1 Relevant TMS320C50, EPROM, buffer and OR-gate timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Mio (os) Max (os)

ta(A) Read data access from address valid TMS320C50 2H-15 + n-2H

ta(R) Read data access time after *RD low TMS320C50 H-IO + n-2H

tSU(A)R Address valid before *RD low TMS320C50 H-IO

I teE I*CE Low to Output Valid I EPROM I I 150 I
tp3 Propagation delay Input to Output BUFFER 2.5 7.0

tpLH4 *RD High to *OE High OR-gate 3.0 6.6

tpHZ5 *OE i to Output High-Z BUFFER 1.0 7.5
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From Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1, the following two key timing requirements can be derived:

• The EPROM is selected using addressline A15, so the key timing requirement is

ta(A): the time read data can be accessed by the TMS320C50 after address becomes

valid. After selection of the EPROM, it takes at most teE ns before data are on the

EPROM output pins. After tp3 ns, data are transferred from the transceiver input

pins to the transceiver output pins. For ta(A)' the following relation must hold:

t + t < t
CE, EPROM p3, BUFFER - a(A),max, TMS320C50

(4.1)

• ta(R) is the time read data can be accessed by the TMS320C50 after *RD goes low.

From Figure 4.4 it follows that in worst-case conditions, the following relation

must be true:

t +t < t . +t
CE, EPROM p3, BUFFER - su(A)R,mm,C50 a(R),max,C50

(4.2)

The access time of the EPROM is too long for the TMS320C50 to operate with zero wait

states. For proper operation, the minimum number of wait-states must be calculated.

Substituting H=20 and the values from Table 4.1 in (4.1) gives a minimum of 4 wait

states. However, the built-in software waitstate generator of the TMS320C50 can only be

programmed with 0, 1, 2, 3 or 7 wait states. So, the EPROM is accessed using seven wait

states. Because the EPROM is only accessed during initialization, seven wait states are not

a problem. Section 7.5 explains how to program the wait-state generator.

By substituting n=7 in the TMS320C50 timings listed in Table 4.1, the reader can verify

that timing requirements are met.

There are some more timing requirements to satisfy, concerning data setup times, data

hold times and output enable and disable times. These timings and the remaining timings

shown in Figure 4.4 are listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Other TMS320C50, EPROM, BUFFER and OR-gate timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Min (ns) Max (ns)

tsu(D)R Read data setup time before *RD i TMS320C50 10

tw(RL) *RD low pulse duration TMS320C50 H-2 + n-2H H+2 + n-2H

th(D)R Read data hold time after *RD high TMS320C50 0

I teF I *CE High to Output High Z I EPROM I I 30 I
tp1 *RD Low to *OE Low OR-gate 3.0 6.3

tpLZ2 *OE Low to Buffer output Low Z BUFFER 2.0 9.0

•

•

•

The TMS320C50 requires read data to be valid at least tsu(D)R ns before the actual

data is read. This requirement is guaranteed because data are valid within the time

constraint of ta(R).max'

After *RD goes low, it takes at least 5.0 ns (tpl.min + tPLZ2.min) before the databus

becomes low-impedant. This timing is important when accessing other devices:

previous data must be removed from the databus before the EPROMs are accessed.

Section 4.8 describes the communication between (memory) devices.

After the read operation, data may stay on the databus at least th(D)R ns. In worst

case, data are on the databus for at most 14.1 ns (tPLH4max + tPHZ5max)' This timing is. .
important when accessing other devices: EPROM data must be removed from the

databus before other devices are accessed in order to prevent busconflicts. Section

4.8 describes the communication between (memory) devices.

• The EPROM databus becomes high-impedant after at most tCF ns. Due to the

separation of databuses by transceiver ICs, this timing is not important and

busconflicts will not occur.

4.5 Implementing local data memory

4.5.1 Choosing a Static RAM IC

The IC used for implementing local data memory is the CY7C199 Static RAM (SRAM)

Ie. The features of this SRAM important to the modem design are listed below:
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• 32K x 8-bit words

• maximum access time of 15 ns

• maximum output disable time of 7 ns

• automatic power-down feature, reducing the power consumption by 81 %

when deselected

• *CE-, *OE- and *WE-control signals

• 15-bit addressbus, 8-bit databus

The 15ns version of the CY7C199 was chosen for the following reasons:

• the CY7Cl99 was also used in the modem made by Diederen[l]

• the CY7C199-15ns satisfies TMS320C50 timing requirements

• access to the CY7C199 can be done using zero wait states

• the CY7C199-15ns was deliverable from stock.

4.5.2 Interfacing Static RAM to the TMS320C50

Figure 4.5 illustrates the TMS320C50s with the Static RAMs (SRAM) connected.

\
\

AO-AI4 I5-bit addressbus / AO-AI4

=0
/ SRAM

A15
*CE*BR

,

TMS320C50(I)
TMS320C50(2) *RD *OE

*WE ~ *WE

/ \
/

) DO-DISDO-DI5 16-bit databus
\
\ /

Figure 4.5 The TMS320C50s with the SRAMs.

The SRAM is a 32K x 8-bit Ie. For a 16-bit databus, two SRAMs are used. The SRAM

has three control functions:

• Chip Enable (*CE) is used for device selection.

• Output Enable (*OE) is used for enabling the I/O-pins for output when reading

the device.

• Write Enable (*WE) is used for enabling the I/O-pins for input when writing to

the device.
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As was explained in Section 4.4.2, distinction between EPROM and SRAM is made using

addressline A15• But if a part of the local data memory map is configured as global

memory, the address range of the SRAM also includes the Dual-Port SRAM. So,

distinction between SRAM and Dual-Port SRAM must also be made. This distinction can

be made using the Bus Request-pin (*BR) available on the TMS320C50. This pin is

asserted low during access of the external global data memory space. Table 4.3 shows

how the different memory devices can be selected using A15 and *BR.

Table 4.3 Memory Device Selection Table.

I A 15 I *BR II Memory Device I
L X EPROM

X L DP-SRAM

H H SRAM

Note: X = Don't Care
L = Low Voltage
H =High Voltage

Table 4.3 shows that only if A15 and *BR are both asserted high, local data RAM is

accessed. This function can be realized using a 2-input NAND-gate with its output

connected to *CE of the CY7C199.

Diederen[l] used the *STRB and RJ*W signals from the TMS320C25 DSP for selection

of the CY7C199 SRAM Ie. The TMS320C50 DSP has two additional memory interface
signals to reduce the amount of external interfacing circuitries: *RD and *WE. The *RD

pin is directly connected to the *OE pin of the CY7C199 and the *WE pin is directly

connected to the *WE pin of the CY7C199. This alleviates the need of gating *STRB and

RJ*W to generate the equivalent signals.

4.5.3 SRAM Timing Requirements

Section 4.5.1 described the considerations leading to the choice of the CY7C199-15ns for

local data memory. This section explains why the 15ns version of the CY7C199 was

chosen based on timing requirements. This can be done using the read cycle timing

diagram shown in Figure 4.6. Table 4.4 lists the relevant read cycle timings.
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Figure 4.6 SRAM Read Cycle Timing Diagram.

Table 4.4 Relevant TMS320C50, NAND and SRAM read cycle timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Mio (os) Max (os)

tarA) Read data access from address valid TMS320C50 2H-15 + n-2H

ta(R) Read data access time after *RD low TMS320C50 H-lO + n-2H

I tpHL I A15, *BR High to *CE Low I NAND I 2.0 I 5.3 I
tACE *CE Low to Data Valid SRAM 15

tDOE *OE Low to Data Valid SRAM 7

Important timings for the read cycle are ta(A),max and ta(R):

• ta(A),max is the maximum read data access time of the TMS320C50. After this

time, data must be on the databus. The CY7C199 is selected using a

NAND-gate, so the following relation must hold:

t + t < tACE,max,SRAM PHL.max,NAND - a(A),max,C50
(4.3)

where tACE,max is the maximum access time of the SRAM after *CE becomes

valid and tPHL,max,NAND is the propagation delay of the NAND-gate,
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Substituting the values of ta(A),max and tPHL,max from Table 4.4 in (4.3) gives

the following relation for tACE,max:

tAcE,max~(n+l)2H -20.3 (4.4)

Table 4.5 shows which versions of the CY7C199 satisfy (4.4) using zero or

one waitstate.

Table 4.5 Allowable CY7C199 versions based on tACE'

I # w.s. I tACE II -12 I -15 I -20 I -25 I -35 I -45 I
n=O 19.7

I
X

I

X

I I I I In=1 59.7 X X X X X X

• ta(R),max is the maximum read data access time of the TMS320C50 after *RD

is asserted low. The CY7C199 must put valid data on the databus within

ta(R),max ns. The *RD-pin of the TMS320C50 is directly connected to the

*OE-pin of the CY7C199, so the following relation must hold:

t <tDOE,max - a(R),max (4.5)

Substituting the value of ta(R) from Table 4.4 in (4.5) gives a second key

timing requirement the CY7C199 must satisfy. Table 4.6 shows which

versions of the CY7C199 satisfy (4.5) using zero or one waitstate.

Table 4.6 Allowable CY7C199 versions based on tDOE'

I # w.s. I tnoE

"

-12 I -15 I -20 I -25 I -35 I -45 I

I

n=O

I

10

II

X

I

X

I
X

I

X

I I In=1 50 X X X X X X

There are some more timing requirements to satisfy, concerning data setup times, data

hold times and output disable times. These timings and the remaining timings shown in

Figure 4.6 are listed in Table 4.7.

• The SRAM requires the read cycle time to be at least tRC ns. This is the

time the *CE-input of the SRAM is active low. *CE is related to the

address timing, so the SRAM timing requirement is met because the address
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Table 4.7 Other TMS320C50, NAND and SRAM timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Min (ns) Max (ns)

tsu(A)R Address valid before *RD low TMS320C50 H-1O

tWIRL) *RD low pulse duration TMS320C50 H-2 + n-2H H+2 + n-2H

tsu(D)R Read data valid before *RD high TMS320C50 10

th(D)R Read data hold after *RD high TMS320C50 0

I tpLH IA15 or *BR Low to *CE High I NAND I 2.4 I 6.0 I
tRC Read Cycle Time SRAM 15

tLZOE *OE Low to Low Z SRAM 0

tHZOE *OE High to High Z SRAM 7

is valid for at least one machine cycle.

• The TMS320C50 requires data to be valid at least tsu(D)R ns before *RD is
asserted high. This timing requirement is met because data are valid at most

tDOE after *OE goes active low and *OE stays active low for at least

tw(RL),min ns.

• For proper operation, the SRAM requires the address to be valid prior to or

coincident with *CE transition low. Because the *CE-input is connected to

Al5 and *BR using a 2-input NAND-gate, address is valid before *CE is

asserted low.

From Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 it follows that the l2ns-version and the 15ns-version of the

CY7C 199 can be used when external read cycles are performed using zero or one wait

states. The other versions can only be used when using one wait state. The aim is to

perform external memory accesses without any wait states, so the 12ns-version and the

15ns-version of the CY7C199 are appropriate. The 15ns-version is chosen for it is

deliverable from stock.

The CY7C199-15ns satisfies timing requirements concerning the memory read cycle. For

the memory write cycle, timings must be checked in order to verify if the 15ns-version

operates correctly.

Figure 4.7 shows the SRAM write cycle timing diagram. Table 4.8 lists the write cycle

timings. The NAND-timings are not listed for they are the same as listed in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.8 TMS320C50 and SRAM write cycle timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Mio (os) Max (os)

tsu(A)W Address valid before *WE low TMS320C50 H-5

~(WL) *WE low pulse duration TMS320C50 2H-2 + n·2H 2H+2 + n-2H

tsu(D)W Write data valid before *WE high TMS320C50 2H-20 2H

th(D)W Write data hold time after *WE high TMS320C50 H-5 H+lO

ten(D)W Enable time, *WE to data bus high Z TMS320C50 -5

twc Write Cycle Time SRAM 15

tpwE *WE Pulse Width SRAM 9

tSD Data Set-Up to Write End SRAM 9

tHD Data Hold from Write End SRAM 0

The important timing for the write cycle is tsu(O)w:

• tsu(O)W is the time write data on the databus are valid before *WE is asserted

high. For proper operation, tsu(O)W must exceed tso, i.e. the time the SRAM

wants write data to be on the databus. *WE of the TMS320C50 is directly
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connected to the *WE-pin of the SRAM, so the following relation holds for

the CY7C199-15ns:

(4.6)

Substituting the values from Table 4.8 in (4.6) shows that the SRAM timing

requirement is met.

There are two other important timings:

•

•

The CY7C 199 expects the *WE pulse width tpWE to exceed 9 ns. From
Table 4.8 it can be seen that the minimal TMS320C50 *WE low pulse

duration tw(WL) exceeds the minimal CY7C199 *WE pulse width.

th(D)W is the time TMS320C50 write data are valid on the databus after *WE
is asserted high. This timing is important when communicating with other

(memory) devices in order to prevent busconflicts. Section 4.8 explains the

importance of this timing.

4.6 Implementing global data memory

4.6.1 Choosing a global memory implementation

As was explained in Section 2.2, communication between processors can be done using

global memory. In general, this type of memory permits two or more processors

independent access to any location in memory. However, when processors want to access

the same memory location, some form of arbitration scheme is necessary. This arbitration

scheme must prevent simultaneous memory accesses at the same location in global data

memory.

Figure 4.8 illustrates an example of a global memory interface. For the global data

memory, the SRAM ICs from Section 4.5 could be used. In order to avoid busconflicts

when both processors attempt to access the global memory, buffers are provided.

Furthermore, arbitration logic is necessary to avoid access to the same memory locations.

This global memory interface seems easy and logical. However, some problems arise

when implementing this global memory interface in hardware.

For each processor, the databus and addressbus must be buffered. Using an 8-bit

transceiver IC for a buffer, a total of eight transceiver ICs are necessary. Furthermore, four

transceiver ICs must be bidirectional for buffering the databuses. The arbitration logic
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Figure 4.8 Global memory interface.

must be implemented in order to meet the following specifications:

• using the *BR-signal to enable communication between one processor and

the global memory.

• determine whether data are transferred to or from the global memory.

• generate a READY-signal when both processors attempt to access the same

memory location. When a processor receives the READY-signal, execution

of program is halted for as long as READY is active, i.e. for as long as the

other processor has access to the global memory.

For the latter specification, the READY-signal does not need to be generated when a

semaphore construction is implemented. A semaphore is a protected variable whose value

can be accessed and altered by one processor only.

When processor 1 wants to access global memory, it sets the semaphore. If access is

granted (i.e. the semaphore variable is not used by other processes), the semaphore is reset

and the processor can perform its alterations in global data memory. When processor 2

wants to access global memory, it checks if the semaphore is set. If it is already in use,

the process is halted until the semaphore is returned by processor 1, i.e. when the

semaphore is set. When the semaphore is returned, processor 2 can perform its alterations

in global data memory.

If access to global memory is implemented using semaphores, integrity of global memory

is guaranteed. However, when processors want to access different memory locations,

semaphores are also used but not necessary.

If all the above considerations about the global memory interface have to be implemented

in hardware, it takes a lot of time and effort to realize the interface. There is, however, a

perfect solution to this problem: a Dual-Port Static RAM (DPSRAM) Ie. A DPSRAM is a

memory Ie with two separate data- and addressbuses and separate control signals

permitting independent access for reads and writes to any location in memory.
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Furthermore, it is equipped with an arbitration logic to prevent two processors access to

the same memory location at the same time.

The DPSRAM IC is chosen from Cypress Semiconductors. The reason to choose this IC is

that interfacing and read and write timing requirements are the same as for the SRAM Ie.

To choose the appropriate DPSRAM IC for the modem design, advantages and

disadvantages of the DPSRAM ICs were compared. The results are shown in Table 4.9.

Before choosing the appropriate DPSRAM, some considerations are made:

• Each DPSRAM has an 8-bit databus. In the modem configuration, a 16-bit
databus is used. So, the DPSRAM must be able to expand the databus, i.e.

using a master/slave construction.

• The DPSRAM must be equipped with either a Busy arbitration scheme or a

semaphore construction to ensure that both processors will not access the

same memory location simultaneously. The Busy logic signals that a

processor is trying to access the same memory location currently being

accessed by the other port. The semaphore construction permits software

handshaking between processors.

• The DPSRAM must be deliverable from stock and no minimum number of

ICs have to be purchased.
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D CY7C130 CY7C131 CY7C132 CY7C136 CY7B134 CY7B135 CY7B1342 CY7B138 CY7B139 CY7B144 CY7B145
CY7C140 CY7C141 CY7C142 CY7C146

# Memory lKx8 bits lKx8 bits 2Kx8 bits 2Kx8 bits 4Kx8 bits 4Kx8 bits 4Kx8 bits 4Kx8 bits 4Kx9 bits 8Kx8 bits 8Kx9 bits

Expand to Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
16-bits ?

access 25,30, 25,30, 25,30, 25,30, 20, 25, 35 20,25,35 20,25,35 15,25, 35 15,25, 35 15,25,35 15,25,
time 35,45,55 35,45,55 35,45,55 35,45,55 35

Control
Signals

*CE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
*R1*W Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

*OE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

BUSY- Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
arbitration

INT flag Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sem. Flag No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Delivery Yes Yes No No ? ? ? No No ? ?
from
Stock?

Package 48-pin 52-pin 48-pin 52-pin 48-pin 52-pin 52-pin 68-pin 68-pin 68-pin 68-pin
DIPILCCI PLCCI DIPILCC PLCCI DIPILCC PLCCI PLCCI PLCCI PLCCI PLCCI PLCCI
QFP LCC LCC LCC LCC LCClPGA LCClPGA LCClPGA LCClPGA

Min. No No No No ? ? ? 19 pieces 19 pieces ? ?
Delivery?

Note: ? =No information available.



From Table 4.9, the following conclusions can be made:

• the CY7B 134/CY7B 135 are not appropriate for they do not allow a 16-bit

configuration. Furthermore, there is no *BUSY-pin, so simultaneous access to

memory is possible.

• the CY7B 1342 is not appropriate for it does not allow a 16-bit configuration. It is

equipped with a *SEM-pin, so simultaneous access to memory can be made

impossible in software.

• the CY7B138/CY7BI44 are not appropriate because at least nineteen ICs have to

be purchased.

• the CY7B 139/CY7B145 are not appropriate for they have a 9-bit databus.

• the CY7CI30/CY7C13l1CY7CI40/CY7CI41 (=IKx8 DPSRAM master/slave)

and the CY7CI32/CY7CI36/CY7CI42/CY7CI46 (=2Kx8 DPSRAM

master/slave) are appropriate for the modern design.

From the two appropriate DPSRAMs, the lKx8 version was deliverable from stock. To

implement a 16-bit configuration, a master and a slave version are needed. From the lKx8

version, the appropriate pin configuration has to be chosen to expand the amount of global

memory, if necessary. When comparing the pin configurations of the 1Kx8 and the 2Kx8

versions, the PLCC 52-pin version of both DPSRAMs have the same pin layout. However,

the 2Kx8 version is equipped with two extra addresslines but the corresponding pins on

the lKx8 version are not connected. In the modern configuration, the lKx8 version is

used. If the amount of global memory is not satisfactory, the 2Kx8 version could be used.

The above considerations lead to the choice of the CY7C131 master DPSRAM and the

CY7C141 slave DPSRAM. The features of the CY7C13l1CY7CI41 are listed again:

• lK x 8-bit words

• maximum access time of 25 ns

• maximum output disable time of 15 ns

• automatic power-down feature

• *CE-, *OE- and R/*W-control signals

• lO-bit addressbus, 8-bit databus

• *BUSY and *INT flags.

Section 4.6.3 will show that the 25ns version of the CY7C131/CY7C141 satisfies

TMS320C50 timing requirements.
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4.6.2 Interfacing DPSRAM to the TMS320CSOs

Figure 4.9 shows the DPSRAMs connected to the TMS320C50s.

CY7C131

00•..07.

TMS320C50( 1) lO-bit addressbus

>-CI <'"l 1/
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \-16-bit databu_s

* * * 0::: \;"'
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r
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lO-bit addressbus

\
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16-bit databus
- --/

TMS320C50(2)

+--+-+-+-+----+---+-+--+-+l*CEL *CER 1+-+--+-+--+----+--+-+-+--+

+--+-+-+----+---+---+---+-+1. *OEL *OE
R
14-+---+-+---+----+--+--+--+

+--+-+----+---+--+---+-.1R/*wL R/*wR 14-+---+-+---+----+--+---1>

+-+---+---+--+--+--1 *BUSYL *BUSYR 1--+--+-+--+----+-+

L..---+---+--+---+---l *INTL *INTR1--+--+-+---+-------'

CY7C141
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/ OSL..015L OS•..015·
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L..-------f,'<_\ ---1

, *CEL
l....-+-+----------~*OEL

R/*WL

*CER

*OE
R
I+-----------+-+--l

R/*WR

*BUSYL *BUSYR

*INTL *INTR

Figure 4.9 The DPSRAMs connected to the TMS320C50s.

The DPSRAM is a lK x 8-bit Ie. For a 16-bit databus, a master (CY7C131) and a slave

(CY7C141) version are used. The DPSRAM is provided with a lO-bit addressbus and an

8-bit databus. It has five control functions:

• Chip Enable (*CE) is used for device selection.

• Output Enable (*OE) is used for enabling the I/O-pins for output when reading

the device

• ReadlWrite Enable (R/*W) is used for enabling the I/O-pins for input when

writing to the device.
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• *BUSYLand *BUSYR are used to control simultaneous memory location access.

If both ports' *CE are asserted low, the Busy logic will determine which port has

access.

• *INTL and *INTR permit communication between ports. When the left port writes

to location FFFh, the right port's interrupt flag (*INTR) is set. This flag is cleared

when the right port reads that same location. Setting the left port's interrupt flag

(*INTL) is accomplished when the right port writes to location FFEh. This flag is

cleared when the left port reads location FFEh.

As was shown in Table 4.3, global memory is accessed if and only if *BR is asserted low.

So, *BR is directly connected to *CE. As was done with the SRAM in Section 4.5.2, the

TMS320C50 *RD and *WE signals are directly connected to *OE and R/*W pins of the

DPSRAM.

The *BUSY output pins of the master DPSRAM are connected to the *BUSY input pins

of the slave DPSRAM and to the READY input pins of the TMS320C50s. When both

processors are attempting to access the same memory location, the Busy logic of the

master DPSRAM will assert *BUSY low, thus inserting wait states to the TMS320C50. If

the slave would not have been provided with the outcome of the Busy logic of the master,

memory contention in the slave will occur. This will probably result in destruction of the

DPSRAM IC or the TMS320C50.

The *INT pins of the master DPSRAM are connected to the *INT3 input pins from the

TMS320C50. Only the *INT pins from the CY7C131 DPSRAM are used because writing

to FFFh or FFEh results in interrupts from both DPSRAMs and an interrupt from only one

DPSRAM is required.

4.6.3 DPSRAM Timing Requirements

Section 4.6.1 described the considerations leading to the choice of the

CY7C131/CY7CI41-25ns for global data memory. This section explains why the 25ns

version of the DPSRAM was chosen based on timing requirements. This can be done

using the read cycle timing diagram shown in Figure 4.10. The relevant read cycle timings

are listed in Table 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 DPSRAM Read Cycle Timing Diagram.

Table 4.10 Relevant TMS320C50 and DPSRAM read cycle timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Mio (os) Max (os)

ta(A) Read data access from address valid TMS320C50 2H-15 + w2H

ta(R) Read data access time after *RD low TMS320C50 H-lO + n-2H

tACE *CE Low to Data Valid DPSRAM 25

tDOE *OE Low to Data Valid DPSRAM 15

The derivations for the read and write cycle timing requirements are the same as for the

CY7C199 from Section 4.5.3. In this section, only the formulas are presented.

Important timings for the read cycle are ta(A),max and ta(R):

• ta(A),max: the CY7C1311CY7C141 are selected using the *BR-signal. Timings for

the *BR signals are the same as for address timings, so the following relation

must hold:

t < t
ACE,max,DPSRAM - a(A),max,TMS320C50

(4.7)
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where tACEmax is the maximum access time of the DPSRAM after address
becomes valid. When substituting the value of ta(A),max from Table 4.10 in (4.7), an

overview can be made of CY7C13l1CY7CI41 versions that satisfy (4.7) using
zero or one waitstate. This overview can be found in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11 Allowable CY7C13l/CY7CI41 versions based on tACE'

I # w.s. I tACE II 25 I 30 I 35 I 45 I 55 I

I

n=O

I
25

II

X

I I I I In=1 65 X X X X X

• ta(R),max: the *RD-pin of the TMS320C50 is directly connected to the *OE-pin of
the CY7C13l1CY7CI41, so the following relation must hold:

t <t
DOE,max,DPSRAM - a(R),max,C50

(4.8)

Substituting the value of ta(R) from Table 4.10 in (4.8) gives a second key timing

requirement the CY7C13l1CY7CI41 must satisfy. Table 4.12 shows which

versions of the CY7C13l/CY7CI41 satisfy (4.8) using zero or one waitstate.

Table 4.12 Allowable CY7C13l1CY7CI41 versions based on tDOE'

I # w.s. I tDOE II 25 I 30 I 35 I 45 I 55 I

I
n=O

I

10

II I f I I In=1 50 X X X X X

There are some more tImmg requirements to satisfy, concerning data setup times, data

hold times and output disable times. These timings and the remaining timings shown in

Figure 4.10 are listed in Table 4.13. Descriptions of these timings are listed in Section

4.5.3.
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Table 4.13 Other TMS320C50 and DPSRAM timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Min (ns) Max (ns)

tsu(A)R Address valid before *RD low TMS320C50 H-lO

t:,.(RL) *RD low pulse duration TMS320C50 H-2 + n-2H H+2 + n-2H

tsu(D)R Read data valid before *RD high TMS320C50 10

th(D)R Read data hold after *RD high TMS320C50 0

tLZOE *OE Low to Low Z DPSRAM 3

tHZOE *OE High to High Z DPSRAM 15

From Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 it follows that the fastest DPSRAM will only operate

using one wait state. So, the 25 ns version of the CY7C131/CY7CI41 is chosen for the

modem design.

The CY7C131/CY7CI41-25ns satisfies timing requirements concerning the memory read

cycle. For the memory write cycle, timings must be checked in order to verify if the

TMS320C50 satisfies DPSRAM write timing requirements.

Figure 4.11 shows the DPSRAM write cycle timing diagram. Table 4.14 lists the write

cycle timings.
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Figure 4.11 DPSRAM Write Cycle Timing Diagram.

Table 4.14 TMS320C50 and DPSRAM write cycle timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Min (os) Max (os)

tsu(A)W Address valid before *WE low TMS320C50 H-5

tw(WL) *WE low pulse duration TMS320C50 2H-2 + n-2H 2H+2 + n·2H

tsu(D)W Write data valid before *WE high TMS320C50 2H-20 2H

th(D)W Write data hold time after *WE high TMS320C50 H-5 H+lO

ten(D)W Enable time, *WE to data bus high Z TMS320C50 -5

twc Write Cycle Time DPSRAM 25

tpwE *WE Pulse Width DPSRAM 15

tSD Data Set-Up to Write End DPSRAM 15

tHD Data Hold from Write End DPSRAM 0

The important timing for the write cycle is tsu(D)W:
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• tsu(D)W: for proper operation, tsu(D)W must exceed tSD' *WE of the TMS320C50 is

directly connected to the R/*W-pin of the DPSRAM, so the following relation

holds for the CY7C13l1CY7CI41-25ns:

(4.9)

Substituting the values from Table 4.14 in (4.9) shows that the DPSRAM timing

requirement is met.

There is one more timing requirement to satisfy:

• The DPSRAM expects the R/*W pulse width to exceed tpWE ns. From Table 4.14

it can be seen that the minimal TMS320C50 *WE low pulse duration exceeds the

minimal DPSRAM R/*W pulse width.

So far, this section showed that the DPSRAM-25 ns satisfies TMS320C50 tImmg

requirements based on memory read and write cycles. However, the DPSRAM also

communicates with the TMS320C50 using the *BUSY and *INT signals. These timings

must also satisfy TMS320C50 timing requirements.

The datasheets of the TMS320C50 list the interrupt timings [5, p. A-17]. The minimum

low pulse duration of an interrupt (either synchronous or asynchronous) is 6H+15 ns, i.e.

three machine cycles. This timing requirement must be met to ensure that an interrupt is

synchronized as explained in Section 2.3.10. According to Section 4.6.2, the DPSRAM

interrupt is set when a write is performed to a specified location (FFFh for the left port

and FFEh for the right port). This interrupt is cleared when the location is read. Reading

memory can only be performed from the interrupt service routine which can only be

executed when the interrupt was received successfully. So, due to the DPSRAM's

interrupt generation logic, interrupt timing requirements are met.

When a processor wants to access global memory, it asserts the bus request (*BR) signal

low. However, it is not aware if the other processor wants to access the global memory at

the same time or if it has already access to the global memory. To prevent simultaneous

access to the same memory location, the master DPSRAM is provided with an arbitration

logic. The arbitration logic determines which processor may access the global memory.

The master DPSRAM is provided with a *BUSY output pin which is asserted either high

or low according to the outcome of the arbitration logic. When a processor's access to

global memory is denied, the *BUSY output is asserted low. Because the *BUSY output

is connected to the READY input of the TMS320C50, the processor will know when
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access to the DPSRAM is denied and will delay its memory access until *BUSY goes

high again (i.e. access to the DPSRAM is granted).

Figure 4.12 shows the *BUSY timing diagram of the CY7C1311141.

XADDRESSL,R

\ j,'-- ---J

, tps ,:- ~,

Figure 4.12 DPSRAM Busy Timing Diagram.

·x'-----_

If both *CEs are asserted low and an address match occurs within 5 ns (tps) of each other,

the *BUSY logic will determine which processor has access. *BUSY will be asserted low

tBLC ns (tBLC :::; 20 ns) after *CE is taken low. Figure 4.12 shows that the left port gets

access to the DPSRAM so the right port's *BUSY is asserted low. The timing diagram

and the timings are the same when the right port gets access to the DPSRAM.

Before checking *BUSY timings with READY timing requirements, a general description

of generating wait states using the READY signal is given. The READY input on the

TMS320C50 is used for externally generating wait states. The TMS320C50 samples the

READY pin at the rising edge of CLKOUTI. If READY is low, the TMS320C50 waits

one machine cycle and samples READY again. If READY is high, the TMS320C50

concludes its external memory cycle. The external READY pin is sampled only after the

internal software wait states are completed.

For a TMS320C50 read cycle, *RD goes low at the rising edge of CLKOUT1, i.e. at the

same time the READY pin is sampled. READY must be stable some time before and after

the rising edge of CLKOUT1 to prevent unwanted wait states to be inserted or wanted

wait states to be skipped. A zero wait-state memory access contains one rising edge and

one falling edge of CLKOUTI. At the rising edge, *RD goes low and READY is

sampled. At the falling edge, data are read. So, if a zero wait-state memory access is to be

delayed with externally generated wait states, READY must be low before *RD falls (i.e.

the rising edge of CLKOUT1) otherwise READY is s~mpled high and no wait states are

inserted.
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Figure 4.13a shows a zero wait-state read cycle with READY low before the rising edge

of CLKOUTl. Figure 4.13b shows the same read cycle with READY low after the rising

edge of CLKOUTl.

CLKOUT1 CLKOUT1

\ I \ / \ \ I \ / \
1 I
1 I

XADD~SS i X XADD~SS X
I

1 I
1 I

\ I 1 \ I*RD 1 *RD
1

I 1 1
I READY

READY 1READY 1 1 READY 'f sampled

~samPIJ
1 1

\ 1 One cycle 1 \ I,OIl( Inserted .1
Figure 4.13a Zero wait-state read cycle Figure 4.13b Zero wait-state read cycle

with one external wait state. with no external wait states.

In Figure 4.13a, READY is low before the rising edge of CLKOUT1, i.e. the time

READY is sampled. Therefore, an extra wait state is inserted. In Figure 4.13b, READY

goes low after the rising edge of CLKOUTl. The TMS320C50 samples READY as being

high, so no extra wait state is inserted. Data are read at the falling edge of CLKOUT1.

A multiple wait-state memory access contains several rising and falling edges of

CLKOUTl. To insert external wait-states, READY must be low before the last rising edge

of CLKOUT1 before data are supposed to be read by the processor. Figure 4.14 shows a

read cycle delayed by one internally generated wait state and by one READY-generated

wait state. Timings are listed in Table 4.15.

Because the external READY input is sampled only after the internal software wait state is

completed, READY may change during the extended read cycle. However, it must be low

before the last rising edge of CLKOUT1 of the read cycle. At this point in time, the

internal software wait state is completed and the external READY input is sampled.

Figure 4.14 shows that READY is low, so an extra wait state is inserted. If more wait

states are to be inserted, READY must stay low. If not, READY must go high before the

next rising edge of CLKOUTl. Figure 4.14 shows that only one external wait state is

inserted because READY is high before the last rising edge of CLKOUTl.

For a TMS320C50 write cycle, *WE goes low at the falling edge of CLKOUTl. READY

is sampled at the rising edge of CLKOUTl. For correct insertion of wait states, the

TMS320C50 expects READY to be low after *WE falls. Figure 4.15 shows a one wait-
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Figure 4.14 One wait-state read cycle delayed by one READY-generated wait state.

state write cycle delayed by one READY-generated wait-state. Timings are listed in

Table 4.15. READY may change during the internal wait state but must be low before

READY is sampled at the last rising edge of CLKOUTI before *WE goes high again. In

this way, the write cycle is delayed with one wait state. At the next rising edge of

CLKOUT1, READY is high again so no wait states are inserted. For a zero wait-state

write cycle, READY must be low before and after the rising edge of CLKOUTI before

*WE goes high.

CLKOUTI

\ /~\'----------'/

XADDRESS
, I, ,, ,

\, th(R)W: :* : : .:, tv(R)W ' 'READY'

\\\\\\\~'\\~~~ t P1
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;.. One wait state .: cOne READY-generated .:
generated internally· wait state

Figure 4.15 One wait-state write cycle with one READY-generated wait-state.

READY

*WE

Using the timings from Table 4.15 and Figure 4.12, READY timing requirements for the

DPSRAM can be derived. Access to the DPSRAM is done using one wait state. *BUSY

goes low after at most 20 (= tBLC) ns. Figure 4.14 shows that READY must be low after
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Table 4.15 Ready timing requirements.

I Symbol I Parameter I Min (ns) I
tsu(R-CO) READY setup time before CLKOUT1 rises 10

th(CO-R) READY hold time after CLKOUT1 rises 0

tsu(R)R READY setup time before *RD falls 10

th(R)R READY hold time after *RD falls 5

tY(R)W READY valid after *WE falls H-15

th(R)W READY hold after *WE falls H+5

1Y2 machine cycle from ADDRESS valid. Figure 4.15 shows that READY must be low

after 2Y2 machine cycles from ADDRESS valid. Due to the internal wait state, READY

will be low in time before it is sampled, therefore READY timing requirements are met.

4.7 I/O-selection circuit

The TMS320C50 has a total of 64K addresses for parallel input/output ports. I/O port

accesses are defined as accesses during which the I/O-select signal (*IS) is active.

Accessing the I/O ports can be done with the IN and OUT instruction. In [1], an I/O

selection circuit has been designed to access the AID converter, the D/A converter, the

parallel port and the DIP-switches. The I/O-selection circuit is illustrated in Figure 4.16.

The I/O-selection is accomplished by the 74F138 1-of-8 decoder. It accepts addresslines

Ao and Al and the control signal R/*W of the TMS320C50 as inputs and when enabled,

provides eight active low outputs. The device is enabled by *STRB and by *IS.

ADDRESS BUS

~
U61/U64

AID) 1 A YO 15 IOSEL YO>All 2 14
3 B Y1 13 IOSEL Yl

R/*W c Y2 12 IOSEL Y2 >
Y3 IOSEL Y3 >1K Y4 11 IOSEL Y4 >6 10+5V V'V' 4 G1 Y5

9 IOSEL Y5 >
[*IS')

5 G2A Y6 7 IOSEL Y6 >
*STRB G2B Y7 IOSEL Y7 >

74F138

Figure 4.16 I/O-selection circuit.

Each TMS320C50 is interfaced to an I/O-selection circuit. The I/O-selection circuit is the

same as was used with the previous modem. The port addresses of TMS320C50(l) and

TMS320C50(2) are listed in Table 4.16 and Table 4.17.
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Table 4.16 I/O port addresses TMS320C50(l).

Port address I IN operation I OUT operation I
Oh to connector (*Y4) to connector (*YO)

1h 16-bit parallel interface (*Y5) 16-bit parallel interface (*Y1)

2h ND converter (*Y6) to connector (*Y2)

3h to connector (*Y7) to connector (*Y3)

Table 4.17 I/O port addresses TMS320C50(2).

I Port address I IN operation OUT operation

Oh to connector (*Y4) to connector (*YO)

1h communication interface (*Y5) communication interface (*Y1)

2h ND converter (*Y6) D/A converter (*Y2)

3h to connector (*Y7) to connector (*Y3)

In the modem configuration, the I/O-select signals are used to read from and write to

internal devices (ND converter, D/A converter, 16-bit parallel interface, communications

interface) and to external devices by means of I/O-select signals which are situated on the

2x32-pin connector CONNl. The I/O-select signals can be used on the high-to-Iow

transition or the low-to-high transition. When reading the devices, the high-to-Iow

transition is used to reset flip-flops and to enable the output pins of buffer ICs. When

writing the devices, the low-to-high transition is used to clock data into the buffers ICs.

The next paragraph will show that reading and writing the devices is justified because data

are valid at the time they are clocked in.

Figure 4.17 shows the I/O-selection read timing diagram. Table 4.18 lists the I/O-selection

timings. The inputs Ao, AI' R/*W and *IS are all referenced as ADDRESS timings.

For read cycles, *STRB goes low and ADDRESS becomes valid with the falling edge of

CLKOUTI. Due to the internal device logic used to generate ADDRESS relative outputs

(An, Ai' *IS, R/*W), transitions on the addressbus and related outputs typically occur

somewhat later than control-line transitions (CLKOUT1, *STRB, *WE, *RD). Therefore,

*IS activates the *Yn outputs. After tPHL,max ns from ADDRESS valid, the I/O-select signal

*Yn (0 ~ n ~ 7) becomes active. If *Yn is used to enable the output pins of the buffer ICs,

it is the task of these buffer ICs to present valid data before *STRB goes high again. If
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Figure 4.17 I/O-selection Read Timing Diagram.

Table 4.18 I/O-selection Read Timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Mio (os) Max (os)

ta(A) Read data access from address valid TMS320C50 2H-15 + n-2H

ta(R) Read data access from *RD valid TMS320C50 H-IO + n-2H

tsu(A)R Address valid before *RD low TMS320C50 H-IO

tw(RL) *RD low pulse duration TMS320C50 H-2 + n-2H H+2 + n·2H

tPHL Propagation delay A, B, C 74F138 4.0 9.0

tpLH Propagation delay A, B, C 74F138 3.5 8.0

I tHZSTRB I *STRB High to High Z I Others I I - I

necessary, a read cycle can be extended by implementing I/O-port wait states in software.

Figure 4.18 shows the I/O-selection write timing diagram. Table 4.19 lists the 1/0

selection timings. For the write cycle, ADDRESS is valid for at least tsu(A)W ns before

*STRB becomes active. So, *STRB determines the I/O-select signal timing. After tPHL,max

ns from *STRB valid, *Yn becomes active. For the write cycle, the low-to-high transition

of *Yn is important. On the rising edge of *STRB, it takes at most tpLH ns before *Yn is

asserted high. After *Yn goes high, data are valid for at least 7.0 (th(D)W,min - tPLH,max) ns.
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Figure 4.18 I/O-selection Write Timing Diagram.

Table 4.19 I/O-selection Write Timings.

Symbol Parameter Device Min (ns) Max (ns)

t,u(A)W Address valid before *WE low TMS320C50 H-5

tw(WL) *WE low pulse duration TMS320C50 2H-2 + n·2H 2H+2 + n·2H

t,u(D)W Write data valid before *WE high TMS320C50 2H-20 2H

th(D)W Write data valid after *WE high TMS320C50 H-5 H+lO

tpHL Propagation delay *G2A, *G2B 74F138 3.0 7.5

tpLH Propagation delay *G2A, *G2B 74F138 3.5 8.0

4.8 Communicating between memory devices

Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 derived timing requirements for the various memory devices

regarding one read and one write cycle. In practice, however, multiple read and write

cycles in different order between different memory devices occur. Because each device is

capable of activating the commonly shared databus, busconflicts can occur. To avoid these

busconflicts, communication between each memory device must be checked on output

enable and disable timings.

Access to I/O ports is done using memory read and write cycles. Therefore, the devices

that are activated by the I/O-select signals (i.e. 74F245, 74F574 and 74F652 ICs) must

also be checked to prevent busconflicts.
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When executing program code, the TMS320C50 uses the databus to fetch instructions

from external program memory and to fetch and store data in external data memory. These

databus accesses consist of a multiple of four different access combinations: two

consecutive read cycles, a read cycle followed by a write cycle, a write cycle followed by

a read cycle and two consecutive write cycles. The TMS320C50 uses *RD and *WE to

denote an external read or write cycle. In order to prevent busconflicts, external writes

always require two cycles. All external writes immediately preceded by an external read or

immediately followed by an external read require three machine cycles.

Communicating between (memory) devices is controlled by the TMS320C50. It allows one

device to put data on the databus. The other devices are deselected due to the memory and

I/O-selection circuitry. At the end of the write cycle, the device must remove its data and

make the databus high-impedant before the TMS320C50 grants access to another device.

Otherwise, busconflicts can occur. It will be shown that each device that performs a write

cycle makes the databus high-impedant before another device is activated.

Table 4.20 lists the devices which have access to the databus with their output enable and

disable timings. The output enable timings specify when the databus becomes low

impedant before valid data are on the databus. The output disable timings specify when

the databus becomes high-impedant. Note that these timings are valid when a specific

device performs a write cycle.

Table 4.20 Device output enable and disable timings (for device write cycles).

I
Device

I
Minimum Output Enable Maximum Output Disable

timing (ns) timing (ns)

TMS320C50 ten(D)W =-5 th(D)W =H+I0 = 30

EPROMl74F245 tpLZ = 5.0 tPHZ = 14.1

SRAM tLZOE =0 tHZOE =7

DPSRAM tLZOE = 3 tHZOE = 15

74F245 tpzH =2.0 tPHZ =7.5

74F574 tpZH =2.0 tpHZ = 6.0

74F652 tpZH = 3.5 tpLZ = 15.5

Note: • SRAMlDPSRAM timings are taken from *OE valid (tLZOE and tHZOE)'

• See section 4.4.3 for the derivation of the maximum EPROM output enable and

disable timings.
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• Minimum output enable timings from commercial TTL ICs are derived according

to min(tpzH,min' tPZL,min)'
Maximum output disable timings are derived according to max(tPHZ,max' tpLZ,max)'

For each combination of external read and write cycles, timing diagrams will show that

busconflicts will not occur:

Read cycle followed by a read cycle or a write cycle:

~(RH) (2)

_______t1~c----~.~;--------------~;-
;c td(RW) ~ : (1 )

I

I :Ii" It
I \ I en(D)W
I x-c ~: (2)
: t

RD
-
HZ

tR~L;-:--- ---- ---'
....1Cl-----~~: I c ~ I

---p-r-e-v-i-Ou-s-d-at-a----",)--=H=i=gh=-"-Z--f-'~......,H(,....,~H~:(-=--N-e-W-d-a-ta-
1

*WE

*RD

DATABUS

Figure 4.19 Timing diagram read-read (1) and read-write (2) cycle.

Table 4.21 ReadlRead and ReadlWrite timings.

I Symbol I Parameter I Device I Timing (ns) I
~(RH) *RD high pulse duration TMS320C50 ~ H-2

td(RW) Delay time, *RD high to *WE low TMS320C50 ~ 2H-5

ten(D)W Enable time, *WE to databus driven TMS320C50 ~ -5

tRD-HZ Output Disable Timing from *RD high Other devices -

tRD-LZ Output Enable Timing from *RD low Other devices -

Figure 4.19 shows the timing diagram for two consecutive read cycles (1) and for a read

cycle followed by a write cycle (2). At the rising edge of *RD, device data are read by the

TMS320C50. Device data stay valid on the databus for at most tRD-HZ ns after *RD goes

high. For two consecutive read cycles, *RD goes low again after 18 (tw(RH)) ns, thus

enabling the databus after tRD_LZ ns. From Table 4.20, the worst-case combination can be

chosen: the 74F652 has a maximum output disable timing of 15.5 ns and the CY7C199

has a minimal output enable timing of 0 ns. It is evident that the output disable timing of
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the 74F652 does not exceed the *RD high pulse duration, thus no busconflicts will occur.

For a read cycle followed by a write cycle, *WE goes low after 35 (td(RW») ns after *RD

goes high. The databus is enabled within ten(D)W ns. The worst-case combination is a read

cycle from the 74F652 (output disable time of 15.5 ns) and a write cycle from the

TMS320C50 (output enable time of -5 ns). The minimum time the databus is high

impedant is 14.5 ns, resulting in no busconflicts.

Write cycle followed by a write cycle or a read cycle:

(1)

Previous data

\" t
\ 1 RD-LZ I (2)

td(WR) ~ ~I
~:.~__~~__~~~:---r----------·
1 tw(WH) 1 I (2)
~I'-~======::::!:-1-: :,!. ;Z-----T--------Ol-

-------' 1 I

: th(D)W 1 ten(D)W 1
I'- _: I'- .1

II-r-~""""-------

High Z ~«« New data
1

)
-----------~I

*RD

*WE

DATABUS

Figure 4.20 Timing diagram write-write (1) and write-read (2) cycle.

Table 4.22 WritelWrite and WritelRead timings.

I Symbol I Parameter I Device I Timing (ns) I
tw(WH) *WE high pulse duration TMS320C50 ;::: 2H-2

td(WR) Delay time, *WE high to *RD low TMS320C50 ;::: 2H-1O

ten(D)W Enable time, *WE to databus driven TMS320C50 ;::: -5

th(D)W Write data valid after *WE high TMS320C50 :::; H+lO

tRD-LZ Output Enable Timing from *RD low Other devices -

Figure 4.20 shows the timing diagram for two consecutive write cycles (1) and for a write

cycle followed by a read cycle (2). At the rising edge of *WE, data are read by the

devices. TMS320C50 data stay valid on the databus for at most 30 (th(D)W) ns after *WE

goes high. For two consecutive write cycles, *WE goes low again after 38 (~(WH») ns. The

TMS320C50 enables the databus within -5 (ten(D)W) ns, i.e. the databus is enabled 33 ns

after *WE goes high. Two TMS320C50 write cycles produce the worst-case situation.

While data can stay on the databus for at most 30 ns, the time between two write cycles is
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33 ns: no busconflicts will occur. For a write cycle followed by a read cycle, *RD goes

low after 30 (td(WR») ns after *WE goes high. The databus is enabled within tRD-LZ ns. The

worst-case combination is a write cycle from the TMS320C50 and a read cycle from the

CY7C199, resulting in a worst-case high-impedant databus time of 0 ns.

The attentive reader should have noticed that when the TMS320C50 operates at its

maximum frequency of 28.6 MHz (= machine cycle of 35 ns), th(D)W,max exceeds td(WR)' In
worst-case situations, TMS320C50 write data can still be on the databus when a read cycle

is started, thus resulting in a possible databus conflict.
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5 The AID- and D/A converter

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the implementation of the Analog-to-Digital Converter circuit and

the Digital-to-Analog Converter circuit. Section 5.2 explains why the receiver

configuration is to be improved. Section 5.3 describes the implementation of the ADC

circuit. Section 5.4 describes the features of the D/A converter circuit with the transmit

clock.

5.2 Improving the existing receiver configuration

One of the main reasons for designing a new modem with two DSPs is the fact that the

receiving part of the already existing modem needed more processing power. Section 1.4

explained that the IF receiver can process about fc = 16 kChip/s. To achieve a chiprate of

64 kChip/s, a modem equipped with two TMS320C50 DSPs would be satisfactory. In
order to enhance the performance of the modem, the samples taken from the analog signal

must be passed to both DSPs alternatingly. In this way, both DSPs can perform their

calculations on the samples simultaneously, resulting in an increase of processing speed.

The task of the receiver is to produce the databits from the incoming chip samples. The

sample moments of the AID converter are chosen in such a way that the analog signal is

sampled at maxima and minima and at zero-crossings of the IF-carrier. The samples

obtained at the maxima and minima are called I-samples, the samples at zero-crossings Q

samples. Calculations have to be performed on these samples. These calculations merely

consist of multiplying the I-samples with +1 or -1 in order to obtain the chipcode at

baseband. After correlating the chipcode with the local PN-sequence, it is possible to

identify the databit (0 or 1). To obtain maximum efficiency, the calculations have to be

performed on both TMS320C50s at the same time. This is achieved by passing the 1

samples to one TMS320C50 and the Q-samples to the other TMS320C50.

To implement the previous design considerations, a new ADC circuit is designed with a

new analog-to-digital converter and a switch which passes the samples to both

TMS320C50s. Section 5.3 will explain the ADC circuit in detail.
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5.3 The ADC circuit

Figure 5.1 shows the functional blocks of the ADC circuit.

I/O-selection
~ AO, AI, R/*W,

*IS, *STRB
circuit

Buffers
PA-IOSEL_Y6

*OE TMS320C50(l)
\

ryn
\

ADC 12-bit databus \ 16-bit databus DO-DI5
+01R /

~
/ -E-<

2;
*

PA-*INTl iCONN-FFS Encode ENCODE Switch
Pulse ADCPA-TOUT Generation ---./' Interrupt

I--

TRANSMIT,
Circuit Generation

CLOCK Circuit
PB-*INTl

f f
I--

1'RESET DAY

1 Buffers --r epn E-<

\ 2;
*

16-bit databus DO-DI5

/ /

*OE TMS320C50(2)
PB-IOSEL_Y6

I/O-selection
circuit ... AO, AI, R/*w,

*IS, *STRB

Figure 5.1 The ADC circuit.

The ADC circuit consists of :

• encode pulse

generation circuit

• ADC

• ADC-switch

• buffers

• interrupt set/reset

circuit

this circuit generates the ENCODE-pulse necessary

for the analog-to-digital conversion and satisfying

ADC timing requirements.

the AD1671 analog-to-digital converter.

this switch passes samples from the ADC

alternatingly to the TMS320C50(l) and

TMS320C50(2) or to only one TMS320C50.

buffers are required to disconnect the TMS320C50

databuses from the ADC databus to avoid

busconflicts and illegal write operations to the ADC.

this circuit generates interrupts at the TMS320C50s

when a sample value is clocked into the buffers.
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Before each functional block is described in detail, a global description of the operation of
the ADC circuit is given.

A rising edge of either ffs from the external frequency synthesizer via the connector, the

timer from TMS320C50(l) or the internal transmit clock initiates the conversion cycle.

The ADC performs an analog-to-digital conversion on the analog signal. After the ADC

puts the sample data on the databus, the switch determines which DSP can process the

data. Data are clocked into the internal registers of the appropriate buffers and the DSP is

interrupted. After receiving the interrupt, the interrupt service routine reads data from the

databus. By activating I/O-select signal *Y6, the output pins of the buffers are enabled and

data are put on the TMS320C50 databus. *Y6 also clears the interrupt so the DSP can

receive the next interrupt. After data are read, the I/O-select signal becomes inactive,

therefore disabling the output pins of the buffers.

Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.4 explain in detail the functional blocks of the ADC circuit.

5.3.1 The pulse generation circuit

The analog-to-digital conversion is initiated by a low-to-high transition on the ENCODE

input of the ADC. This transition is made using one of the following signals:

• the sample frequency ffs from the frequency synthesizer board, available on

connector CONNI via the parallel interface.

• the transmit clock available on the modem board.

• the TMS320C50(l) timer. With this timer, the frequency synthesizer could be

implemented in software and therefore the external frequency synthesizer board

could be omitted [4].

Using jumpers 11, J2 and 13, a selection between these input signals can be made as

shown in Table 5.1.

There are two ways to start the analog-to-digital conversion on the ADl671 (see also the

datasheets of the ADl671 in Appendix 4, p. 184):

1) generate an ENCODE pulse for at least 20 ns and at most 50 ns. When the

AD 1671 asserts DAV high, new data are on the output pins. This option is

shown in Figure 5.2a.
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Table 5.1 Jumper settings for the ENCODE pulse generation.

I J1 I J2 I J3 II Input clock I
12 -- -- Sample frequency ff5 from frequency synthesizer

-- 12 -- Transmit clock

-- -- 12 Timer TMS320C50(l)

'1ote : -- : not connected

2) assert ENCODE high for at least 20 ns. After the AD1671 asserts DAV low, the

ENCODE pulse must also be asserted low. When DAV is asserted high, new

data are on the output pins. This option is shown in Figure 5.2b.

Descriptions of timings are listed in Table 5.2.

DAV

ENCODE

~ [
------li~~~---------7""" I

I ,tR I

Il"'lIol('------lc ---------..,I~I

~ t
DAV r

It· t I
~,ol( 55.,--------_----:=----!:\

,,...
DAV

BIT 1-12
*MSB,OTR

DATA 0 (PREVIOUS) DATA 1

Figure 5.2a Encode Pulse HIGH.

Table 5.2 Switching specifications AD1671.

Figure 5.2b Encode pulse LOW.

Symbol Parameter Min (ns) Typ (ns) Max (ns)

tc Conversion Time 800

tENC ENCODE Pulse Width High 20 50

tENCL ENCODE Pulse Width Low 20

tDAv DAV Pulse Width 150 300

tF ENCODE Falling Edge Delay 0

tR Start New Conversion Delay 20

tDD Data and OTR Delay from DAV J, 20 75

tss Data and OTR Valid before DAV i 20 75

The disadvantage of option 1) is that the ENCODE pulse must be well-defined. If the

pulse width of a signal is not known or cannot be altered, this conversion method cannot

be used. Diederen used a monostable-multivibrator IC to maximize the low-time of a
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signal [1, p. 49]. However, this IC was not designed to produce pulse signals with a 50 ns

low time.

The advantage of option 2) is that the pulse width may exceed 50 ns but must be asserted

low after DAV goes low. In this case, a pulse generation circuit is necessary to assert

ENCODE low. This can be achieved using a D-flipflop. The realization of the pulse

generation circuit is shown in Figure 5.3.

R23

.---------,-----A../'v"'---- + 5V

O---,2"---1f----"-3~ eLK

6

D ~ Q ~5~-<JjE~N~C~O~D~E:::J

J~

!CONN-*FFS ) ~ 0

J2

ITRANSMITCLOCK >--------l--o
J3

2
2

4 U~7A

IFA TOUT)
~

0
2

U24A

*RESET
~

3

DAV
2

74FOB

74F74
~

Figure 5.3 The pulse generation circuit.

At the rising edge of the clock input of D-flipflop 017, ENCODE goes high and stays

high. A low-to-high transition on the ENCODE input initiates an analog-to-digital

conversion. When the AD1671 asserts DAV low, the D-flipflop is reset, thus asserting the

ENCODE input low. At power-up or after a reset, the D-flipflop is also reset, so the

ENCODE input is low before any conversion is started.

The D-flipflop introduces a timing delay of tpLH ns from clock high to Q high, where tpLH

is defined as : 3.8 ::; tpLH ::; 7.8 ns. This results in a timing delay between the desired

sample moment and the time the sample is actually taken by the ADC. However, this time

is a fixed delay and does not disturb the receiver because the Costas carrier recovery loop

in the receiver will compensate for it [2, 4].
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5.3.2 The Analog-to-Digital Converter

For analog-to-digital conversion of the received signal, the AD1671 from Analog Devices

is used. The features of the AD1671 are listed below:

• resolution of 12 bits

• maximum sampling rate of 1.250 Msamples/s

• On-Chip Sample-and-Hold Amplifier and Voltage Reference

• Low Power Dissipation: 570 mW.

• No missing codes guaranteed.

• Input Ranges: -2.5 to +2.5 Volts bipolar

-5.0 to +5.0 Volts bipolar

o to +2.5 Volts unipolar

o to +5 Volts unipolar

• Out of Range output bit indicates when the input signal is beyond the AD 1671' s

input range.

• Output data is available m unipolar/bipolar offset or bipolar twos complement

binary format.

• 28-pin DIP or 28-pin PLCC package.

Section 8.4 of [4] explains in detail why the AD1671 was chosen for the new modem.

Figure 5.4 shows the AD1671 with resistors, capacitors and jumpers as implemented on

the modem board. The datasheets of the AD1671 list the pin description (see Appendix 4,

p. 187).

+
U~8

lAD D(O:ll)

5V 1:2- ENCODE BIT~2
2 AD D 0 /

R83 ~6 DAV BIT~~
3 AD-D 1

~ 4 AD-D 2
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5 AD-D 3 /

I ~
J4 25E 20 AIN2 BIT9
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R86 3 24 REF COM BIT8 7 AD D 5 /.

T2
2~

REF IN BIT7
8 AD-D 6
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I
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~350E ~
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Figure 5.4 The AD1671 Analog-to-Digital Converter.
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An analog-to-digital conversion is initiated by providing an active high level on the

ENCODE pin of the AD1671. The falling edge of the ENCODE pulse is specified to

operate within 50 ns after the rising edge of ENCODE or after the falling edge of DAV

(Data Available) as described in Section 5.3.1. During the conversion, the AD1671 asserts

DAV low. At this time, previous data can be read from the output pins of the ADC. Upon

completion of conversion, DAV is set high and new data are on the output pins

BITl(MSB) - BITI2(LSB).

The AD1671 will flag an out-of-range (OTR) condition when the analog input voltage is

beyond the input range of the converter. OTR is set low when the analog input voltage is

within the input range. OTR is set high and will remain high when the analog input

voltage exceeds the input range by typically Y2 LSB from the centre of the ± full-scale

output codes. OTR will remain high until the analog input is within the input range and
another conversion is completed. The OTR pin (pin 15) is directly connected to the LSB

(DO) of the TMS320C50 databuses using the 74F574 transceiver ICs. When obtaining the

sample data from the ADC, a modulo 2 operation will determine if the input voltage was

out of range.

The AD1671 provides both MSB and *MSB outputs, delivering data in pOSItive true

straight binary format for unipolar input ranges and positive true offset binary or twos

complement format for bipolar input ranges. Twos complement format minimizes software

overhead ( no data conversion ) which is especially important in high speed data transfer.

The MSB (BITl) and *MSB output pins are connected to the ADC-databus using jumper

J5. Table 5.3 lists the two possible output data formats with the corresponding jumper

settings.

Table 5.3 Jumper setting for the AD1671 output data format.

I J5 II *MSB/BITI II Output data format I

BB~
twos complement range

23 BITI positive true binary range

The AD1671 can be configured to operate with unipolar (0 V to +5 V, 0 V to +2.5 V) or

bipolar (±5 V, ±2.5 V) inputs (see also Appendix 4). In the modern design, only two input

ranges are implemented: unipolar 0 V to +5 V and bipolar ±5 V. Jumper J4 is provided to

choose between these two input ranges as shown in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Jumper setting for OV - 5V I ± 5V input range.

I J4 II Input range I

BB Unipolar ( 0-5 V )

23 Bipolar ( ± 5V )

The other two input ranges ( unipolar 0 V to +2.5 V and bipolar ±2.5 V) are not

implemented because the analog input signal from the transmitter is a bipolar ±5V signal.

Furthermore, extra hardware (i.e. AD845 opamp, (variable) resistors, jumpers) was

necessary to implement the other two input ranges. The resistors shown in Figure 5.4 are

necessary to calibrate the AD1671 for both input ranges. More information about the

calibration procedures can be found in Appendix 4, p. 191.

Note that for receiving spread-spectrum signals the unipolar 0-5 Volt input range is not

used. However, no extra hardware was necessary to implement this feature and it made the

ADC circuit somewhat flexible.

5.3.3 The ADC-switch with the buffers

To enhance the processing speed of the modem, the digital sample values are passed

altematingly to TMS320C50(l) and TMS320C50(2). This is done using the ADC-switch

shown in Figure 5.5.

The main element of the ADC-switch is the D-flipflop (UI7). Its *Q-output is directly

connected to the D-input. Data at the D-input are transferred to the Q- and *Q-outputs on

the low-to-high transition of the clock. Data at the *Q-output are transferred back to the

D-input before the next low-to-high transition of the clock. Timing requirements for the

switch are guaranteed because the D-flipflop expects data to hold for at least 1.0 ns after

the rising edge of the clock. However, data are on the output pins at least 3.8 ns after the

rising edge of the clock. The D-flipflop is reset at power-up, by a user-defined reset or in

hardware using jumper J6. In this way, the Q-output is at a low voltage and the *Q-output

at a high voltage.

The switch was designed to pass the samples to either the TMS320C50(l), alternatingly to

TMS320C50(l) and TMS320C50(2) or to TMS320C50(2). Jumpers J6 to 112 determine

which processor(s) get(s) the samples as is shown in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 The ADC-switch.

Table 5.5 Jumpersettings for the ADC-switch.

[J6] J7~ JI0 I Jll I J12 II Samples to : I
23 12 -- -- 12 -- -- TMS320C50(1)

12 -- 12 -- -- 12 -- TMS320C50(1) and TMS320C50(2)

23 -- -- 12 -- -- 12 TMS320C50(2)

At the rising edge of DAV (i.e. new data are available on the AD1671 output pins), output

Q gets a low-to-high transition and clocks the data into the 74F574 transceiver ICs. At the

same time, an interrupt is generated at the processor. Output *Q gets a high-to-Iow

transition and does not clock data into the 74F574 transceiver ICs for they are positive

edge-triggered ICs. Furthermore, no interrupt is generated at the processor. Due to the

switch, at the next rising edge of DAV, output *Q gets a low-to-high transition and clocks

data into the transceiver ICs. In this manner, sample data are passed alternatingly to both

TMS320C50s.

When the samples are passed to only one processor, the D-flipflop is not used. Jumper J6

resets this D-flipflop to prevent unwanted signal changes on the Q- and *Q-outputs.

Furthermore, the clock inputs of the unselected 74F574 transceiver ICs and the interrupt

set/reset circuit are connected to digital ground. In this way, no unwanted data are clocked

into the transceiver ICs and no unwanted interrupts are generated. The DAV output of the
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AD1671 is directly connected to the clock input of the transceiver ICs and to the interrupt
set/reset circuit.

When passing samples to both TMS320C50s alternatingly, each processor has two sample

periods available for reading and processing the sample instead of one sample period. It is

not possible to pass groups of samples to both DSPs. This can be done using the global

memory.

When the AD1671 puts data on the databus, only one TMS320C50 will process the data

while the other TMS320C50 may also use the databus for other purposes. Therefore,

buffers are provided to prevent busconflicts. The buffers of the ADC-switch consist of

four 74F574 transceiver ICs (U19 to U22), two for each 16-bit databus. The 74F574

clocks data on the input pins into its internal register at the rising edge of the clock. Data

must hold at least 1.5 ns after the rising edge of the clock but may change after the hold

time. Data from the internal register are put on the output pins (i.e. on the TMS320C50

databus) when *OE is asserted low. This is accomplished when the TMS320C50 reads the

data using the IN instruction. The IN instruction activates I/O-select signal *Y6 which

enables the output pins from the 74F574.

5.3.4 The interrupt set/reset circuit

The interrupt set/reset circuit is designed to interrupt the TMS320C50 when AD 1671 data

are available and to reset the interrupt when it is acknowledged by the TMS320C50.

Figure 5.6 shows the interrupt set/reset circuit.

The interrupt set/reset circuit consists of two D-flipflops which generate the interrupts at

the TMS320C50s. The flipflops are reset at power-up to get defined outputs and by using

the I/O-select signal *Y6.

At reset, the *Q-outputs are inactive (i.e. at a high voltage). Therefore, no unwanted

interrupt is generated. At the low-to-high transition of the clock, *Q becomes active low

and generates an interrupt at the TMS320C50 *INT1 pin. After the TMS320C50 detects

the interrupt, the interrupt service routine reads data from the databus using the IN

instruction. The IN instruction enables I/O-select signal *Y6 from the I/O-selection circuit.

*Y6 enables the buffers (see Section 5.3.3) and clears the interrupt by resetting the D

flipflop. While *Y6 is active low, the D-flipflop is inactive. Therefore, unwanted low-to

high transitions on the clock input will not generate interrupts. After the data are read,

*Y6 becomes inactive, thus activating the D-flipflop for generating following interrupts.
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Figure 5.6 Interrupt set/reset circuit.

The TMS320C50 expects an interrupt to be valid for at least three clock cycles. This

timing requirement is guaranteed because the interrupt is reset at the same time data are

read from the databus. Reading the databus is done from the interrupt service routine,

which will only be executed after receiving the interrupt correctly.

5.4 The Digital-to-Analog converter

The modem must be able to operate as transmitter and receiver at the same time.

Therefore, one TMS320C50 is equipped with a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to

provide multi-user simulation (see also Section 5.11 of [1]). The DAC circuit is the same

as was used with the TMS320C25 modem. Section 8.2 of [4] explains why the same

circuit is used.

The DAC used is the AD568 from Analog Devices. The features of this DAC are listed

below:

• 12-bit monolithic D/A converter

• 10.24 rnA Full-Scale Output

• Settling time of 1 LSB in 35 ns.

• TTL / CMOS compatible digital inputs
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The full scale output of the DAC corresponds to a current of 10.24 rnA. This current must

be converted to a voltage to transmit the analog spread-spectrum signals. This current-to

voltage conversion is done using the AD840 opamp from Analog Devices as is specified

in the AD568 datasheets. Figure 5.7 shows the DAC with the opamp and the transmit

clock.
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B-D J
? -D 2
PB-D 1
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P:B-D 13
PB-D 4
P:B-D 15
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CIJ Cl:.!
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Figure 5.7 Buffered bipolar-voltage output digital-to-analog converter with interrupt
generation circuit and transmitclock [1].

The configuration implemented is bipolar and has a +5.12 to -5.12 V voltage output. The

settling-time of the opamp is 100 ns. With the variable resistor PI, the offset voltage of

the opamp can be adjusted to zero.

The DAC circuit is the same as was used by Diederen[l]. However, two modifications

were made. Diederen used the *IACK-signal from the TMS320C25 processor to disable

the interrupt generated by D-flipflop U20B (see Figure 5.11 of [1]). However, resetting the

D-flipflop can also be done using I/O-select signal *Y2 of the TMS320C50(2) 1/0

selection circuit. This method of resetting D-flipflops is used throughout the modem

design and it saves an extra OR-gate. For the second modification, a resistor of 39 Q

(R87) is connected from the output of the opamp to the output BNC plug and the

feedback loop. This resistor prevents the opamp connected to the output of the digital-to

analog converter to oscillate due to capacitive load of connected coaxial cables (see the

datasheets of the AD840 in Appendix 4). Furthermore, this specific resistance also makes

the output impedance of the opamp equal to the impedance of the coaxial cables

connected.
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The AD568 DAC has no input buffer, so external buffers are necessary. It has a 12-bit

digital input therefore two external transceiver ICs (U26, U28) are required. The transmit

procedure is as follows. On the rising edge of the transmit clock (which is either internal

from the transmit clock circuit or external from the connector CONN-CLKEXT), data are

clocked into the buffers (U26, U28). Within approximately 100 ns, data on the output pins

of the buffers are converted to an analog bipolar voltage. The transmit clock generates an

interrupt (*INT4) at the TMS320C50(2) using D-flipflop U31. The corresponding interrupt

service routine writes the next word to be converted to the second buffers (U25, U27)

which are the inputs to the first buffers. Then, on the next rising edge of the transmit

clock, the whole procedure repeats itself.

Note that BITI of the DAC is the MSB and BITl2 is the LSB. Therefore, bit 11 of the

TMS320C50(2) databus is connected to BITI and bit 0 of the databus is connected to

BIT12. Bits 12 to 14 of the databus can be used for programming the transmit clock.

The output Q7 (bit 15, labelled CONN-PBDI5) of U28 is connected to the 2x32-pin

connector CONNI (pin C30). This pin can be used as a general purpose output signal.

The internal transmit clock has an adjustable frequency of 8 kHz to 1.024 MHz and

consists of an oscillator circuit, a binary counter and an 8-bit multiplexer. The oscillator is

based on crystal (Yl), oscillating at 2.048 MHz and a CMOS inverter (U32). This square

wave is the input of a 8-bit binary counter (U33), which serves as a divider circuit. The

eight outputs have frequencies from 8 kHz (Q7) to 1.024 MHz (QO). The eight input

multiplexer (U34) selects one of the outputs of the counter to serve as transmit clock

signal. The multiplexer is controlled by three select inputs A, B, and C, which can be set

by DIP-switches DIPI to DIP3 or programmed in software. Three unused outputs of buffer

U28 (Q4 to Q6) provide the select inputs which can be programmed. Selection between

DIP-switches and software can be made by setting jumpers J14 to J16. By connecting pins

1 and 2 of these jumpers, selection is made by DIP-switches; selection by software is

made by connecting pins 2 and 3.

The output of the transmitter can also be clocked out by an external clock signal in order

to generate other output frequencies. The choice between the internal or external transmit

clock is made by jumper J13 (connection if pins 2 and 3 for internal transmit clock, pins 1

and 2 for external transmit clock). The external clock also generates an interrupt at the

processor.
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6 Communicating with the outside world

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the design of several forms of communication of the modem board

with the outside world. Section 6.2 describes the history and implementation of the JTAG

interface required for debugging and testing the TMS320C50s using an external debugger.

Section 6.3 gives information about the design of the serial port for communication with

other (off-board) serial devices. Section 6.4 describes the implementation of the TDM

serial port. Section 6.5 describes the implementation and operation of the communications

interface. Hardware errors in the previous design are corrected in the new design. Finally,

section 6.6 describes the implementation and operation of the general-purpose 16-bit

parallel interface for communication with off-board devices.

6.2 JTAG-Interface

6.2.1 Introduction to the JTAG-Interface

The ongoing miniaturization within integrated circuits (ICs) has led to an increased

number of gates and a very large number of functions per chip. Consequently, more pins

per IC are needed leading to an ever decreasing distance between ICs on the printed

circuit board (PCB). The miniaturization has made it more difficult to access these highly

loaded PCBs mechanically for in-circuit testing.

The basic idea to circumvent the access problems for test purposes was to add a shift

register cell next to each I/O pin of the component. During test mode, these cells are used

to control the status of an output pin and read the status of an input pin. This allows for

testing the board interconnections. Since the shift register cells are located at the IC's

boundary (I/O pins), these cells are referred to as Boundary Scan Cells. According to the

IEEE 1149.1, the input to the serial test data path is called Test Data Input (TDI) and the

output is called Test Data Output (TDO).

Figure 6.1 shows an example where two ICs are connected to each other. Shift register

cells have been added between the IC's 'core logic' and the I/O pins to provide a serial

test data path through all ICs.
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Figure 6.1 ICs with shift registers and scan path [6].
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With these cells, testing the board connections as well as testing the internal core logic is

possible.

The Boundary-Scan registers should have three important properties:

• they must be 'invisible' during normal operation of the IC's core logic;

• they must be able to isolate the IC interconnections on the board from the IC

cores to allow testing the external IC connections;

• they should be able to isolate the IC from its surroundings on the PCB to also

allow testing of the internal core logic.

6.2.2 The Boundary-Scan Test Standard

The IEEE 1149.1 distinguishes four basic hardware elements:

• the Test Access Port (TAP)

• the TAP Controller

• the Instruction Register

• a group of Test Data Registers (TDRs)

The TAP provides access to the many test support functions built into an Ie. It consists of

four input connections, one of which is optional and one output connection. The optional

input connection is the *TRST pin. The TAP Controller provides signals to shift test data

into TDI and test result data out of TDO and performs the actual test actions. The

Instruction Register allows test instructions to be shifted into every Ie. A test instruction

defines the Test Data Register to be addressed and the test to be performed.

A detailed description of the four hardware elements is given in [6]. For the

implementation of the JTAG-interface, the test signals connected to the Test Access Port

are listed:
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• The Test Clock Input (TCK)

The TCK signal allows the Boundary-Scan part of the ICs to operate

synchronously and independently of the built-in system clocks. TCK permits

clocking test instructions and data into or out of the register cells.

• The Test Mode Select Input (TMS)

The logic signals received at the TMS input are interpreted by the TAP

Controller to control the test operations. The signals are decoded in the TAP

Controller to generate the required control signals inside the chip. When TMS is

not driven it must be held at a logic 1.

• The Test Data Input (TDI)

Serial input data to this port is fed either into the instruction register or into a

test data register. When TDI is not driven, a logic 1 must be present.

• The Test Data Output (TDO)

Depending on the state of the TAP controller, the contents of either the

instruction register or a data register are serially shifted out towards the TDO.

When no data is shifted through the cells, the TDO driver is set to an inactive

state.

• The Test Reset Input (*TRST)

The TAP's test logic is asynchronously forced into its reset mode when a logic

o is applied to the *TRST pin.

Using these pins, the implementation of the JTAG-interface for the modem configuration

can be carried out.
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6.2.3 Implementing the JTAG-Interface

The TMS320C50 JTAG-interface can be connected to an XDS510 emulator cable pod

manufactured by Texas Instruments. Multiple processors may be daisy-chained to enable

easy debugging of a multi-processor configuration. The TMS320C50 JTAG-interface is a

superset of the IEEE 1149.1 standard and consists of the signals listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 JTAG Signal Description.

I Pin I Signal I Description I
1 TMS JTAG test mode select

3 TDI JTAG test data input

7 TDO JTAG test data output

11 TCK JTAG lO-MHz test clock

2 *TRST JTAG test reset

13 EMUO Emulation pin 0

14 EMUl/*OFF Emulation pin 1

5 PD Presence detect

9 TCK_RET JTAG test clock return

Before designing the JTAG-interface, two design considerations were made:

• The XDS510 emulator cable pod provides only a 10 MHz test clock. This

frequency is far too low for the modem to operate at full speed. Therefore, an

option must be provided to choose a clock operating at a higher frequency. The

maximum clock frequency at which the XDS510 can operate is 28.6 MHz. So, by

using an external 25 MHz oscillator, testing and debugging facilities can be

performed for the TMS320C50s operating at normal speed (= 25 MHz).

• The emulator must be able to debug both TMS320C50s but also a single

TMS320C50-device. When debugging a single TMS320C50, the other

TMS320C50 must not be removed from its socket and must not be recipient to

the JTAG test signals.
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Four configurations can be made in hardware using the jumpers:

• Multiprocessor-configuration (both TMS320C50(1) and TMS320C50(2) are
recipient to JTAG signals):

In this configuration, both TMS320C50s are daisy-chained. TDI of TMS320C50(1)

and TDO of TMS320C50(2) are connected to the JTAG-interface and TDO of
TMS320C50(l) is connected to TDI of TMS320C50(2).

• Single processor configuration (either TMS320C50(1) or TMS320C50(2) is
recipient to JTAG signals):

One TMS320C50 is connected to the JTAG-interface while the other TMS320C50

device ignores the JTAG-signals. By connecting the *TRST-pin of the appropriate

device to ground, the TMS320C50 operates in the fundamental mode thus ignoring

the JTAG-signals.

• Using the emulator 10 MHz test clock:

In this configuration, the TMS320C50s are directly connected to the JTAG test

clock emerging from the emulator.

• Using a system clock for test purposes:

This can be achieved using the machine-cycle rate of the CPU. Although the

TMS320C50 has been provided with a CLKOUTI-pin, this pin cannot be used to

generate the system test clock because it goes into high-impedance when the JTAG

test signal EMUl/*OFF is active low. In order to use a test clock operating under

all conditions, an extra crystal oscillator IC can be used.

Figure 6.2 shows a multi-processor configuration. Using jumpers J23 to 129, a daisy
chained configuration (TDO-TDI daisy-chained) or a single processor configuration can be

defined. In the modem design, it was made possible to use either a crystal oscillator or the

emulator cable pod clock to generate the test clock. In this case, the TCK signal is left

unconnected and the output from the crystal oscillator is directly connected to the TCK

inputs of the TMS320C50s and to the TCK_RET input of the emulator using a buffer. The

choice between the test clock from the emulator or the crystal oscillator can be made

using jumpers 128 and 129 as shown in Figure 6.2. Table 6.2 lists the allowed jumper

settings for the single-/multi-processor configurations.
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Figure 6.2 Single-lMulti-processor configuration with jumpers [7].

Table 6.2 Allowable jumper settings for the JTAG interface.

I J23 I J24 I J25 I J26 I J27 I J28 I J29 II Description I
12 23 12 12 12 X X Multiprocessor-configuration

-- 12 12 23 12 X X 'C50(1) active, 'C50(2) inactive

-- 23 23 12 23 X X 'C50(1) inactive, 'C50(2) active

X X X X X 23 23 Use crystal for test clock

X X X X X 12 12 Use emulator (10 MHz) test clock

Note: - 12 = pins 1 and 2 of the jumper are connected
- 23 = pins 2 and 3 of the jumper are connected

= no pins are connected
- X = don't care

The JTAG signals are buffered to isolate the processors from the emulator and provide

adequate signal drive for the target system. This buffering is done using the 74F365 buffer

Ie. The input buffers for TMS, TDI and TCK have pull-up resistors to 5 Volts. This will

hold these signals at a known value when the cable pod is not connected. The EMUO and

EMUI signals also have pull-up resistors to 5 Volts. This will provide a signal rise time
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less than 10 fls, therefore meeting the minimum timing requirements of the IEEE 1149.1

specification.

The PD signal of the JTAG-interface must be connected to 5 Volts. This PD signal is a

reference to the emulator and indicates that the emulation cable is connected and that the

target is powered up.

The attentive reader should have noticed that the JTAG-interface on the modem board is

equipped with an extra oscillator block. This is done because the JTAG-interface can put

the TMS320C50 in idle mode, thus putting all outputs in high-impedance state. In this

way, a clock signal from the TMS320C50's CLKOUTI output pin cannot be obtained.

6.3 Serial Port

The TMS320C50 has been provided with a full duplex on-chip serial port for direct

communication with serial devices. The serial port may also be used for

intercommunication between processors in multiprocessing applications. However for these

purposes, the TMS320C50 has been equipped with a second time-division-multiplexed

(TDM) serial port that allows the TMS320C50 to communicate serially with up to seven

other TMS320C50 devices (see Section 6.4 for more information about the TDM-port).

The features of the TMS320C50 serial port are listed below:

• data can be transmitted/received as 8-bit bytes or 16-bit words

• two modes of operation: - burst mode (periods of inactivity between packet

transmits on the serial port)

- continuous mode (continuous stream of data bits)

• maximum operating frequency is CLKOUT1/4 (7.15 Mbit/s at 35 ns clock cycle)

• reset possibility, allowing the TMS320C50 to run in a lower power mode of

operation.

Table 6.3 lists the pins used in serial port operation. Three signals are necessary to

connect the transmit pins of the transmitting device with the receive pins of the receiving

device. The transmitted serial data signal (DX) sends the actual data. The transmit frame

synchronization signal (FSX) initiates the transfer (at the beginning of the packet), and the

transmit clock signal (CLKX) clocks the bit transfer. The corresponding pins on the

receiver device are DR, FSR and CLKR, respectively.
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Table 6.3 Serial Port Pins.Fli Description

II

Connector CONNl pin numbers I
TMS320C50-l II TMS320C50-2 I

CLKX Transmit clock signal All A20

CLKR Receive clock signal Al4 A23

DX Transmitted serial data signal Al2 A21

DR Received serial data signal Al5 A24

FSX Transmit frame synchronization signal AlO Al9

FSR Receive frame synchronization signal A13 A22

The serial port signals of both TMS320C50s, as listed in Table 6.3, are connected to the

2x32-pin connector CONNl. When the TMS320C50 wants to communicate with an

external device using the serial port, connections must be made according to Figure 6.3.

TMS320C50 External Device

DX ~ - DX
DR I""'l'" ~ DR

FSX - FSX
FSR ~ ~ FSR

CLKX CLKX
CLKR ~ ~ CLKR

Figure 6.3 Two-way serial port transfer between the TMS320C50 and an external device.

A detailed description of the implementation and operation of the serial port inside the

TMS320C50 is listed in [5, Section 5.5].
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6.4 TDM Serial Port

The TMS320C50 has a time-division-multiplexed (TDM) serial port that allows the device

to communicate serially with up to seven other TMS320C50 devices. The port can be

configured to operate in multiprocessing mode or stand-alone mode. When in stand-alone

mode, the port operates as described in Section 6.3. The TDM-port supports eight TDM

channels. Figure 6.4 shows the TDM port architecture. Up to eight devices can be placed

on the four-wire serial bus.

I Device 0 I I Device 1 I Device 7 I
I I I 1

/I

/I

/I

/I

TFRM

TADD

TCLK
TDAT

TDX ~"""""r--'"TDAT
TDR

TMS320C50
TFSX 1---tiI......-- TFRM
TFSR TADD

TCLKX TCLK
TCLKR

Figure 6.4 TDM Serial Port.

The four-wire bus consists of clock, frame and data (TCLK, TFRM and TDAT) wires plus

an additional wire (TADD) that carries the device addressing information. The TADD line

determines which devices in the TDM configuration can execute a valid TDM receive on

that time slot. The TDAT and TCLK lines are formed by connecting TDX to TDR and

TCLKX to TCLKR, respectively.

On the modem board, the TDM lines of both TMS320C50s are connected according to

Figure 6.4. Furthermore, for communication with other TMS320C50 devices, the four-wire

bus is connected to pins A25 to A28 of the 2x32-pin connector CONNl. A detailed

description of the implementation and operation of the TDM serial port is listed in [5,

Section 5.6].
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6.5 Communications Interface

The spread-spectrum modem is equipped with an interface to communicate with a personal

computer (PC). The communications interface and protocol have already been described in

[1] but some hardware errors are corrected for the new modem. Figure 6.5 shows the

improved communications interface.
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Figure 6.5 The communications-interface hardware [1].

The communications interface consists of four functional blocks:

• data transport

• reading DIP-switch settings

• device address selection

• interrupt generation

Communication is fully interrupt driven on both the personal computer as well as on the

modem. Both the personal computer and the modem can initiate communication. However,
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the modem must be selected by the personal computer to be able to start communication.

Selection of the modem is done using the device address selection circuit. The modem is

selected if the address set by the DIP-switches is the same as the one addressed by the

personal computer via inputs IN8 to IN10. The DIP-switches 6 to 8 of SWI specify the

device's address. This means that up to eight devices can exchange data with the personal

computer. Comparison of the inputs AO-A3 and BO-B3 is done using the 74F85

Comparator (U65). Figure 6.5 shows that input pin A=B (pin 3) is connected to 5 Volts.

When inputs AO-A3 equal inputs BO-B3, output A=B (pin 6) is asserted high. This pin can

be used for device selection.

Two hardware errors were corrected in the device selection circuit:

• In the previous communications interface, changing the device's address via the three

device-select lines IN8-INlO provided an unwanted interrupt on the digital signal

processor [1, p. 62]. Diederen recommended to change the order of the flipflop U20A

and the NAND port U21B. In the new communications interface, this recommendation

is not followed. Instead, a functionally better solution is implemented. The outcome of

output pin A=B of U65 can be seen as a sort of key: if the device is selected, output

A=B permits further access to the communications interface; if the device is not

selected, output A=B prevents further access. Connecting A=B (together with *RESET

and PB-IOSEL_Y5) to the reset input of the D-flipflop will reset the flipflop when a

device is not selected and will activate the flipflop when a device is selected. In this

way, no unwanted interrupts will occur when a device is not selected, even when the

personal computer changes the address.

• Comparing the hardware of the previous and the new communications interface will

show that jumper lP10 on the previous interface is removed. This is done because the

function of lPI0 can also be implemented using DIP-switch 5. Switch 5 is connected to

the B3 input of U65 and is compared to the A3 input which is always at a low voltage.

So switch 5 acts like an ON/OFF switch without changing the device's address in

hardware.

If the personal computer starts communication, a positive edge of 'IRQ ON DEVICE' on

U31 generates an interrupt (PB-*INT2) on the TMS320C50(2) and at the same time, data

from the personal computer are put on pins INO-IN7. The interrupt causes the

TMS320C50(2) to start the interrupt service routine which uses the IN-instruction to

obtain data from the TMS320C50 databus. The IN-instruction asserts I/O-select signal *Y5

low, which enables the 74F245 output pins and resets the interrupt PB-*INT2 by resetting

D-flipflop U31. After *Y5 is asserted low, it takes at most 9.0 ns before data from the

input pins are on the output pins. From Section 4.7 it follows that, in worst-case, data are

on the output pins before *STRB goes high (i.e. within ta(R) ns).
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If communication is initiated by a device, a 4-bit word is clocked into buffer U77 and a

hardware interrupt on the personal computer is generated by a positive edge of 'IRQ ON

PC'. Data is clocked into U77 using I/O-select signal *Yl. Section 4.7 proved that, for the

write operation, data are valid before and after *Yl goes high. If the device is selected,

data are put on the output pins OUTO-OUT3 by transceiver U66, which is enabled by the

A=B output of comparator U65. OUT4-0UT6 are general-purpose output pins.

Because more space is available on the modem board, the input and output lines of the

communications interface are situated on a 25-pin female Centronics connector. In this

way, communication between PC and the modem is carried out using standard Centronics

cable and connectors. Table 6.4 shows the communications-interface pinout.

Table 6.4 The communications-interface pinout as implemented on the transceiver.

I Pin m. II I/O I Function II Pin m. II I/O I Function I
1 Input IRQ on device 10 Output IRQ on PC

2 Input INO 11 Output OUT3

3 Input INI 12 Output OUT2

4 Input IN2 13 Output OUTI

5 Input IN3 14 Input Device select 0

6 Input IN4 15 Output OUTO

7 Input IN5 16 Input Device select 1

8 Input IN6 17 Input Device select 2

9 Input IN7 18-25 Digital Ground

6.6 Communicating with the parallel interface

In the spread-spectrum receiver designed by Diederen[1], a frequency synthesizer was used

to generate the sample signal ffs for the AID-converter on the signal-processing board. The

output-frequency ffs can be altered in software to equalize ffs with the desired frequency in

steps of 100 Hz. However, to enhance this resolution, the frequency synthesizer also

generates a 10kHz reference signal which is fed to the modem for interrupt generation.

By means of this interrupt, the TMS320C50 can enhance the frequency resolution of ffs to

10 Hz [2, 4].
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In the previous modem design, sending a byte to the frequency-synthesizer was done using

the databus from the D/A-converter: the D/A-converter was removed because it was only

used in the transmit configuration and a flatcable connector was plugged into the IC

sockets of the unused buffers. In the new modem configuration, a general-purpose 16-bit

parallel interface is designed for communication to the frequency synthesizer or to any

other external parallel device. This parallel interface is an extension of the DAC-port of

the TMS320C50(2) and is capable of reading or writing 16-bit words. The design aspects

are listed below:

• general-purpose 16-bit parallel interface for read from and write to an external

device, e.g. the frequency-synthesizer board.

• buffered data transfer to avoid busconflicts when the TMS320C50 accesses other

devices.

• device-selection must be done using the I/O-select lines from the I/O-selection

circuit.

• possibility to read/write 8-bit and 16-bit words.

Figure 6.6 shows the 16-bit parallel interface.

+SV +SV

t s:~F65~BA~] CONN 1

TMS320C50(1)
/ \

.-- -
/ \

Do-D I5
1/

16-bit databus
\ /

16-bit databus \
/ CIO- C251\ / \

\ / \ /
PortA PortB

Ao,A], R/*W
L.....- _

PA-IOSEL Yl ~ CONN-CPBA*IS, *STRB - CPAB CPBA .... C7
~
, r---+ OEAB *OEBA~

CONN-OEAB C9...
I/O-selection , Cs
circuit

PA-IOSEL_YS

Figure 6.6 General-purpose 16-bit read/write parallel interface.

The 74F652 is an octal transceiver/register with two bidirectional databuses. It contains

two 8-bit registers (AO-A7/BO-B7), two clock inputs (CPAB/CPBA), two output enable

pins (OEAB/*OEBA) and two select input pins (SAB/SBA). Data can be stored in the
internal registers (SAB/SBA is High) or transferred to the opposite databus in real time
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(SAB/SBA IS Low). For the 16-bit parallel interface, two 74F652 transceiver rcs are

required.

The following signals are used for the parallel interface:

• CONN-CPBA:

• CONN-OEAB :

line *Yl from the I/O-selection circuit of processor

TMS320C50(1). Used to clock the data from the

TMS320C50 into the 74F652 and to interrupt the external

device (not the frequency synthesizer) that data are ready

in the registers.

signal from the external device to clock its data into the

74F652.

signal from the external device to enable the output of the

74F652 to transport data from port A to port B. Connected

to +5 Volts for communication with the frequency

synthesizer.

line *Y5 from the I/O-selection circuit of processor

TMS320C50(l). Used to enable the output of the 74F652

to transport data from port B to port A.

Two additional signals are used to interrupt the TMS320C50(1) to read the data from the

parallel interface:

• CONN-FCONTROL: 10 kHz control frequency of the frequency synthesizer.

• TRANSMITCLOCK: signal from the transmit clock circuit.

The signals labelled with CONN are input signals from the 2x32-pin connector CONNl.

Furthermore, PA-IOSEL_Yl is an output signal situated on the connector CONNl. The

operation of the parallel interface is described below.

Data transfer through the 74F652 can be done in real-time or by using interrupts. The real

time data transfer option is not implemented because it can cause databus conflicts.

Connecting inputs SAB and SBA to +5 Volts disables the real-time data transfer option.

The interrupt generation circuit for the parallel interface is shown in Figure 6.7. It is used

for interrupting the TMS320C50(l) when data are clocked into the 74F652 by the external

device. The interrupt is initiated by a low-to-high transition of either the transmit clock or

the control frequency from the connector. The interrupt is disabled at reset and when

either I/O-select signals *Yl or *Y5 are enabled.
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Figure 6.7 Interrupt generation circuit for the parallel interface.

Writing to the parallel interface:

Writing to the parallel interface is done using the OUT instruction. This instruction asserts

I/O-select signal *Y1 of the I/O-selection circuit low (see Table 4.16) and TMS320C50

write data are put on the databus. At the rising edge of *Y1, data are clocked into the

74F652. Note that data are still valid during the low-to-high transition of *Y1 (see Section

4.7). *Y1 is also situated on connector CONNl. In this way, the external device is aware

when data are clocked in the buffers. Data can be transferred to the device when it asserts

CONN-OEAB low. When OEAB is connected to digital ground, TMS320C50 write data

are always transferred directly to the parallel interface after they are clocked into the

74F652. This option is useful for the frequency synthesizer board.

Reading from the parallel interface:

After the external device puts data on the parallel interface databus, it asserts CONN

CPBA high. At the rising edge of CONN-CPBA, data are clocked into the 74F652. The

device asserts CONN-FCONTROL high to generate an interrupt at the TMS320C50(l).

The interrupt service routine uses the IN instruction to obtain data from the device. The

IN instruction asserts I/O-select signal *Y5 low, which enables the *OEBA pin. Data from

the 74F652 are put on the TMS320C50 databus. When *Y5 goes high, data are read from

the databus and the output enable pins are disabled.
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7 Software Configurations

7.1 Introduction

This chapter describes some software configurations which must be made for full use of

the possibilities of the hardware. Section 7.2 describes how the interrupt vectors can be

remapped to any other location in program memory. This is particularly useful when

program code is copied from slower EPROM to faster RAM. Section 7.3 shows how on

chip memory can be used together with off-chip memory without address range overlap.

Section 7.4 discusses how the amount of global memory can be configured in software.

Section 7.5 shows how the internal software wait-state generator of the TMS320C50 can

be programmed for 0, 1, 2, 3 or 7 wait-states.

7.2 Remapping interrupts

As was described in Section 4.4.1, accessing the EPROMs is done using seven wait-states.

For faster program execution, program code is copied from EPROM to faster RAM.

Interrupt vectors which reside at address Oh in program memory must also be moved from

EPROM to RAM otherwise fetching the interrupt vector takes also seven wait-states

before the interrupt service routine is executed. This section explains how these interrupt

vectors can be remapped.

The reset, interrupt and trap vectors are addressed in program space. After the processor

takes the trap, it loads the program counter with the trap address and executes code at the

vector location. Two words are reserved at each vector location for a branch instruction to

the appropriate interrupt service routine. Table 7.1 shows the interrupt vector addresses

after reset.

At reset, these vectors are mapped absolutely to address Oh in program space. The vectors

can be remapped by loading the interrupt vector pointer (IPTR) bits in the Processor Mode

Status Register (PMST) with the appropriate 2K-word page boundary address. The PMST

register is one of the twenty-eight core processor registers that are mapped into the data

memory space. It contains extra status and control information for control of the enhanced

features of the TMS320C50 core. This register resides at address 7h in the data memory

space. Figure 7.1 shows the organization of the PMST register. The five bits of the IPTR-
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Table 7.1 TMS320C50 Interrupt Vector Addresses.

Name Location Priority Function

Dec Hex

*RS 0 0 1 External reset signal

*INTI 2 2 3 External user interrupt #1

*INT2 4 4 4 External user interrupt #2

*INT3 6 6 5 External user interrupt #3

TINT 8 8 6 Internal timer interrupt

RINT 10 A 7 Serial port receive interrupt

XINT 12 C 8 Serial port transmit interrupt

TRNT 14 E 9 TDM port receive interrupt

TXNT 16 10 10 TDM transmit interrupt

*INT4 18 12 11 External user interrupt #4

---- 20-33 14-21 Reserved

TRAP 34 22 Software trap instruction

NMI 36 24 2 Nonmaskable interrupt

---- 38-41 26-29 Reserved for emulation and test

---- 42-47 2A-2F Software interrupts

field offer the possibility to remap the interrupt vectors to the beginning of 32 2K-word

pages.

151413 12 1110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PMST IPTR ~ ~>
0

Figure 7.1 Organization of the PMST-register.

In the modem design, program code from EPROM (start address is Oh) is copied to RAM

(start address is 8000h). Therefore, the IPTR-field must contain the value 1Oh. In software,

the OPL-instruction performs an OR-operation on the contents of a specified data memory

address:
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OPL #08000h, PMST ; Remap vectors to start at 8000h

The reset vector cannot be remapped because reset loads the IPTR with Os. Therefore, the

reset vector will always be fetched at location Oh in program memory.

7.3 Configuring on-chip memory

As was explained in section 4.2, the TMS320C50 has been provided with 9K words of on

chip program/data SARAM and 1056 words of on-chip data DARAM. However, the

address ranges of these on-chip memories overlap the address range of the EPROM.

Software configurations are needed in order to access the on-chip memory as well as the

EPROM. This can be done using the processor mode status register (PMST) shown in

Figure 7.1 and the status register ST 1.

Bits 4 and 5 of the PMST are used for configuring on-chip memory. Bit 4 (RAM) enables

mapping of on-chip SARAM blocks into program space. Setting RAM to one maps the

memory block in program space. Setting RAM to zero removes the memory block from

the program space. Bit 5 (OVLY) enables on-chip SARAM cells to be mapped into data

space. If OVLY is set to one, the block of memory is mapped into data space. If it is set

to zero, the memory block is not addressable in data space. Both bits are set to zero at

reset. From status register ST1, the CNF bit is used. If this bit is set to zero, the DARAM

blocks are mapped to data space; otherwise, block BO is mapped to program space.

Table 7.2 shows the program memory configuration using the CNF bit and the RAM bit.

Table 7.2 TMS320C50 Program memory configuration control.

I CNF I RAM I SARAM I DARAM BO I Off-Chip I
0 0 OOOO-FFFF

0 1 0800-2BFF 0OOO-07FF

2COO-FFFF

1 0 FEOO-FFFF OOOO-FDFF

1 1 0800-2BFF FEOO-FFFF 0OOO-07FF

2COO-FDFF
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Table 7.3 shows the data memory configuration using the CNF bit and the OVLY bit.

Table 7.3 TMS320C50 Data memory configuration control.

CNF OVLY DARAMBO DARAMBI DARAM B2 SARAM Off-Chip

0 0 100h-2FFh 300h-4FFh 60h-7Fh 800h-FFFFh

0 1 lOOh-2FFh 300h-4FFh 60h-7Fh 800h-2BFFh 2COOh-FFFFh

1 0 - 300h-4FFh 60h-7Fh 800h-FFFFh

1 I - 300h-4FFh 60h-7Fh 800h-2BFFh 2COOh-FFFFh

Setting/resetting bits in the PMST register IS done using the OPL-instruction.

Setting/resetting the CNF bit is done using the SETC/CLRC-instruction.

7.4 Configuring global memory

Another register from the twenty-eight core processor registers is the global memory

allocation register (GREG). It is a memory-mapped register which resides at address 5h in

page zero of the data memory space. This register specifies part of the TMS320C50 data

memory as global external memory. Figure 7.2 shows the structure of the GREG register.

15141312 1110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 a

address 5h not connected
to internal databus

GREG
Figure 7.2 GREG register structure.

GREG is an 8-bit register connected to the eight LSBs of the internal databus. The upper

eight bits of location 5h are nonexistent.

The contents of GREG determine the size of the global memory space between 256 and

32K words. As was described in Section 4.6.1, only lK words of global memory is

present on the modem board. This lK Dual-port SRAM can be changed by the 2K-words

version. Table 7.4 shows the legal values of GREG for the modem design and

corresponding global memory spaces.
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Table 7.4 Global Data Memory Configurations.

GREG Value Local Memory Global Memory

Range # Words Range # Words

00000000 Oh-FFFFh 65536 - 0

11111000 Oh-F7FFh 63488 F800h-FFFFh 2048

11111100 Oh-FBFFh 64512 FCOOh-FFFFh 1024

11111110 Oh-FDFFh 65024 FEOOh-FFFFh 512

11111111 Oh-FEFFh 65280 FFOOh-FFFFh 256

7.5 Programming the software wait-state generator

Software-programmable wait-state generators can be used to extend external bus cycles by

up to seven machine cycles. This provides a convenient means for interfacing external

devices that do not satisfy the full-speed access-time requirements of the TMS320C50.

The software-programmable wait-state generators are controlled by two 16-bit wait-state

registers (PDWSR and IOWSR) and a 5-bit control register (CWSR). Wait states for the

program and data spaces are specified in the lower and upper halves of the program/data

wait-state register (PDWSR) respectively. Wait states for I/O space are specified in the I/O

wait-state register (IOWSR). The control wait-state register (CWSR) controls the mapping

between wait-state register contents and the number of wait states.

The program and data space each consist of 64K addresses. Each 64K space can be

viewed as being composed of four 16K-word blocks. The PDWSR reserves two bits for

each 16K-word block of program or data memory. The value of a 2-bit field in PDWSR

specifies the number of wait states to be inserted for each access in the given space and

address range. Figure 7.3 shows the association of the 2-bit fields of the PDWSR with

each 16K-word memory segment.

Bitnr 15 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 o
cooo- 8000- 4000- 0000- COOO- 8000- 4000- 0000-
FFFF BFFF 7FFF 3FFF FFFF BFFF 7FFF 3FFF

.. Data Space -------.......-----Program Space -----....
Figure 7.3 PDWSR structure.
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From Figure 7.3 it can be seen that assigning wait states for access to the EPROMs, bits

0-3 have to be initialized. For access to the (DP)SRAMs, bits 4-7 have to be initialized.

The IOWSR can be mapped in either of two ways, as specified by the BIG bit in the

CWSR register. If BIG=O, each of eight pairs of memory-mapped I/O ports has its own 2

bit field in IOWSR as is shown in Figure 7.4.

Bitnr 15 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 o
Port Port Port Port Port Port Port Port
14/15 12/13 10/11 8/9 6/7 4/5 2/3 0/1

Figure 7.4 IOWSR structure (BIG=O).

Note that the entire I/O space is configured with wait states because port n/(n+1) has the

same number of wait states as port (l6m+n)/(l6m+n+l) with 0~n~l4 and O~m~3. If

BIG=1, the 64K I/O space is divided into eight 8K-word address blocks with each block

having an independently programmable number of wait states. Figure 7.5 shows the

association of the bits in the IOWSR with the eight memory segments.

Bitnr 15 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 o
EOOO- COOO- AOOO- 8000- 6000- 4000- 2000- 0000-
FFFF DFFF BFFF 9FFF 7FFF 5FFF 3FFF IFFF

Figure 7.S IOWSR structure (BIG=l).

The wait-state fields of PDWSR and IOWSR can be filled with four binary values.

However, five different number of wait-states can be implemented. This is solved using

the control wait-state register (CWSR). The four bits in the CWSR allow the user to select

one of two mappings between 2-bit wait-state fields and the number of wait states for the

corresponding space as shown in Table 7.5.

If bit n of CWSR is set to zero, the number of wait states for external accesses in the

space associated with bit n is equal to the wait-state value as specified in the 2-bit field of

the PDWSR or IOWSR. If bit n is set to one, the number of wait states is determined by

the last column of Table 7.5. Figure 7.6 shows the CWSR structure.

Bit n

Figure 7.6 CWSR structure.
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Table 7.5 Wait-State Field Values and Wait States as a Function of CWSR Bit n.

Wait-State Field of No. of Wait States No. of Wait States
PDWSR or IOWSR (CWSR Bit n = 0) (CWSR Bit n = 1)

(Binary Value)

00 0 0

01 1 1

10 2 3

11 3 7

Bit 2 represents the lower-half of the I/O space: Port 0 - Port 7 if BIG=O or 0000h-7FFFh

if BIG=1. Bit 3 represents the upper-half of the I/O space: Port 8 - Port 15 if BIG=O;

8000h-FFFFh if BIG=1.

The next example will show how the software wait-state generator is to be programmed.

For the modem design, the EPROMs (0000h-7FFFh) are accessed using seven wait states,

the SRAMs (8000h-FBFFh) are accessed using zero wait states and the DPSRAMs

(FCOOh-FFFFh) are accessed using one wait state. From Table 7.5, it follows that for

seven wait states bit 0 (for program space) of the CWSR is set to 1. The bits in PDWSR

corresponding with the address range of the EPROMs are filled with the value lIb. For

zero or one wait states, bit 1 (for data space) of the CWSR may either be 0 or 1. The bit

field in PDWSR corresponding with the SRAM address range are filled with the value OOb

and the bit field corresponding with the DPSRAM address range are filled with 01b. This

leads to the following contents of the CWSR and the PDWSR (X is don't care):

CWSR = XXXX1b

PDWSR = 01 00 XX XX XX XX 11 lIb

In the modem design, the distinction between program memory and data memory is not

made. In order to prevent equal address ranges to be programmed with a different number

of wait states, it is recommended that the PDWSR bits from the same address ranges are

assigned the same values. In this case, PDWSR = 01 00 11 11 01 00 11 lIb.

Accessing I/O ports 0/1 and 6/7 with two wait states results in the following contents of

CWSR and IOWSR:

CWSR = OXOXXb

IOWSR = XX XX XX XX 10 XX XX lOb
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8 Implementing the new modem

8.1 Introduction

The previous chapters described the functional blocks of the modem in detail. This chapter

discusses the implementation of the functional blocks to come to a realization of the new

modem. The implementation process consists of five steps:

1) creating the schematic diagrams using a design program for electronic

circuits (Section 8.2).

2) Electro Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) considerations must be taken into

account for better performance and less radiation of the printed circuit board

(PCB) (Section 8.3).

3) Print layout and component placement. Using the EMC considerations, great

care should be taken for positioning of components on the printed circuit

board (Section 8.4).

4) Routing (Section 8.5).

5) Soldering the components, testing the print and preparing the print for the

modem configuration (Section 8.6).

8.2 Creating the Schematic Diagrams

To come to a realization of the modem, the first step is to create the schematic diagrams

using the design considerations of the functional blocks described in chapters 3 to 6. The

actual design of the printed circuit board is done at the Centrale Technische Dienst (CTD,

Central Technical Service) of the Eindhoven University of Technology. They are equipped

with software to develop printed circuit boards: the DAZIX Intergraph Schematic Entry

program for drawing the schematic diagrams and the StarTrak Router for routing the PCB.

The advantage of this Schematic Entry program is that it runs on a Sun workstation with a

user-friendly graphics user interface. Furthermore, when placing the components, gate

swapping or pin swapping automatically changes the drawings made with the Schematic

Entry program. Although OrCAD can also be used to generate the schematic diagrams,

this method is not recommended. OrCAD generates a netlist, in which all parts of the

circuit and all connections between parts are listed in a specific format. This netlist is used
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at the CTD to design the printed circuit board. However, gate and pin swapping will not

change the drawings made by OrCAD.

Appendix 1 comprises the schematic diagrams of the modem. Before describing the sheets

in detail, some general information about schematic entry is given below:

• data/address-buses must be labelled D(O: IS) and A(O: IS), respectively. The

names may change (e.g. PA-D(O:lS) or PB-D(O:lS)) but the brackets and the

colon must be used to denote the number of data/address-lines. Signal lines from

the data/address-buses are labelled using brackets (e.g. PA-D(O)). Note that these

brackets may not be omitted.

• signal lines with the same label are connected physically. Furthermore,

connecting two pins together using a wire is the same as labelling the two pins

with the same label without making the connection. See also the PA-*BR, PA

*WE, PA-*RD and PA-READY signals of the DPSRAM on sheet S.

• labelled signal lines with a port symbol are signal lines also used on other sheets.

• the label REPEAT=n is used to denote that the corresponding component is

repeated n times.

• some ICs do not have a power supply pin and a ground pin because these pins

are defined implicitly. When defining components, labels can be assigned to pin

numbers. It is possible to assign VCC and GND to the corresponding pin

numbers without the necessity to draw the actual pins.

• All inputs of TTL ICs which must at a high voltage are connected to +S Volts

using a 1K pull-up resistor.

For each schematic diagram, some design considerations are listed:

Sheet 1/2:
• All unused input pins of the TMS320CSO should be connected to +S Volts with

or without an external lOOK pull-up resistor.

• All unused outputs of the TMS320CSO should be left unconnected.

• The power supply lines for the TMS320CSO, the EPROMs, the SRAMs and the

TTL ICs are decoupled using 0.1 IJF ceramic capacitors (see Section 8.3).

• The *BIO input pin and XF output pin are situated on the 2x32-pin connector

and therefore buffered using two-input AND gates.

• The *NMI and PA-*INT2 input pins are not buffered because interrupt

generation must be done using a D-flipflop. Furthermore, these pins will not be

used so they are connected to +S Volts at connector CONNl.
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• The (TDM) serial port signals are connected to +5 Volts/digital ground using

lOOK pull-up/pull-down resistors. This is done to define these signals when they

are in high-impedance mode, therefore preventing unwanted signals on the

(TDM) serial port [8].

Sheet 3:

• Resistors R83 and R86 do not belong to the El2 range. Therefore, a standard
resistor is assigned the appropriate value. In the modem design, R83 is 24.9 Q

and R86 is 51 kQ.

• At first, pins T7 and T8 were provided to make a connection between analog and

digital ground as specified in the ADl671 datasheets. Later, this connection was

made at the power connector. Pins T7 and T8 are now used for analog and

digital ground references during test procedures.

• The REF OUT pin is decoupled using a 1 JlF tantalum capacitor to analog

ground according to the AD 1671 data sheets.

Sheet 4:

• A 7 pF capacitor (C10) is not available. Therefore, a 6.8 pF capacitor is used.

• Resistor R33 (200 Q) does not belong to the E12 range. Therefore, a standard

resistor is assigned the appropriate value.

Sheet 5:

• According to the datasheets of the CY7C13l1CY7C141 DPSRAM, the *BUSY
output of the master DPSRAM and the *INT output are open drain outputs and

require pull-up resistors.

Sheet 6:

• Capacitors are provided to decouple the power supply lines from the AD 1671,

the AD568 and the AD840 in accordance with the data sheets.

• All unused TTL gates are listed with their inputs connected to digital ground.

The modem board is equipped with four connectors: a 2x32-pin male connector (CONN1),

a 25-pin female Centronics connector (CONN2), a 14-pin male flatcable connector

(CONN3) and the power connector. Furthermore, two BNC-connectors are provided for

analog input and output signals. Design considerations for each connector are listed below

(for pin locations, see Appendix 2).

2x32-pin connector:

• to communicate with serial devices, the serial port signals of both TMS320C50s

are situated on the connector.
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• to communicate with other TMS320C50 devices, the TDM serial port signals are

situated on the connector.

• the 16-bit parallel interface control signals and its databus are situated on the

connector for communication with external devices.

• CONN-*RESET is provided to perform an externally generated reset.

• *RESET is provided to reset external devices after a modem reset.

• *BIO, *NMI and XF signals from both TMS320C50s are provided to control the

processors externally (generating an interrupt, asserting *BIO low for a branch

instruction to be executed).

• the unused IIO-select signals from both IIO-selection circuits are situated on the

connector to access/control external devices.

• VCC and GND are provided as outputs for test purposes.

• The unused interrupt *INT2 from TMS320C50(l) is situated on the connector as

an extra external interrupt generation possibility.

25-pin female Centronics connector:

• all communications interface signals are situated on the connector according to

[1, Table 6.2].

14-pin flatcable connector:

• all JTAG interface signals are situated on the connector according to the

specifications in [5, Appendix E].

Power connector:

• The power connector is equipped with ±15 Volts, ±5 Volts and analog and

digital ground. This special connector is used because the digital ICs can have a

maximum (worst-case) supply current of 5 A. This is far too much to be supplied

by pins from the 2x32-pin connector as was done in [1].

8.3 EMC Considerations

Before components are placed on the printed circuit board and routing is performed, some

EMC considerations must be taken into account. These considerations are necessary

because components and connections can interfere to each other and to other printed

circuit boards. Some rules on positioning of components and routing are presented in

[1, 9].
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The EMC considerations for the multilayer PCB design are listed below:

• keep digital and analog circuitry separated;

• oscillators and clock circuits should be located near the centre of the PCB. This
minimizes coupling to I/O runs and places the higher-frequency sources in the
centre of the power and ground distribution system;

• initiate placing the oscillator circuit, processor, memory, and fast I/O;

• make critical signals first priority in the layout, so they can be handled most

effectively

• keep connections as short as possible;

• isolated digital and analog power supplies should be used when mixing digital

and analog circuitry on a PCB. Single-point common grounding of the analog

and digital power supplies should be performed at one point and one point only;

• add decoupling capacitors. These should be placed as close as possible to the

power pins of the integrated circuits. High-frequency decoupling should be done

with ceramic capacitors since the inductance of the capacitor is less than with

other types;

Some supplementary rules on analog circuitry:

• keep related parts very close together and connections very short;

• circuits must be separated to keep unwanted interaction among them to a

minimum;

• the surrounding space can be floated with ground, thus improving the ground

plane distribution and further isolating the circuits;

• add decoupling capacitors.

Decoupling capacitors are placed for two purposes. They supply transient current to the

chip during gate switching. Secondly, they limit the size of a potential radiating loop

associated with the power supply to a switching gate. To minimize this radiation, special

IC-sockets with decoupling capacitors assembled in it are provided.

8.4 Layout and Component Placement

Using the EMC considerations from Section 8.3, the layout of the printed circuit board
(PCB) can be carried out (see Appendix 1). The PCB is a multilayer PCB with 4 layers:
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• layer 1 : component/signal layer

• layer 2 : digital ground plane

• layer 3 : +5 Volts power supply plane

• layer 4 : solder/signal layer

The digital ground and +5 Volts power supply planes of the multi-layer PCB offer great

advantages with regard to EMC problems and routing:

• no ground power and supply power runs across the PCB are necessary. This

results in easier routing of signal lines;

• the shortest connections possible between ICs and their power supply units;

• less radiation due to the smaller area of the current loop;

• low-impedance.

Component placement and the routing process are related to each other. A well-considered

and time-consuming component placement results in an easier and faster routing process.

The components are placed according to the functional block diagram of Figure 2.1. For a

good component placement, the following design considerations are made:

• the oscillator (U47), the 74F14 Schmitt-trigger inverter (U46) and jumpers 119

and J20 are placed as close to the TMS320C50s as possible in order to obtain

signal lines with the same length. In this way, both TMS320C50s will operate

synchronously.

• the 74Fll three input OR-gate is used twice on the board although one 74Fll

would be satisfactory. However, two gates of the 74Fll were used for the

communication interface while the third gate was used for the 16-bit parallel

interface. To avoid long signal lines, two ICs were used: U78 was placed in the

vicinity of the communication interface and U79 was placed near the parallel

interface.

• the analog circuitry is separated from the digital circuitry. Furthermore, it is

placed at the front of the PCB close to the BNC connectors. To reduce EMC

problems, an analog ground plane is placed directly beneath the analog circuitry.

• the connectors are placed at the end of the PCB except for the power connector.

It is placed close to the analog circuitry to avoid long analog power supply and

ground lines across the PCB.

• to facilitate the solder process, all DIP IC-sockets are placed either in vertical or

in horizontal direction with pin 1 always pointing in the same direction.

However, some IC-sockets are placed opposite the directions in cases where

easier signal routing prevailed.
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• BNC-connectors are now mounted on the PCB to shorten signal lines and to
prevent antenna radiation.

• all DIP IC-sockets for TTL ICs have been equipped with decoupling capacitors.

The PLCC and PQFP IC-sockets have not been equipped with decoupling

capacitors so they are provided externally. The D/A converter and opamp require

their own capacitors so DIP IC-sockets are used without decoupling capacitors.

• the components are placed in such a way that space between components is

available to facilitate the routing process.

When placing components, the software allows the user to perform gate swapping or pin

swapping. This is done to obtain the shortest possible overall wire length and to minimize

routing complexity. Figure 8.1 shows the gate and pin swapping method.

7
4

o
o

Before Gate swapping After Gate swapping

7
4
F
o
o

7
4
F
o
o

Before Pin Swapping After Pin Swapping

Figure 8.1 Gate and pin swapping.

Note that pins 1 and 2 of the 74FOO IC in Figure 8.1 are input pins, therefore pin

swapping is allowed.
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8.5 Routing

After components are placed on the printed circuit board, routing can begin. The routing

process can be done either manually or automatically. Manual routing is done in the

following cases:

• the oscillator signal lines to both TMS320C50s must be of equal length in order

to prevent unwanted timing delays to occur.

• simple signal lines can be routed manually (see Figure 8.2).

• memory routing (see Figure 8.3).

( U U

(

(

(

Figure 8.2 Simple routing. Figure 8.3 Memory routing.

From the initial 1264 connections on the printed circuit board, over 650 connections were

done manually. Note that due to the digital 0 V and +5 V planes, connections for the

supply voltage are performed automatically.

After manual routing, the StarTrak router available on the CTD workstations is started.

The router performs the following passes:

• single pass

• iterative pass

• finishing pass

• iterative pass

• finishing pass

• final finishing

A single pass tries to make connections just once. If a connection is not made, it is left

open to be routed after the single pass. An iterative pass performs several iterations. After

each pass, the program examines traces that block paths to unconnected pins. On

succeeding passes, the program reroutes the blocking traces and attempts to complete the
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rest of the connections. A (final) finishing pass shortens signal paths, substitutes diagonals

for staircases and removes unneeded vias (= connection between layers 1 and 4).

Sheets 8 and 9 of Appendix 1 show the outcome of the manual/automatic routing process.

8.6 Testing the printed circuit board

After the printed circuit board is manufactured, components can be soldered and test

procedures can be carried out. Within the time constraints, it was not possible to perform

these test procedures.

The printed circuit board can now be used as part of the baseband picoterminal. The next
step is to implement the spread-spectrum modem in software using the PCB. Some

hardware settings must be installed before the PCB can be used as a picoterminal.

The following pins on the 2x32-pin connector have to be tied to +5 Volts using a pull-up

resistor (only if they are not used):

• PA-*NMI, PB-*NMI

• PA-*BIO, PB-*BIO

• PA-*INT2

For communication to the external frequency synthesizer board, the following pins on the

2x32-pin connector must be defined:

• CONN-CPBA may be either Low or High but no Low-to-High transition may

occur.

• CONN-OEAB must be low to enable the output pins of the 74F652 ICs,

therefore transferring TMS320C50 write data to the frequency board.

Table 8.1 lists the jumper settings. Appendix 2 lists the description of jumper settings and

connector pins.
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Table 8.1 lumper settings

I Jumper I Setting II Jumper I Setting I
11 12 116 X

12 -- 117 23

13 -- 118 X

14 23 119 12

15 12 120 23

16 12 121 23

17 -- 122 23

18 12 123 12

19 -- 124 23

110 -- 125 12

111 12 126 12

112 -- 127 12

113 X 128 12

114 X 129 12

115 X

Note: -- =not connected
X = don't care; either 12 or 23
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9 Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

• For the picoterminal project, the hardware of a baseband spread-spectrum

picoterminal was designed and implemented. The design was done according to the

functional block diagram. Memory ICs were chosen in concurrence with
TMS320C50 timing requirements. It was shown that communicating with different

(memory) ICs does not result in databus conflicts.

• Communicating between the two TMS320C50s is done using global memory. This
memory was implemented using a Dual-Port SRAM. With this DPSRAM IC, two

processors can independently access different global memory locations

simultaneously.

• To enhance the processing speed of the receiver part of the modem, a new analog

to-digital conversion circuit was designed. For this ADC circuit, a new ND

converter was used and a sample switch was designed. For the transmitter part of

the modem, the digital-to-analog circuit of the previous modem was used in the

new modem.

• Testing and debugging is now done using the JTAG-interface. The hardware

required was designed and implemented. Testing and debugging can be done using

the Texas Instruments XDS510 emulator.

• Two serial ports are implemented on the signal board to communicate with serial

external devices. Furthermore, the two TMS320C50s can communicate with other

external TMS320C50 devices using the TDM serial port option. A new parallel

interface was designed for communication with parallel external devices. The PC

communications interface as was used with the previous modem is also used for the

new modem. Communicating with the personal computer is now done using

standard Centronics cable/connectors.

• Some software configurations were presented which must be taken into account

when the TMS320C50s are to be programmed.
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• The signal processing board was realized using the Schematic Entry program of the

Centrale Technische Dienst (CTD) at the Eindhoven University. After schematic

entry, component placement and routing was performed to obtain the signal runs on

the printed circuit board. The PCB was manufactured and components were
soldered on it. The signal processing board is now ready to be tested.

• The function of the signal processing board is dependent on the software

implementation. Therefore, the board could also be used for general signal

processing applications such as a telephone modem or sound blaster.

9.2 Recommendations

For future printed circuit board design, some recommendations are presented:

• Future printed circuit boards are to be realized using the Schematic Entry

program and StarTrak router of the Centrale Technische Dienst (CTD) of the

Eindhoven University of Technology. In this way, designing printed circuit

boards is more flexible and user-friendly. Furthermore, when placing the

components, gate swapping or pin swapping automatically changes the drawings

made with the Schematic Entry program.

• To implement the features of the spread-spectrum picoterrninal, the TMS320C50

processors need to be programmed. Before software is designed to access the

global memory, a communication protocol must be set up in which

communication to the global memory is well-defined.

• The unused inputs (PA-*NMI, PB-*NMI, PA-*BIO, PB-*BIO, PA-*NMI) of the

2x32-pin connector CONNl must be connected to +5 Volts at the connector. In

future it is better to use jumpers at the PCB to connect the unused inputs to +5

Volts. If the inputs are used, jumper settings are altered to use the input pins on

the connector.

• For future PCB design, it is better to use programmable logic devices (PLDs)

instead of TTL ICs. In this way, logical functions can be programmed on one Ie.

This saves a lot of space on the PCB and occasional errors can be corrected

easily.
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• Research must be performed to investigate whether the communications interface

as implemented on the modem print can be replaced by a standard interface used

on personal computers or notebooks.

• In future, the input signals CONN-FFS and CONN-FCONTROL and the signal

TRANSMITCLOCK should be implemented using BNC connectors. This

prevents the connector CONN 1 from being soldered with wires to obtain these

signals.

• Before the signal board can be used as part of the picoterminal, testing the signal

board is required. This testing must be done with great care so no errors will

occur when placing the ICs on the board.
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Schematic Diagram,
and Print Layout

1:Appendix
Component Placement
of the Modem Print

This appendix gives an overview of the hardware designed. Figure A1.1 and Figure A1.2

show the TMS320C50(l) and the TMS320C50(2) with their local memory and I10

selection circuits. Figure A1.3 shows the ADC circuit with the pulse generation circuit,

the ND converter, the switch with its buffers and the interrupt generation circuit.

Figure AlA shows the DAC circuit with the D/A converter and the opamp, the transmit

clock and the 16-bit parallel interface. Figure A1.5 shows the global memory

implementation and the communications interface. Finally, Figure A1.6 shows the reset

and oscillator circuit, the JTAG interface, the connectors and decoupling capacitors for the

analog circuitry.

Figure A1.7 shows the component placement on the printed circuit board (PCB) where

the black marks on each jumper denote pin 1. Figure A1.8 and Figure A1.9 show the

component side (layer 1) and the solder side (layer 4) of the designed PCB, respectively.
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Figure A.I.I The TMS320C50(l) with its local memory and the JJO selection circuit.
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Figure A.1.2 The TMS320C50(2) with its local memory and the I/O selection circuit.
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Figure A.1.3 The ADC circuit.
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Figure A.1.4 The DAC circuit with the transmitclock and the 16-bit parallel interface.
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Figure A.l.S The global memory and the communications interface.
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Figure A.I.? Component placement of the transceiver.
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Figure A.1.8 The component-layer runs (trace layer 1).
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I~

I Figure A.1.9 The solder-layer runs (trace layer 4).
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Appendix 2: Jumper settings, connectors

Table A.I.1 Jumper settings for the modem.

J1 to J3 - jumper settings for the pulse generation circuit:

p

I J1 I J2 I J3 II Input clock I
12 -- -- Sample frequency ffs from frequency synthesizer

-- 12 -- Transmit clock

-- -- 12 Timer TMS320C50( 1)

~ote: For correct 0 eratlOn, eIther J1 or 12 or 13 IS connected.

J4 - jumper setting for unipolar or bipolar mode of operation of the ADC:

Unipolar ( 0-5 V ) ~
II---B-iP-o-la-r-(-±-5-V-)--l~

J5 - jumper for selection of the output data format of the ADC:

~I *MSBIBIT1 II
Output data format I

BB *MSB twos complement range

23 BIT1 positive true binary range

J6 to J12 - jumpers for processor selection for receiving samples:

I J6 I J7~ J10 I J11 I J12

"

Samples to : I
23 12 -- -- 12 -- -- TMS320C50(1)

12 -- 12 -- -- 12 -- TMS320C50(1) and TMS320C50(2)

23 -- -- 12 -- -- 12 TMS320C50(2)
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J13 - jumper for selection of the transmit clock to control the DAC input buffers:

Internal transmit clock ~
II-E-x-te-r-n-al-t-ra-n-s-IIll-'-t-cl-O-Ck----I~

J14 to J16 - jumpers for selection of the internal transmit clock frequency:

Selection by DIP-switches 1 to 3~
II-S-e-Ie-c-ti-o-n-b-y-SO-f-tw-ar-e-------I~

J17 - jumper for selection of the clock input to interrupt the TMS320C50 (parallel

interface):

Transmit clock as clock input ~
Il---c-o-n-tr-o-l-f-re-q-u-e-nC-y-fr-O-m-c-o-nn-e-c-to-r-as-in-p-u--lt[2]

J18 - jumper for selection of the communications interface device:

Device number is set by DIP-switches 6 to 8 ~
II---D-e-v-ic-e-nu-m-b-er-is-se-t-b-y-D-IP---s-w-it-c-h-es-7-a-n-d-8--1~

J19 to J22 - jumpers for selection of the divide by one/divide by two processor clock:

I J19 I J20 I J21 I J22 ] Clock Mode Selection I
12 23 23 23 External Divide-by-Two Clock Option; Internal

oscillator disabled

12 23 12 12 External Divide-by-Two Clock Option; Internal

oscillator enabled

23 12 12 23 External Divide-by-One Clock Option
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J23 to J29 - jumpers for the JTAG-interface:

I J23 [ J24 I J25 I J26 [ J27 I J28 I J29 I Description I
12 23 12 12 12 X X Multiprocessor-configuration

-- 12 12 23 12 X X 'CSO-1 active, 'CSO-2 inactive

-- 23 23 12 23 X X 'CSO-1 inactive, 'CSO-2 active

X X X X X 23 23 Use crystal for test clock

X X X X X 12 12 Use emulator (10 MHz) test clock

Note: - 12 = pins 1 and 2 of the jumper are connected

- 23 = pins 2 and 3 of the jumper are connected

= no pins are connected

- X = don't care

JTAG connector (U4, CONN3)

13 1
0000000
0000 00
14 2

Table A.l.2 XDSSlO Header Signals.

I Pin I Signal I Function
II

Pin I Signal I Function I
1 TMS Input 8 GND

2 *TRST Input 9 TCK_RET Output

3 TDI Input 10 GND

4 GND 11 TCK Input

S PD (+SV) Output 12 GND

6 No pin 13 EMUO Input/Output

7 TDO Output 14 EMU1 Input/Output
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Power connector

Table A.l.3 Power signals.

I Pin I Signal II Pin I Signal I
TI +15 Volt T4 -5 Volt

T2 -15 Volt T5 Dig. Gnd

T3 +5 Volt T6 An. Gnd

25-pins female Centronics connector

1300000000000001
000000000000

25 14

Table A.l.4 25-pins female Centronics connector.

I Pin nr. II 1/0 I Function II Pin m. II I/O I Function I
1 Input IRQ on device 10 Output IRQ on PC

2 Input INO 11 Output OUT3

3 Input INI 12 Output OUT2

4 Input IN2 13 Output OUTI

5 Input IN3 14 Input Device select 0

6 Input IN4 15 Output OUTO

7 Input IN5 16 Input Device select 1

8 Input IN6 17 Input Device select 2

9 Input IN7 18-25 Ground
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2x32-pin connector CONNl
C32 C1

00000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000

A32 A1

Table A.1.5: 2x32 pins CONNI-connector pin names.

I Pin I Pin name I Function I Pin Pin name Function

Al CONN-*RESET Input for reset CI PA-IOSEL_YO Output

A2 CONN-FFS Input sample freq. C2 PA-IOSEL_Y2 Output

A3 CONN-FCONTROL Input C3 PA-IOSEL_Y3 Output

A4 PA-*NMI Input C4 PA-IOSEL_Y4 Output

A5 PB-*NMI Input C5 PA-IOSEL_Y7 Output

A6 PA-*BIO Input C6 PA-*1NT2 Input

A7 PB-*BIO Input C7 CONN-CPBA Par.Int Clock Input

A8 PA-XF Output C8 PA-IOSEL_Yl Par.Int Output

A9 PB-XF Output C9 CONN-OEAB Par.Int Input

AlO PA-FSX Ser.Port ClO PI-D(O) Par.Int Databus

All PA-CLKX Ser.Port Cll PI-D(1) Par.Int Databus

Al2 PA-DX Ser.Port Cl2 PI-D(2) Par.Int Databus

Al3 PA-FSR Ser.Port Cl3 PI-D(3) Par.Int Databus

Al4 PA-CLKR Ser.Port Cl4 PI-D(4) Par.Int Databus

Al5 PA-DR Ser.Port Cl5 PI-D(5) Par.Int Databus

Al6 *RESET Output Cl6 PI-D(6) Par.Int Databus

Al7 PA-TOUT Timer Output C17 PI-D(7) Par.Int Databus

Al8 PB-TOUT Timer Output Cl8 PI-D(8) Par.Int Databus

Al9 PB-FSX Ser.Port Cl9 PI-D(9) Par.Int Databus

A20 PB-CLKX Ser.Port C20 PI-D(10) Par.Int Databus

A21 PB-DX Ser.Port C21 PI-D(1I) Par.Int Databus

A22 PB-FSR Ser.Port C22 PI-D(12) Par.Int Databus

A23 PB-CLKR Ser.Port C23 PI-D(13) Par.Int databus

A24 PB-DR Ser.Port C24 PI-D(14) Par.Int Databus

A25 TFRM TDM Ser.Port C25 PI-D(15) Par.Int Databus

A26 TADD TDM Ser.Port C26 PB-IOSEL_YO Output

A27 TCLK TDM Ser.Port C27 PB-IOSEL_Y3 Output

A28 TDAT TDM Ser.Port C28 PB-IOSEL_Y4 Output

A29 OUT4 Programm. C29 PB-IOSEL_Y7 Output

A30 OUT5 Programm. C30 CONN-PBD15 Programm. Output

A31 OUT6 Programm. C31 VCC +5V Output

A32 CONN-CLKEXT Ext.Clock C32 GND Dig Gnd Output
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Appendix 3: List of the components used

Quantity Part Part Reference
Name Description Designator

2 TMS320C50 Digital Signal Processor Ul, UlO

4 AM27C256 32Kx8 UV Erasable CMOS PROM U2, U3,

Ull, U12

1 74F32 Quad Two-Input OR Gate U4

7 74F245 Octal Transceiver (3-State) U5, U6,

U13, U14,

U66, U67,

U69
4 CY7C199 32K x 8 Static RAM U7, U9,

U15, U16

1 74FOO Quad Two-Input Nand Gate U8

4 74F74 Dual D-Type Flip-Flop U17, U23,

U31, U72

1 AD1671 Analog-to-Digital Converter U18

9 74F574 Octal D Flip-Flop (3-State) UI9-U22,

U25-U28,

U77

2 74F08 Quad Two-Input And Gate U24, U50

1 AD568 Digital-to-Analog Converter U29

1 AD840 Opamp U30

1 74HC04 Hex Inverter U32

1 74F269 8-Bit Bidirectional Binary Counter U33

1 74F151A 8-Input Multiplexer U34

1 74F365 Hex BufferlDriver (3-State) U44

1 74F14 Hex Inverter Schmitt Trigger U46

2 SG511KT Crystal Oscillator 50 MHz U47, U76

2 74F138 1-0f-8 DecoderlDemultiplexer U61, U64

1 74F85 4-Bit Magnitude Comparator U65

1 CY7C141 lKx8 Dual-Port Static RAM slave U70

1 CY7C131 lKx8 Dual-Port Static RAM master U71

2 74F652 Octal Transceiver/Register, Non-Inverting U73, U74

2 74Fll Triple Three-Input And Gate U78, U79
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Quantity Part Reference

Description Designator

1 Resistor 1I4W 1M R1

5 Resistor 1I4W 4K7 R2, R3,

R8-R10

34 Resistor 1/4W 1K R19-R30,

R50, R51,

R60, R61,

R65-R72,

R74, R75,

R78-R82,

R84, R85,

R88

1 Resistor 1/4W 8K2 R31

1 Resistor 1/4W 10M R32

1 Resistor 1I4W 200 R33

6 Resistor 1I4W lOOK R57, R62,

R63, R73,

R76, R77

1 Resistor 1I4W 24,9 R83

1 Resistor 1I4W 51K R86

1 Resistor Pack 1K RP1

2 Resistor Pack lOOK RP2, RP3

1 Resistor 1I4W 39 R87

1 Electrolytic Capacitor 0.47 11F C1

1 Ceramic Capacitor 100 pF C3

33 Ceramic Capacitor 0.1 11F C4-C9,

C14, C16,

C21, C22,

C33, C34,

C45-C64,

C68

1 Ceramic Capacitor 6.8 pF ClO

1 Ceramic Capacitor 33 pF C12

1 Ceramic Capacitor 47 pF C13

1 Tantalum Capacitor 1 11F C17

3 Tantalum Capacitor 10 11F C18, C20,

C67

2 Tantalum Capacitor 2.2 11F C65, C66
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Quantity Part Reference
Description Designator

1 2.048 MHz Crystal Y1
2 Potmeter 10K PI, P3
1 Potmeter 50 P2
1 Reset Button Sl
1 8 position Dip-Switch SW1

10 2-pin Jumper 11-13,

17-112, J23
19 3-pin Jumper J4-J6,

113-122,

J24-129
2 BNC Connector 130,131

1 25-pin D-Connector Female J

1 2x32-pin Din Connector Male A,C

1 14-pin Flatcable Connector, Male U45

1 6-pin Power Connector T1-T6

2 External Pins T7,T8

2 DIP IC socket 4-pin, 300 mil, 0.1 ~ Decoupling Capacitor U47, U76

12 DIP IC socket 14-pin, 300 mil, 0.1 ~ Decoupling Capacitor U4, U8,

U17, U23,
U24, U31,

U32, U46,

U50, U72,

U78, U79

1 DIP IC socket 14-pin, 300 mil, No Decoupling Capacitor U30

5 DIP IC socket 16-pin, 300 mil, 0.1 ~ Decoupling Capacitor U34, U44,

U61, U64,

U65
16 DIP IC socket 20-pin, 300 mil, 0.1 ~ Decoupling Capacitor U5, U6,

UB, U14,

U19-U22,

U25-U28,

U66, U67,

U69, U77

3 DIP IC socket 24-pin, 300 mil, 0.1 ~ Decoupling Capacitor U33, U73,

U74

1 DIP IC socket 24-pin, 300 mil, No Decoupling Capacitor U29
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Quantity

4

4

1

2

2

Part

Description

DIP IC socket 28-pin, 300 mil, No Decoupling Capacitor

DIP IC socket 28-pin, 600 mil, 0.1 JlF Decoupling Capacitor

PLCC IC socket 28-pin

PLCC IC socket 52-pin

PQFP IC socket 132-pin
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Designator

V7, V9,

VIS, V16

V2, V3,

VII, V12

V18

V70, V71

VI, VlO



Appendix 4: Data sheets of the
components used

This appendix comprises the data sheets of the most important components used. These

components are:

• Epson SG-51KT/50.000 MHz crystal oscillator

• Cypress CY7C199-15PC Static RAM

• Cypress CY7C131-25JC/CY7C141-25JC Dual-Port Static RAM

• Advanced Micro Devices AM27C256-150DC UV-EPROM

• Analog Devices AD1671JP analog-to-digital converter

• Analog Devices AD568JQ digital-to-analog converter

• Analog Devices AD840JN operational amplifier
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•series

•series
FUL.L. SIZE DIP HIGH FREQUENCY CRYSTAL. OSCIL.L.ATOR

SG-51
HAL.F SIZE DIP HIGH FREQUENCY CRYSTAL. OSCILLATOR

SG-531

, ....~~. ,".#I II~.. . ..
. ,. ~. - ~ . I

. I

I~·II-II
• Specifications (characteristics)

Actual size

1

SG-6l/51K/51P/SlE, SG·51T/51KT/51PT. SG-51KT/51PT
IIem Symbol SG-S31/S31P SG-531T/531PT SG-S31T/S31PT Remarks

SpeC~itatlons

OulllUt frequency range I to 1.02SOMHz to 26.OOO1MHz to 36.OOO1MHz to
26.0000MHz 36.0000MHz SO.35OOMHz

Pooelar.2~
MAX. SUPPly vonage I V...,-GNO -O.3V 10 -7.OV -O.3V 10 .,. 7.0V -0.3V to ... 7.0V
Operallng voltage I Vll/f. S.OV-O.5V S.OV=O.SV 5.0V=0.SV
Storage temp. I T'T•. -SS'C to --12S'C -SS'C to ... ,00·C -SS'C to .,-1WC

T~qe Operaling lemp. T... -10'Cto -70'C -10'C to -70'C -lO'C to -!-70'C
Soldering condmon (lead part) I T~l~ Under 26O'C within 10 sec. Under 26O'C within 10 sec. Under 260'C within 10 sec. Package less tnan 15O'C

Frequency stability I l>f,'fo B:=SOpllfll, B:=SOpllfll, B: = SOpprn,
-lO'C to +rITCC: =100ppm C: =100ppm C: =lQOppm

Current consumption i lop 25mA MAX. 3SmA MAX, SOmA MAX. No load cond~ion

Duty I
Tw"

40;, 10 6O"Jo 0 40"~ 10 60% 00 40% to 60% 00 0 : 1.4V or 1/2 V.. level
I (4S." to 5S% • ,) (45% to 5S% -,I o 0 : 1.4V level

0u!llUt voltage
I V"" V",-0.4V MIN. Vrr -O.4V MIN. 2.4V MIN. 1..=-400pA
I Vl)~ 0.4V MAX. 0 0.4V MAX. 0 0.4V MAX. 00 o :10 : =16mA. 0 0 : 101 - BmA

Output load condilion TIL I N 10 TIL MAX. 10 TIL (3QpFI MAX. STIL (1SpF) MAX.
(fan out) (;.MOO I CL SOpF MAX.

I
V" 2.0V MIN. 2.0V MIN. 2.0V MIN.0u!llUt enable(slandby input voltage I

V" O.BV MAX. O.BV MAX. O.BV MAX.
Output disable CII1ent I I,)r 12mA MAX. 20mA MAX. 25mA MAX. OE=GND
Standby cUlTent I I" 310pA MAX. ST=GND
Output rise lime ! t,u' 8nsec. MAX. 10nsec. MAX. Bnsec. MAX. Reter to output waveform
Output tall lime I tTI!~ 8nsec. MAX. 8nsec. MAX. 6nsec. MAX. ctlart (page 9)

Oscillation start time i L... 4mseC. MAX. 1Omsec. MAX. lOmsec. MAX. Mae !han lor lrns until V..=f1/-4.5V
T,me at 4.5V 10 be Osee.

I AQing fa =5ppm'year MAX. = 5pom year MAX. = Spom'year MAX. Ta-2S'C. V",=SV, fllSI year

i 0rlllI I.., of 3 times on a hard board trom
Shock resIstance S R. =2Oppm MAX. :.2Oppm MAX. =2Oppm MAX. 75cm heognt or e.citation test wrth 3000G <

i 0.3rns f.l '2 sine wave in 3 dueetoons.

Note. • Unless otnerwlie staled. cnaractensbcs (spec,hcabonsj shown III the aooYe table are based on lhe raled operallng temperature and voltage condl"on.
, Extemal by-pass capacrtor is recommended.

_Frequency correspondence table
______ F1eouenq

"-' --
SG·~1/~1K,'51E.SG--531/~P

SG--S1T/5IKTIStET.5G-!l3"ITIS31PT

'MHz• 26MHz

•

CSG-51T: Up to 36MHz)

66.67MHz

•

(ljnil'rrml,.
• SG·51K/51KT/ 51YH/51P/ 51PT/ 51PH

~~/51YH lIG6P'~f'T'~

19.8MAX. No. ""- No. ""-I NC 1 OE
~ I 7 GNO 7 GNO

~1 !1:. SG51K220 B 0l1T 8 0l1T

o16,OOOOMHz C 14 V~ 14 VIII'...
I -;

~

:~ r g~~
,0.

15.2a. ,0:1>

~

lUn~: mm)

8 0l1T
7 GND
6 ST

No. ""_
l 5 OE

8 0l1T

W I YDl•

7 GND

No. 1""_
lto61 NC

91013, NC

• SG·51/51T/ 51E
I:External Dimensions
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.Features
SG-51 series
• Pin compatible with full size metal can

• Packaged in plastic 14 pin DIP

• Auto insertable
• Provided with output enable and standby functions

SG-531 series
• Pin compatible with half size metal can
• Provided with output enable function

Common
• Cylindrical type AT cut Quartz crystal built-in. thus assuring high

reliability

• Possible with 386 CPU
• Use of C·MaS IC enables reduction of current consumption

-Rem Symbol SG-51PH/51YH,SG-531PH/531YH
Soec:ifoc:atianS Remarks

OuttM freQuency llInoe to 26.OOO1MHz 10 66.6667MHz
Power source MAX.SUllIllYdage V""oGNO -0.3V to +7.0V
voltaoe ()pe<atino vollalle V.. 5.0V ::0.5V ;12
Te"'?E!ratlJre Stora~e tempetalUre V~'fI; -55"C to +100"C
ran~e Opetalino tempetalUte Tor. -\O'C to +70"C
Solder.no condition (lead part) T'&f'll Under 260'C within 10sec I Packa~e less than lSO'C
FreQuency stability /;,l/fo 18: :tSOppm!C :tlQOppm I -IOC to - 70·C. B type .s oossible uP 10 55MHz. please consult us.
Current consumption lop 35mAMAX. I No load condition Uo to 45MHz: 21mA MAX.
Duty TWIT ~ to 60'!> : li2 V", level

Outoul vollage V•• V",. -0.4V MIN. 1".. =-4mA
Vnl. 0.4V MAX, I L" =4mA

Outout load m N I
conditiornFan oull CoMOS CL SOpF MAX. I

O"~cut enable/standby input vollage
V,. 2,OV MIN. I
V'l 0.8V MAX, I

CuUlUl disable currenl L., 20mA MAX. I OE=GNO. Uo to 45MHz : 15mA MAX.
Standby cUlTent I~T

,
OutPul rise lime tTl" 7nsee.MAx. i!2 I Over 45MHz : 50s. MAx. Refer to outeut wavefOllTl chatl lpage 91
Outout fall time I" 7nsee.MAX. .2

Oscillation start lime Io.c IQmsec.MAX.
More than for lms until

Vr~=OV-4.~ Time at 4.5V to be Osee.
Aging fa ::50orn/vear MAX. I Ta=25C V,.= 5V, first year

Shor.J< resistance 5.R. :t2Oppm MAX. I Orop tesl of 3 times on a hard board from 7SCm heighl or excilation lest
with 3000G x0.3ms x1/2 sine wave in 3 directions in Jdirections

., It IS possible depending on condItion, reference dala (lJIllII24~

i!l2 AC characteristics 01 386 CPU rv..=~ =0.2~. Load:CL:>SOpF. Ta= -10 to .,-nrc. Refer to OUlOul waveform chatl of 386 CPU).

eu"""..........,., aOO'lMHz to 36.CXX)MHZ. 4O.lIOOM'" 45.000..... to SO,OOOM'" 5O.00IMHz to 66.667MHz -.,- Svmt>ol MIN. ....x. ...... """'- MIN. ....x,
_. Unit....x.

eLK htO" time 12. 9 a 7 8.2S no 12V .....

C1.K ";an ..... l2ll 5 I 5 • u I no
UrY'W 4SMHz : v,,.. - C.8V I.....
Ower 45MHz : 3.7V I~

CU< i'IW time CIa 9 a 7 8.25 I no 'N'_
eLK tow time l3ll 7 8 S I '.5 no 2v .....

CU< f3II time 14 a a 7 • no U,.,. 45MHl: v"., -o.sY to o.av
Over 4SMHz : 3.7V to O.8V

C!...I( liM time IS 9 7 I • Unci., 4SMHI:: V,'lJ a.Bv to v"" MV
I9 no Over ~MHI: : c.sv to 3.TV

• External Dimensions
,- SG-531 series

I
I

-
,r.

fo---1lL-

ir---\ ~

I \ / 1\
\

-- I'----' "-

f-!lL- J- ...:!. n. ~

3.W.,
'1.-0.....

....

No. Pin_
I NClOE)
2 GtCl
3 OUT
4 V..

J8
!~,.• !

!G."
lOS,"

MAX.13.7

,. 2

I,.!, ...L

T SG531 C::1) 20.0000M
t!i 1230A
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-_. ~--:: _:..~-= CYPRESS
-=....;;~ , SEMICONDUCTOR

CY7C199

32Kx 8 Static RAM
Features
• High speed

- 12 ns

• Fast tDOE

• CMOS for optimum speed/power

• l.ow acth'e power
- 880mW

• Low standby power
- 165mW

• Easy memory expansion with IT and
OE features

• TTL-compatible inputs and outputs

• Automatk power-down when
deselected

Functional Description
The CY7CI99 is a high-performance
CMOS static R.<\M organized as 32.768
words by 8 bits. Easy memory expansion is
provided by an active LOW chip enable
(eE) and active LOW output enable (OE)
and three-state drivers. This device has an
automatic power-down feature, reducing
the power consumption by 81 % when de
selected. The CY7CI99 is in the standard
300-mil-wide DIp, SOJ and LCC packages.

An active LOW write enable signal (WE)
controls the writing/readin~erationof
the memory. When CEand WE inputs are
both LOW, data on the eight data input!
output pins (1/00 through 1/07) is written

into the memorv location addressed bv the
address preseni on the address pin.;' (AQ
through AI4). Reading the device is ac
complished by selectin!! the device and en
abling the ou~s, IT and DE: active
LOW. while WE remains inactive or
HIGH. Under these conditions, the con
tents of the location addressed by the in
formation on address pins is present on the
eight data input/output pins.

The input/output pins remain in a high-im
pedance state unless the chip is selected.
outouts are enabled, and write enable
(wE) is HIGH. A die coat is used to en
sure alpha immunity.

Logic Block Diagram

CE
WE

OE --........J

Pin Configurations
DIP/SOJ
Top Vi...

... 1 28 vee
A., 2 27 WE
A, 3 28 ....
A< • 25 Ao

"" 5 2' A.
A,. 6 23 A,
A" 7 22 DE
A12 8 21 Ao
A13 9 20 CEvo. Au 10 19 Ito,
00. 11 18 110.

11O, 00, 12 17 110.
00. 13 16 110,

GND ,. 15 110,
110,

C199-2

110, LCC
Top Vi...·

1/04 ~.,f.r>8~

110. A< • 3 2 c1.282~6 ...... 5 25 Ao
A,. 6 2' A.

1/0. A" 7 23 A,
AI> a 22 OE
A13 9 2' Ao

110, A" 10 20 CE
000 11 19 1/0,
110, 12 18 1100

1314151617Cl99-1
Cl99·3

g~~~~

Shaded area conl8m. prehmmary mformatlOn.

S I f G 'de ec IOn U1 e
7C199-U 7CI99-1S 7C199-20 7CI99 25 7C199-35 7C199-45

Maximum Access Time (ns) 12 15 20 25 35 45

Maximum 03erating ICommercial 160 155 150 150 140
Current (rnA IMilitary 180 170 150 150 150

Maximum Standby Current (rnA) 30 30 30 30 25 25
. .
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Maximum Ratings
(Above which the useful life may be impaired. For userguidelines,
not tested.)

Storage Temperature .,... 6SoC to +IS0°C

Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied - SSoC to + 12S·C

Supply Voltage to Ground Potential
(Pin 28 to Pin 14) - O.5V to +7.0V

DC Voltage AP6lied to Outputs
in High Z State I} - 0.5V to Vee + O.SV

DC Input Voltage(1] ...•............ - O.5V to Vee + O.SV

Output Current into Outputs (LOW) 20 rnA

Electrical Characteristics Over the Operating Rangel3]

CY7C199

Static Discharge Voltage > 2001V
(per MIL-STD-883, Method 301S)

Latch-Up Current >200 rnA

Operating Range
Ambient

Range Temperature Vee
Commercial O°C to +70·C SV:!: 10%

Militaryl2] - SS·C to + 12S°C SV:!: 10%

7Cl99-U 7Cl99-1S 7C199-20

Parameter Description Test Conditions MiD. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit

VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vee = Min., IOH = - 4.0 rnA 2.4. " 2.4 2.4 V

VOL Output LOW Voltage Vee = Min., IOL = 8.0 rnA 0.4 0.4 0.4 V

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.2 Vee 2.2 Vee 2.2 Vee V

+OJV +OJV +OJV

VIL Input LOW Voltage -0.5 0.8 -0.5 0.8 -O.S 0.8 V

Irx Input Load Current GNDs. VIS. Vee -5 +5 -5 +5 -5 +5 !LA
loz Output Leakage Current GND S. VaS. Vee, -S +S -S +S -S +S !LA

Output Disabled ..-

los Output Short Circuit Vee = Max., VOUT = GND -300 -300 -300 rnA
Current[4] .. ' . -

lee Vee Operating Supply Vee = Max., lOUT = 0 rnA, Com'l 160 . ISS ISO rnA
Current f = fMAX = lItRe

Mil 180 170

ISB! Automatic CE Max. Vee, 0:~ VIH, 30 30 30 rnA
Power-Down Current- VtN2 V[HorVIN~VIL>
TTL Inputs f= fMAX

ISB: Automatic CE Max. Vee. Com'l 10 10 15 rnA
Power-Down Current- o:~Vee - 0.3V
CMOS Inputs VIN ~ Vee - O.3V Mil 15 15

orVIN~0.3V,f=0

Shaded area contams prelunmary mformallon.
~o~s:

1. YII.(min.) =-l.OY for pulse durations of less than 20 nS. 4. Not more than one output should be shorted atone time. Duration of
Z. T~ is the "instant on" case temperature. the short circuit should not exceed 30 seconds.
3. Seethe. last page of this specification for Group Asubgroup testing in

fomatlon.
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-
7C199-15 7C199-3S.4S

Parameter Description Test Conditions MiD. Max. MiD. Max. Unit

VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vee = Min.• IOH = - 4.0 rnA 2.4 2.4 V

VOL Output LOW Voltage Vee = Min.. IOL = 8.0 rnA 0.4 0.4 V

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.2 Vee 2.2 Vee V
+0.3V +O.3V

VIL Input LOW Voltage -3.0 0.8 -3.0 0.8 V

Ilx Input Load Current GND~VJ~Vee -5 +5 -5 +5 !!A

loz Output Leakage Current GND ~Vr5 Vee, Output Disabled -5 +5 -5 +5 !!A

los Output Short Vee = Max., VOUT = GND -300 -300 rnA
Circuit Currentl4)

lee Vee Operating Supply Vee - Max., lOUT - 0 rnA, I Com'] 150 140 rnA
Current f = fMAX = lItRe

IMil 150 150

ISB! Automatic CE Max. Vee. CE ~ VIH, VIN ~ VIH 30 25 rnA
Power-Down Current- or VIN.5 VIL. f = fMAX
Tr.... Inputs

ISB2 Automatic CE Max. Vee. CE ~ Vee - 0.3V 15 15 rnA
Power-Down Current- VIN ~ Vee - O.3Vor VIN 5 0.3V. f=O
CMOS Inputs

Electrical Characteristics Over the Operating RaneelJ) (continued)

Capacitancel5)

Parameter Description Test Conditions Max. Unit

CIN Input Capacitance TA = 25°C, f = 1 MHz, 8 pF

COUT Output Capacitance Vee = 5.0V 8 pF

Note:
5. Tesled inilially and after any design or process changes that may affeci

Ihese paramelers.

AC Test Loads and Waveformsl6]

R148105Vj1OUTPUT

30 pF R2
2550

INCLUDING I _
JIG AND - -
SCOPE

(a)

R14810

OUTP~~31
5pF I R2

2550
INCLUDING _ _

JIG AND - -
SCOPE C'_

(b)

ALL INPUT PULSES
3.DV ----..Ji'.."..".,.,......--_..
GND

C'99·5

Equivalent to: THEvENIN EQUIVALENT

16m
OUTPUT 00--...........__--00 1.73V

Note:
6. 1,53 ns for the - 12 and - 15 speeds. 1,55 ns for the - 20 and slower

speeds.
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Switching Characteristics Over the Operating Rangd3•71

7Cl99-12 7Cl99-1S ·1 7C199-20

Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. I Max. Min. Max. Unit

READ CYCLE

tRC Read Cycle Time 12 IS 20 ns

tM Address to Data Valid 12 15 20 ns

tOHA Data Hold from Address Change 3 3 3 ns

tAcE 0: LOW to Data Valid 12 15 20 ns

tOOE OE LOW to Data Valid 5 7 9 ns

tUOE OE LOW to Low Z[8) 0 0 0 ns

tHZOE OE HIGH to High Z18, 9) 5 7 9 ns

tUCE CE LOW to Low Z18} 3 3 3 ns

tHZCE cr HIGH to High ZI8,9} 5 7 9 ns

tpu cr LOW to Power-Up 0 0 0 ns

tpo cr HIGH to Power-Down 12 IS 20 ns

WRITE CYCLE[IO, III

twc Write Cycle Time 12 15 20 ns

tSCE cr LOW to Write End 9 10 15 ns

tAW Address Set-Up to Write End 9 10 15 ns

tHA Address Hold from Write End 0 0 0 ns

tSA Address Set-Up to Write Start 0 0 0 ns

tpWE WE Pulse Width 8 9 15 ns

tso Data Set-Up to Write End 8 9 10 ns

tHO Data Hold from Write End 0 0 0 ns

tHZWE WE LOW to High Z[9\ 7 7 10 ns

tLZWE WE HIGH to Low Zl81 3 3 3 ns

Shaded area contains preliminary information.
Notes:
7. Test conditions assume signal transition time oD nsor less for -12 and 10. The internal write time of the memory is defined by the overlap ofU

-IS speeds and 5 ns or less for - 20 and slower speeds, timing refer- LOW and Wi:' LOW. Both signals must be LOW to initiate a write and
ence levels of 1.5Y, input pulse levels of 0 to 3.0Y, and output loading eithersignaJ can terminate a write by going HIGH. The data inputset-
of the specified IOU10H and 30-pF load capacitance. up and hold timing should be referenced to the rising edge of the signal

8. At any given temperature and voltage condition, tHZCE is less than that tenninates the write.
tLZCE. tHzOE is less than tLZOE. and tHzwE is less than tLZWE for any II. The minimum write cycle time for write cycle #3 (WE controlled. OJ::
given device. LOW) is the sum of tHzWE and tSD.

9. tHzOE, tHZCE. and IHZWE are specified with CL =5 pF as in part (b)
01 ACTest Loads. Transition is measured :!:500 mV from steady-state
voltage.
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Switching Characteristics Over the Operating Ranger3, 7] (continued)

CY7C199

7C199-2S 7Cl99-3S 7Cl99-4S

Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit

READ CYCLE

tRC Read Cycle Time 25 35 45 ns

tM Address to Data Valid 25 35 45 ns

tOHA Data Hold from Address Change 3 3 3 ns

tACE cr LOW to Data Valid 25 35 45 ns

tDOE m:: LOW to Data Valid 10 16 16 ns

tUOE m:: LOW to Low zlg] 3 3 3 ns

tHzOE OE HIGH to High zIg. 9J 11 15 15 ns

tLZCE CE LOW to Low zIg] 3 3 3 ns

tHZCE CE HIGH to High zIg. 9] 11 15 15 ns

tPl; cr LOW to Power-Up 0 0 0 ns

tpo cr HIGH to Power-Down 20 20 25 ns

WRITE CYCLE 10. JlJ

twc Write Cycle Time 25 35 45 ns

tseE 0:: LOW to Write End 18 22 22 ns

tAW Address Set-Up to Write End 20 30 40 ns

lHA Address Hold from Write End 0 0 0 ns

tSA Address Set-Up to Write Start 0 0 0 ns

tpWE Wi:: Pulse Width 18 22 22 ns

tso Data Set-Up to Write End 10 15 15 ns

tHO Data Hold from Write End 0 0 0 ns

tHzwE WE: LOW to High Z19] 11 15 15 ns

tLzwE W£ HIGH to Low ZIg) 3 3 3 ns

Switching Wavefonns

Read Cycle No. 1(12. 13}

ADDRESS

DATA OUT

~__tRC __*_
eREVg:~xx l==============D=A=:r=A=V=AL=ID============

C1!19-6

Notes:
12. Device is continuously selected. M. Cl:: = VIL. 13. WE is HIGH for read cycle.
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Switching Wavefonns (conlinued)

Read Cycle No. 2[13. 14]

CY7C199

CE

~
CC

50%
158

C19!H

______ }SO%

~~
IRc

)'1£
lACE

)'1£

tOOE >m,~
-!uOE- --IHZCE HIGH

HIGH IMPEDANCE // IMPEDAN

."-."-."-. DATAVAUD /
tLZCE

lpu -!Po
IVcc

SUPPLY
CURRENT

DATA OUT

Write Cycle No. I (WE CODlrolled)(lO. IS, 16]

.....------------twc-------------..t
ADDRESS

f-----------tAw------------I-
1----lSA----..{ .....---tpwE ------l

--~--......;.---....+-............ ,..---------

DATA I/O

1------tso -----....-~ !Ho

DATA-IN VALID

Cl99-8

Write Cycle No.2 (IT CODlrolled)llO. 15,16)

ADDRESS

f-------------lwc------------~

--+------------, ...>----tscE ----1,-----+-----

!-----------IAW-----------to;'-

C199-9

:'oIotos:
14. Address valid ;:>rior to or coincident with cr transition LOW.
15. Data 110 is high impedance iflJ£ =VIH'

16. !fITgoes HIGH simultaneously with WE HIGH, the output remains
in a high-impedance state,

____________1551--------------~
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Switching Waveforms (continued)

Write Cycle No. J (WE Controlled, DE LOW)[lI, 16]

CY7C199

Cl99-10

DATA-IN VALID

14---- tso --- --l~

DATAI/O

ADDRESS

Typical DC and AC Characteristics

/"
lee V

/'
/"

VIN = 5.0V -
TA = 25°C

ISB I I
4.01.0 2.0 3.0

OUTPUT VOLTAGE M

"'-.. Vee =5.0V

~
TA =25°C

'"~

OL,.PUTSOURCECURRENT
_ ¥s.OUTPUTVOLTAGE
1,120

~

~ 100
a:
a:
:::l 80
u

~ 60
a:
:::l
lil 40

5 20

5a 0
0.025 125

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OC)

........... lee

..............
..............

""'"Vee =5.0V -
V1N =5.0V

ISB

NORMALIZED SUPPLY CURREi'''
¥s. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

1.4
III
~ 1.2

Ji 1.0
o
~ 0.8
::::ii 0.6

!f 0.4

0.2

0.0
-556.04.5 5.0 5.5

SUPPLY VOLTAGE M

NOR>.1ALIZED SUPPLY CURREi'''
.S. SUPPLY VOLTAGE

1.4

III 1.2

Ji 1.0
o
~ 0.8
::::i
~ 0.6
a:
!f 0.4

0.2

0.0
4.0

4.0

v
/

1/
J

Vee = 5.0V
TA = 25'C

7 I
1/

OUTPUT SINK CURRENT
.s.OUTPUTVOLTAGE

<" 140

.5. 120
~
ll! 100
a:G 80
:.:
z 60
Ci5
5 40

§ 20

o
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

OUTPUT VOLTAGE M

~
~ Vee = 5.0V

NORMALIZED ACCESS TIME
.S. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

1.6

0.8

0.6
-55 25 125

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OC)

J 1.4

o
UJ!:l 1.2

~15 1.0
Z

4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

SUPPLY VOLTAGE M

............
1'"'--- TA = 25'C

---t---
0.9

0.8
4.0

NORMALIZED ACCESS TIME
¥s. SUPPLY VOLTAGE

1.4

J 1.3

~ 1.2
N
::::i
<1.1
:::Ea:
!f 1.0
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'Jypical DC and AC Characteristics (continued)

CY7C199

20 30 40

CYCLE FREQUENCY (MHz)

NORMALIZED Icc vs. CYCLE TIME
1.25.----,-----r--...,

~
fil1.OO

~
II:
~ 0.75 f----+-::;"c...--+----f

~

/
/

./
Vee =4.5V -

V TA =25'C

1/
5.0

0.0 0 200 400 600 800 1000

CAPACITANCE (pF)

nPlCAL ACCESS TIME CHA1\IGE
vs. OUTPUT LOADING

30.0

~ 25:0

~ 20.0

f!; 15.0
iLl
o 10.0

/-".....,..
0

nPlCAL POWER·ON CURRENT
VI. SUPPLY VOLTAGE

3.0

j 2.5

fil 2.0
N

~ 1.5

~ 1.0

0.5

O.
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

SUPPLY VOLTAGE M

Truth Table
CE WE OE Inputs/Outputs Mode Power

H X X HighZ DeselectIPower-Down Standby (ISB)

L H L Data Out Read Active (IcC>
L L X Data In Write Active (Icd
L H H HighZ Deselect, Output Disabled Active (Icd

Ordering Information

Shaded area contams prelunmary mformanon.

Speed Package Operating
(ns) Ordering Code Name Package 'JYpe Range
12 CY7CI99-12PC P21 28-Lead (300-Mil) Molded DIP Commercial

CY7C199-12VC V21 28-Lead Molded SOJ
15 CY7C199-15PC P21 28-Lead (300-Mil) Molded DIP Commercial

CY7C199-15VC V21 28-Lead Molded SOJ
CY7C199-15DMB 022 28-Lead (300-Mil) CerDIP Military
CY7C199-15LMB 1.54 28-Pin Rectangular Leadless Chip Carrier

20 CY7C199-20PC P21 28-Lead (300-Mil) Molded DIP Commercial
CY7C199-20VC V21 28-Lead Molded SOJ
CY7C199-20DMB 022 28-Lead (3QO-Mil) CerDIP Military

CY7Cl99-20LMB 1.54 28-Pin RectanguJar LeadJess Chip Carrier
25 CY7C199-25PC P21 28-Lead (300-Mil) Molded DIP Commercial

CY7C199-25VC V21 28-Lead Molded SOJ
CY7C199-250MB 022 28-Lead (300-Mil) CerDIP Military
CY7C199- 25LMB 1.54 28-Pin Rectangular Leadless Chip Carrier

35 CY7C199-35PC P21 28-Lead (300-Mil) Molded DIP Commercial
CY7C199-35VC V21 28-Lead Molded SOJ
CY7C199-35DMB 022 28-Lead (300-MiI) CerDIP Military
CY7C199-35LMB L54 28-Pin Rectangular Leadless Chip Carrier

45 CY7C199-45DMB 022 28-Lead (300-Mil) CerDIP Military
CY7C199-45LMB L54 28-Pin Rectangular Leadless Chip Carrier

. .
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CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

lK X 8 Dual-Port
Static RAM

Features
• O.8-mkron CMOS Cor optimum

speed/power

• Automatic power-down

• 1TL compatible
• Capable oC withstanding greater than

2001V electrostatic discharge

• Fully asynchronous operation
• Master CY7CI30/CY7ClJl easily ex

pands data bus width to 16 or more
bits using SlAVE CY7CI40/
CY7C141

• BUSY output nag on CY7CI30/
CY7CI31; BUSY input on
CY7CI40/CY7CI41

• tNT nag Cor port·to-port
communication

Logic Block Diagram

Functional Description
The CY7C130/CY7Cl3l/CY7C140/
CY7C14l are high-speed CMOS lK by 8
dual-port static RAMs. Two ports are pro
vided permitting independent access to any
location in memory. The CY7C130/
CY7C131 can be utilized as either a
standalone 8-bit dual-port static RAMoras
a master dual-port RAM in conjunction
with the CY7C140/CY7C14l slave dual
port device in systems requiring l6-bit or
greater word widths. It is the solution to
applications requiring shared or buffered
data, such as cache memory for DSP, bit
slice, or multiprocessor designs.

Each port has independent contr.2! pins;
chip enable (CJ::), write enable (RIW), and
output enable (ITE). Two~Ba6wovided
on each port, BtJ'SYand !NT. signals
that the port is trying to access the same lo
cation currently being accessed by the other
port. f!iIT is an interrupt flag indicating that
data has been placed in a unique location
(3FF for the left port and 3FE for the right
pon). An automatic power-down feature is
controlled independently on each port by
the chip enable (CJ::) pins.

The CY7C130 and CY7C140 are available in
both -IS-pin DIP and 48-pin LCe. The
CY7C131 and CY7C14l are available in
both 52-pin LCC and PLCe.

Pin Configurations

RiWL RiWR
CEc CE.
OEL OE.
AoL Aoo

An An

IIOoL ~O..

VOTAlIOn

BOS'ii'LI'1 SOS'i'R111

.... ...
Aoo. ....

DIP
Top View

iNf'L[21 __~~~~===~::::r--l~=======:!...__ iNfR12]

C130-1

CEL
RiWL

BUSYL

INTL

0Ec
Aoo.
A'L
A2L
A:JL

A<&.........
An....
AoL

1/0Cl..
I/Oll

I/02l

1/01
I/0 4L

VOSL
I/Oot.
VOn
GND

1 48
2 41
3 46
4 45
5 ..
6 43
1 42

6 4'
9 40
10 39

" 36
12 7Cl3Q 37
,3 7C140 36

1. 35
15 34
16 33
17 32
18 31
19 30
20 29
21 28
22 21
23 26
24 25

vee
CE.
RiW.
BUSY.
INT.
OE.....
A,.....
A,...........
ATR
ABA...
VO,.
VO••
Ve..
\/04R
I/03~

I/O..

I/O'R
IIOOR

C130-2

NOles:
I. CY7C130/CY7C131 (Master): DU5Y is open drain output and requires pull-up resistor.

CY7C140/CY7C141 (Slave):!rn"SY is input.
2. Open drain outputs: pull-up resislor required.
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Pin Configurations (continued)

52·Pin LCCIPLCC
TopViow

>.... I>'"
,FJI~~ I~I~ Ifttj....}\I~if ~ Ii~

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

48·Pin LCC/QFP
Top View

>.... ,p:.

,FJ1~1~I~Ii~}\I~!I~lil~
765432.1·525' 50494847 6 5 4 3 2·1·484748454443

A'l 8 48 M. A,l 7 42 AoR
A," 9 45 AoR AOl 8 41 A,.
A3l. 10 44 A,. "ol 9 40 A,.

Aol 11 43 A,. AoL 10 39 "0.
As. 12 42 "oR ...... 11 38 Ao....., 13 7C13' 4' AoR "'" 12 7C'30 37 .....
An 7C1.1 40 ..... A" '3

7C140
36 .....14

"'" 15 39 ..... "'" 14 35 Am

"'" 16 38 Am ....... 15 34 .....
"DoL 17 37 ..... 1/000. 16 33 ......
I/O,t. 18 36 ..... 110" 17 32 Ito,.
1/0Ol 19 35 NC IfOOl '8 3' 110..
I/~ 20 34 I/o,. 1920 2'22 23 24 25 26 'r/28 29 30

2' 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 29 30 3' 32 33
...,j...,j...l m...l§! a:: a:: a:: cr.a::~

..J ~ is ~o Q a: a: a: a: a::J a:: g"g"'g'" g gCl r[g<l'tg'"
o"'gggZ~r;to<l<;fo'" g"'
:::.- _::=0 _::=0:::'

C'3O-3 C130-4

Selection Guide
7CI30-25[3j 7C130-30 7C130-35 7C130-45 7C130-55
7C131-25 7C131-30 7C131-35 7C131-45 7C131-55
7C140-25 7C140-30 7C140-35 7CI40-45 7C140-55
7C141-25 7C141-30 7C141-35 7C141-45 7C141-55

Maximum Access Tune (ns) 25 30 35 45 55

Maximum ~rating
Com'lJInd 170 170 120 90 90

Current (rnA Military 170 120 120

Maximum Standby Com'lJInd 65 65 45 35 35

Current (rnA) Military 65 45 45

Maximum Ratings
(Above which the useful life maybe impaired. For userguidelines,
not tested.)

Storage Temperature - 65 °C to + 150 °C

Ambient Temperature with
Power Applied - 55°C to + 125°C

Supply Voltage to Ground Potential
(Pin 48 to Pin 24) - 0.5V to +7.0V

DC Voltage Applied to Outputs
in High Z State.. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. - 0.5V to + 7.0V

DC Input Voltage - 3.5V to +7.0V

Output Current into Outputs (LOW) 20 rnA

Noles:
3. 25-n. version available only in PLCC/LCC packages.
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Static Discharge Voltage > 2001V
(per MIL-STD-8S3, Method 3015)

Latch-Up Current >200 rnA

Operating Range
Ambient

Range Temperature Vee
Commercial O°C to +70°C 5V:t 10%

Industrial - 40°C to +S5°C 5V:t 10%

Militaryl4] -55°Cto+I25°C 5V:t 10%

4. TA is the "instant on" case temperature
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Electrical Characteristics Over the Operating RangelSJ

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

7C130-25,30[31 7C130-35 7CI30-45,55
7C131-25,30 7C131-35 7C131-45,55
7CI40-25,30 7C140-35 7C140-45,55
7CI41-25,30 7C141-35 7C141-45,55

Parameter Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Ma."" Min. Max. Unit

VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vee - Min., IOH = - 4.0 rnA 2.4 2.4 2.4 V

VOL Output LOW Voltage IOL - 4.0 rnA 0.4 0.4 0.4 V

IOL = 16.0 rnA[6l 0.5 0.5 0.5

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.2 2.2 2.2 V

VIL Input LOW Voltage 0.8 0.8 0.8 V

IIX Input Leakage Current GND~VI~Vee -5 +5 -5 +5 -5 +5 ttA
loz Output Leakage GND~Vo~Vee, -5 +5 -5 +5 -5 +5 ttA

Current Output Disabled

los Output Short Vee = Max., - 350 - 350 - 350 rnA
Circuit Currentl7•8J Vour= GND

Icc Vee Operating CE= VIL, Com'l 170 120 90 rnA
Supply Current Outputs O~en,

f= fMAX[ Mil 170 120

ISBl Standbv Current CEL and CER~ VlH, Com'l 65 45 35 rnA
BOlh Ports, f= fMAX[9J
TIl.. Inputs Mil 65 45

ISB2 Standby Current CEl or CER~ VIH. Com'l 115 90 75 rnA
One Port, Active POrt Outputs Open,
TIl.. Inputs f= fMAX(9) Mil 115 90

ISB3 Standby Current Both Ports crL and Com'l 15 15 15 rnA
Both Ports, CER~Vee - 0.2Y,
CMOS Inputs VIN ~ Vee - 0.2Vor

Mil 15 15VIN ~ 0.2Y, f = 0

ISB4 Standby Current One Port CEL or Com'l 105 85 70 rnA
One Port, crR~Vee - O.ZV,
CMOS Inputs VIN~ Vee - 0.2V or

VIN~0.2V, Mil 105 85
Active Port Outputs Open,
f= fMAX[9J

Capacitance[8!
Parameter Description Test Conditions Max. Unit

CIN Input Capacitance TA = 25°C, f = 1 MHz, 15 pF

Cour Output Capacitance Vee = 5.0V 10 pF

NOles:
5. See the last page of this specification for Group A subgroup lesting

information.
6. JroSY and Il'lT pins only.
7. Duration of the short circuit should not exceed 30 seconds.
8. Tested initially and after any design or process changes Ihat may affect

these parameters.
9. Al f=fMAX, address and data inputs are cycling al the maximum fre

quency of read cycle of IItRC and usingAC Test Waveforms input lev
elsofGND to 3V.

10. AC Test conditions use VOH = 1.6V and VOL = lAY.
11. Test conditions assume signal ,transition times of 5 ns or less, timing

reference levels of 1.5y' input pulse levels of 0 to 3.0V and output
loading of .the specified 100floH. and 3O-pF load capacitance.

12. ACTest Conditions use VOH = 1.6V and VOL = lAY.
13. At any given temperature and voltage condition for any given device,

tAZCE is less than tLZCE and IHZOE is less Ihan ILZOE'
14. tLZCE,lLZWE, tAZOE, ILZOE, tHZCE and IHZWE are tested with CL =

5pF as in part (b) of AC Tesl Loads. Transition is measured :500 mV
from steady stale voltage.

IS. The internal write time ofthe memory i. defined by the overlap ofCS
LOW and R!W LOW. Both signals must be low 10 initiate a write and
either signal can lerminate a wrile by going high. The data input set-up
and hold timing should be referencd to Ihe rising edge of the signal
that terminales the wrile.
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AC Test Loads and Waveforms

OU'P~~ p' Ii'1~
3470

INCLUDING
JIG AND -= -=
SCOPE (a) Cl30-5

BUSY-J5V 291n
o~

I!lT

I30 PF

BUSY Output Load
(CY7C130/CV7C13,1 ONLY)

C130-6

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

ALL INPUT PULSES

3'~~~
10%

GND

~5rt!l

OU'P~: '" 11"'1~
3470

INCLUDING _ _
JIG AND - -
SCOPE (b)

THEVENIN EQUIVALENT
250fi

Equivalent to:

Sl\itching Characteristics Over the Operating RangelS•ll j

7CI30-25lJ] 7C130-30 7C130-35 7C130-45 7C130-55
7C131-25 7C131-30 7C131-35 7C131-45 7C131-55
7C140-25 7C140-30 7C140-35 7C140-45 7C140-SS
7C141-2S 7C141-30 7C141-35 7C141-4S 7C141-SS

Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit

READ CYCLE

tRC Read Cycle Time 25 30 35 45 55 ns

tAA Address to Data Valid(12j 25 30 35 45 55 ns

tOIiA Data Hold from 0 0 0 0 0 ns
Address Change

tACE cr LOW to Data Valid[l2] 25 30 35 45 55 ns

tDOE O£ LOW to Data Valid[12] 15 20 20 25 25 ns

tLZOE c:ffi LOW to Low Zl13] 3 3 3 3 3 ns

tHZOE (jE HIGH to High ZI13. 14] 15 15 20 20 25 ns

tLZCE cr LOW to Low Zll3. 14] 5 5 5 5 5 ns

tHzCE CE HIGH to High ZI13. 14] 15 15 20 20 25 ns

tpu cr LOW to ~ower-Up . 0 0 0 0 0 ns

tpo CE HIGH to Power-Down 25 25 35 35 35 ns

WRITE CYCLE[1S]

twc Write Cycle Time 25 30 35 45 55 ns

tSCE CE LOW to Write End 20 25 30 35 40 ns

tAW Address Set-Up to Write End 20 25 30 35 40 ns

tliA Address Hold from Write End 2 2 2 2 2 ns

tSA Address Set-Up to Write Start 0 0 0 0 0 ns

tpWE RJW Pulse Width 15 25 25 30 30 ns

tso Data Set-Up to Write End 15 15 15 20 20 ns

tHO Data Hold from Write End 0 0 0 0 0 ns

tHZWE R!W LOW to High Z 15 15 20 20 25 ns

tLZWE R/W HIGH to Low Z 0 0 0 0 0 ns
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Switching Characteristics Over the Operating Ra:lgdS•ll J (continued)

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

7CI3(J-25l j j 7C130-30 7C130-35 7C130-45 7C130-55
7C131-25 7C131-30 7C131-35 7C131-45 7C131-55
7Cl.\Q-25 iC140-30 7C140-35 7C140-45 7C140-55
7C141-25 7C141-30 7C141-35 7C141-45 7C141-55

Parameter Description Min. Max. MiD. Max. MiD. Max. Min. Max. MiD. Max. Unit

BUSY/INTERRUPT TIMING

tBLA BUSY LOW from Address Match I 20 20 20 25 30 I DS

tBHA BUSY HIGH from 20 20 20 25 30 ns
Address Mismatch[16j

tBLC 'IriJSY LOW from cr LOW 20 20 20 25 30 ns

tBHC BUSY HIGH from CE HIGH[loj 20 20 20 25 30 ns

tps Port Set Up for Priority 5 5 5 5 5 ns

twall1j RJW LOW after BUSY LOW 0 0 0 0 0 ns

tWH RJW HIGH after BUSY HIGH 20 30 30 35 35 ns

tBDD 'IriJSY HIGH to Valid Data 25 30 35 45 45 ns

tODD Write Data Valid to Note Note Note Note Note ns
Read Data Valid 18 18 18 18 18

tWDD Write Pulse to Data Delay Note Note Note Note Note ns
18 18 18 18 18

INTERRUPT TIMING

t\\1NS RIW to INTERRUPT Set Time 25 25 25 35 45 ns

tEINS CE to INTERRUPT Sel Time 25 25 25 35 45 ns

tiNS Address to INTERRUPT 25 25 25 35 45 ns
Set Time

tOINR OE to INTERRUPT 25 25 25 35 45 ns
Reset Timel16J

tEINR CE to INTERRUPT 25 25 25 35 45 ns
Reset Timel16]

tlNR Address to INtERRUPT 25 25 25 35 45 ns
Reset Timel 16J

Either Port Address Access

NOles:
16. These parameter> are measured from the input signal changing. until

Ihe output pin goes to a high-impedance state.
17. CY7CI40/CY7CI41 only.
18. A write operation on PortA where Port A has priority, leaves the data

on Port B's outputs undisturbed until one access time after one of the

fOIlBlJ~
A. on Port B goes HIGH.
B. Port B's address is toggled.
C. cr for Port B is toggled.
D. R!W for Port B is toggled during valid read.

Switching Wavefonns

Read Cycle No. 1[19, 20)

19. R!W is HIGH for read cycle.
20. Device is continuously selected, cr = VIL and OE = VIL.
21. Address valid prior to or coincident with cr transition LOW.
22. If M is LOW during d R/W controlled write cycle. the "'Tite pulse

width must he the largeroftpWE or tHZWE + tso to allOVo·the data 110
pins to enter high impedance and for data to he placed on the bus for
the required tso.

23. If the cr LOW transition occur> simultaneously with or after the RI
W LOW transition, Ihe outputs remain in the high-impedance state.

ADDRESS

DATA OUT

~ ~ *-
--=fOA~~zzm~~~~~~-D-A-:r-A-VA-L-ID~~~~~--

C'30-7
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CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

Either Port CE/OE Access

DATA OUT

Icc ~---------------------..:...-.-:..:...
ISB~I

Switching Wavefonns (continued)

Read Cycle No. 2[19.21]

Read Cycle No. 3120]
Read wjtb BUSY, Master: CY7C130 and CY7C131

Cl30-9

IRC

~ ADDRESS MATCH )~

~,
IpWE

.,~
IHO

)~ VALID )~

,,/ ADDRESS MATCH

- Ips -
-'tBLA- ~

_IBHA-;jI

IBOO-

)E
1000

'woo

ADDRESSR

ADDRESSL

ISO
DATA VALID

lAW

__.t====~IS~A_====:::J~~1---- IPWE -----..l ~----+-----

IHZOE~
>) ) ) ) ) ~------...;.H;;.;;IG;;.;.H...;.IM;;..;PE::;D;.;;.AN;.;;C::..E-------

C'30-'O
Dour

Write Cycle No.1 (OE Tri·Slates Data IJOs - Either Port)[IS.22]
Either Port

14--------------�wC--------------.1
ADDRESS

-..IT~------------------J
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CY7C140/CY7C141

tLZWE~ ,

HIGH IMPEDANCE ~....~....,<....,<....,<,...,(...,(

tSCE

DATA1N

tHZWE~
DATAoUT >) ) ) >) >) >» ) )),

ADDAESS

_
__.....:.__..::..:._~~~....---- tpw: ---..

Am ~--------

-~

===--- - ..~PRESS
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Switching Waveforms (continued)

Write Cycle No.2 (RlWTri·States Data 1/05 - Either Port)[l~·13J

Either Port

1----------- twc --------------1

C130-11

Busy Timing Diagram No.1 (CE Arbitration)

CEL Valid First:
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Switching Waveforms (continued)

Busy Timing Diagram No.2 (Address Arbitration)

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

Left Addr~ss Valid First:

ADDRESSL

ADDRESSR

IRC orlwc

;1( ADDRESS MATCH ,I( ADDRESS MiSMATCH

-lpS-

) It'

Ioe- leLA I-- leHA

C130-14

RighI Address Valid Firsl:

IRC orlwc

)~ ADDRESS MATCH )~ ADDRESS MISMATCH

I.- IpS-

;It
I- leLA I--:- leHA

SOS'i'L--:j -1i.-----
i' ---1 Cl30-15

ADDRESSL

ADDRESSR

Busy Timing Diagram No.3

Write with BUSY (Slave: CY7C140/c\7C141)

Cl30-16

cr~'-----------------------
~-------IpWE -------t

~_twe·=!_·_f~-1
RiW
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Switching Waveforms (continued)

Interrupt Timing Diagrams

Left Side Sets IIliTR

R/WL

Right Side Sets OOL

twe

WRITE3FF

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

Cl30-17

*-
C'30-'8

Left Side Clears iN'fL

ADDRR XXXXXXXXXXXXX~ R~~e3FE *__
ltiA~tlNR

CEL

C'30-20
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'Jypical DC and AC Characteristics

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141
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/
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TYPICAL ACCESS TIME CHANGE
YSo OLlPUf LOADING
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25.0

5.0

iil'
':'20.0
~
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~

~ 10.0

./

--7
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1il ;1.0
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Ordering Information

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

Speed Package Operating
(ns) Ordering Code Namc Package T~pe Range

30 CY7C130-30PC P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Moided DIP Commercial

CY7C130-30PI P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP Industrial

35 CY7C130-35PC P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP

CY7C130-35PI P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP Industrial

CY7C130-350MB 026 48-Lead (600-MiI) Sidebraze DIP Military

CY7C130 - 35FMB F78 48-Lead Quad F1atpack

CY7C130- 35LMB L68 48-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

45 CY7C130-45PC P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP

CY7C130-45PI P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP Industrial

CY7C130-450MB 026 48-Lead (6OG-Mil) Sidebraze DIP Military

CY7C130-45FMB F78 48-Lead Quad Flatpack

CY7C130-45LMB L68 48-Square Leadless Cltip Carrier

55 . CY7C130-55PC P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP

CY7C130- 55PI P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP Industrial

CY7C130- 550MB 026 48-Lead (600-Mil) Sidebraze DIP Military

CY7C130-55FMB F78 48-Lead Quad F1atpack

CY7C130- 55LMB L68 48-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

Speed Package Operating
(ns) Ordering Code Name Package T~"pe Range

25 CY7C131-25JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

30 CY7C131-30JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7C131-30JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

35 CY7C131-35JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7Cl31-35JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

CY7C131-35FMB F78 48-Lead Quad F1atpack Military

CY7Cl31- 35LMB L69 52-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

45 CY7C131-45JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7C131-45JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

CY7C131-45FMB F78 48-Lead Quad F1atpack Military

CY7C131-45LMB L69 52-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

55 CY7C131-55JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7C131-55JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

CY7C131- 55FMB 08 48-Lead Quad Flatpack Military

CY7C131-55MB L69 52-Square Leadless Chip Carrier
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Ordering Information (continued)

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

Speed P-dckage Operating
(ns) Ordering Code Name Package Type Range

30 CY7C140-30PC P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP Commercial

CY7C140-30PI P25 48-Lead (6oo-MiI) Molded DIP Industrial

35 CY7C140-35PC P25 48-Lead (6oo-MiI) Molded DIP Commercial

CY7C140-35PI P25 48-Lead (600-Mil) Molded DIP Industrial

CY7C140-350MB 026 48-Lead (6oo-MiI) Sidebraze DIP Military

CY7C140-35FMB F78 48-Lead Quad Flatpack

CY7C140-35LMB L68 48-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

45 CY7C140-45PC P25 48-Lead (600-MiI) Molded DIP Commercial

CY7C140-45PI P25 48-Lead (6oo-MiI) Molded DIP Industrial

CY7C140-450MB 026 48-Lead (6oo-MiI) Sidebraze DIP Military

CY7C140-45FMB F78 48-Lead Quad Flatpack

CY7C140-45LMB L68 48-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

55 CY7C140-55PC P25 48-Lead (6oo-MiI) Molded DIP Commercial

CY7C140-55PI P25 48-Lead (600-MiI) Molded DIP Industrial

CY7C140-550MB 026 48-Lead (600-MiI) Sidebraze DIP Military

CY7C140-55FMB F78 48-Lead Quad Flatpack

CY7C140-55LMB L68 48-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

Speed Package Operating
(ns) Ordering Code Name Package 'JYpe Range

25 CY7C141-25JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

30 CY7C141-30JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7C141-30JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

35 CY7C141-35JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7C141-35JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

CY7C141-35FMB F78 48-Lead Quad Flatpack Military
.',

. CY7C141-35LMB . L69 52-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

45 CY7C141-45JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7Cl41-45JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

CY7C141-45FMB F78 48-Lead Quad Flatpack Military

CY7C141-45LMB L69 52-Square Leadless Chip Carrier

55 CY7C141-55JC J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Commercial

CY7C141-55JI J69 52-Lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier Industrial

CY7C141-55FMB F78 48-Lead Quad Flatpack Military

CY7C141-55LMB L69 52-Square Leadless Chip Carrier
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MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
Group A Subgroup Testing

DC Characteristics
Parameter Subgroups

VOH 1,2,3

VOL 1. 2, 3

VIH 1,2,3

VtLMax. 1,2,3

IIX 1,2,3

loz 1,2,3

Icc 1,2,3

ISBI 1,2,3

ISB2 1,2,3

ISB3 1,2,3

ISB4 1,2,3

Switching Characteristics
Parameter Subgroups

READ CYCLE

tRC 7,8,9, 10, 11

tAA 7,8, 9, 10, 11

tACE 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tooE J, 8, 9, 10, 11

WRITE CYCLE

twc 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tseE 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tAW 7, 8,9, 10, 11

tHA 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tSA 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tpWE 7,8,9, 10, 11

tso 7,8,9, 10, 11

tHo 7,8,9, 10, 11

CY7C130/CY7C131
CY7C140/CY7C141

Parameter Subgroups

BUSYIINTERRUPT TIMING

tBLA 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tBHA 7,8,9,10, 11

tBLC 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tBHC 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tps 7,8,9, 10, 11

tWINS 7,8,9, 10, 11

tEINS 7, 8, 9, 10. 11

tI~S 7,8,9, 10, 11

tOlNR 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tEINR 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

tlNR 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

BUSY TIMING

tW1I124J 7,8,9, 10, 11

tWH 7, 8. 9, 10, 11

tBOO 7,8, 9, 10, 11

Sote:
24. CY7CI40/CY7CI41only.

Document #: 38-00027-1
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Am27C256
256 Kilobit (32,768 x 8-Bit) CMOS EPROM

~
Advanced

Micro
Devices

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

• Fast access time

- 55ns

• Low power consumption

- 20 J1A typical CMOS standby current

• JEDEC-approved pinout

• Single +5 V power supply

• ±10".4 power supply tolerance available

• 100".4 Flashrne™ programming
- Typical programming time of 4 seconds

• Latch-up protected to 100 mA from -1 V to
Vcc+1 V

• High noise Immunity

• Versatile features for simple Interfacing

- Both CMOS and TIL input/output
compatibility

- Two line control functions

• Standard 28-pln DIP, PDIP, 32-pln TSOP, LCC
and LCe packages

• DESe SMD No. 5962-86063

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Am27C256 is a 256K-bh ultraviolet erasable pro
grammable read-only memory. It is organized as 32K
words by 8 bits per word, operates from a single +5 V
supply. has a static standby mode, and features fast sin
gle address location programming. PrOducts are avail
able in windowed ceramic DIP and LCe packages as
well as plastic one time programmable (OTP) PDIP,
TSOP. and PLCC packages.

Typically, any byte can be accessed in less than 55 ns,
allowing operation whh high-performance microproces
sors whhout any WAIT st~. The Am27C256 oilers
separate Output Enable (OE) and Chip Enable (CE)

controls, thus eliminating bus contention in a multiple
bus microprocessor system.

AMD's CMOS process technOlogy provides high speed.
low power, and high noise immunity. Typical power con
sumption is only 80 mW in active mode. and 100 j.l.W in
standby mode.

All signals are TIL levels, including programming sig
nals. Bit locations may be programmed singly. in blocks,
or at random. The Am27C256 supports AMD's
Flashrite'IW programming algorithm (100 IJ.S pUlses) reo
sulting in typical programming time of 4 seconds.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

OB007G-l

y
Gating

Output
Buffers

262,144
8nCeli
Matrix

Data Outputs
DOo-D07

~

••

••••••

X
Decoder

y
Decoder

Ao-A14
Address
Inputs

0--+ vcc
0--+ vss
0--+ vpp

Output Enable
Chip Enable

and
Prog logic
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PRODUCT SELECTOR GUIDE

AMD~

Family Part No. Am27C256

Ordering Part No:
Vee±5% ·255

Vee ± 10% ·55 ·70 ·90 ·120 ·150 ·200 ·250

Max Access TIme (ns) 55 70 90 120 150 200 250

CE (E) Access TIme (ns) 55 70 90 120 150 200 250

OE (G) Access TIme (ns) 35 40 40 50 65 75 100

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS

Top View
DIP

Vpp Vee

A12 A14

A7 A13

A6 AS

AS A9

A4 All

A3 OE(G)

A2 Al0

Al CE (E)

AO D07

000 D06

DOl DOS

D02 D04

Vss D03
08007G-2

Notes:
1. JEOEC nomenclature is in parentheses.

2. 00n1 use (OU) for PLCC.
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PLCC/LCC
N
G>
0
Z

N to ~ ~ M..... ;( ;(< > z> <

A6 AS

AS A9

A4 All

A3 NC
A2 OE (G)
Al Al0

AO CE (E)
NC D07

DOO 006

~ N gj0M '¢ ltl
00 > Z 0 0 0
00 ~O 0 0

N
G>
0
~ 08007G-3



t1 AMD

TSOP*
DE (G) 1. 32 NC

All 2 31 Al0
A9 3 30 CE IE)
AS 4 29 007

A13 5 28 D06
NC 6 27 D05

A14 7 26 D04
Vee 8 Am27C256 25 003
VPp 9 Standard Pinout 24 Vss
NC 10 23 002

A12 11 22 001
A7 12 21 oao
A6 13 20 NC
AS 14 19 AO
A4 15 18 Al
A3 16 17 A2

08007G-4

·Contact local AMD sales office for package availability

PIN DESIGNATIONS LOGIC SYMBOL
AQ-A14

'CE(E)

DQQ-DQ7

DE (G)

Vee

Vpp

Vss

.. Address Inputs

Chip Enable

Data Inputs/Outputs

Output Enable Input

Vee Supply Voltage

Program Supply Voltage

.. Ground

Ao-A14

000-007

---.tDE(G)
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ORDERING INFORMATION

EPROM Products
AMD Standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is
formed by a combination of:

AM27C256 -55 D

OPTIONAL PROCESSING
Blank • Standard Processing

B • Burn·in

TEMPERATURE RANGE
C • Commercial (O°C to -+70°C)
I • Industrial (-40°C to -+85°C)
E • Extended Commercial (-55°C to -+, 25°C)

PACKAGE TYPE
D • 28-Pin Ceramic DIP (COV028)
L • 32·Pin Rectangular Ceramic Leadless

Chip Carrier (CLV032)

SPEED OPTION
See Product Selector Guide and Valid Combinations

DEVICE NUMBER
Am27C256
256 Kilobit (32,768 x 8·B~) CMOS EPROM

Valid CombinatIons

AM27C256-55 DC, DCB, 01, DIB
AM27C256·70 LC, LeB. L1. LIB

AM27C256·90
DC. DCB, 01,

AM27C256-120
AM27C256·150

DIB. DE. DEB,

AM27C256·200
LC. LCB, L1,

AM27C256·255
LIB, LE, LEB

Valid CombInations
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be
supported in volume for this device. Consult the lo
cal AMD sales office to confirm availability of specific
valid combinations and to check on newly released
combinations.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

OTP Products
AMD Standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is
formed by a combination of:

AM27C256 :.55 P

OPnONALPROCES~NG

Blank • Standard Processing

TEMPERATURE RANGE
C • Commercial (O·C to +70·C)
I • Industrial (-40·C to + a5·C)

PACKAGE TYPE
P • 28-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 028)
J • 32·Pin Rectangular Plastic Leaded Chip

Carrier (PL 032)
E • 32·Pin TSOP (TS 032)

SPEED OPTION
See Product Selector Guide and Valid Combinations

DEViCE NUMBER
Am27C256
256 Kilobit (32.768 x8-an) CMOS OTP EPROM

Valid Combinations

AM27C256·55
AM27C256·70
AM27C256-90

AM27C256·120
AM27C256·150
AM27C256-200

AM27C256-255

JC,PC,EC.
JI. PI. EI
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Valid Combinations
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be
supported in volume for this device. Consult the 10'
cal AMD sales ollice to confirm availability of specific
valid combinations and to check on newly released
combinations.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Military APL Products
AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL
(Approved Produds List) products are fully compliant with MIL·STD·883 requirements. The order number (Valid Combination)
is formed by a combination of:

AM27C256 ·70 IB X A

L LEADANISH
A • Hot Solder Dip

PACKAGE TYPE
X • 28·Pin Ceramic DIP (CDV028)
U • 32·Pin Rectangular Ceramic

Leadless Chip Carrier (CLV032)

DEVICE CLASS
18. Class B

SPEED OPTION
See Product Selector Guide and Valid Combinations

DEVICE NUMBER
Am27C256
256 Kilobit (32,768 x 8·Bit) CMOS EPROM

Valid Combinations

AM27C256·70

AM27C256·90
AM27C256·120

I8XA./BUA
AM27C256·150

AM27C256-200

AM27C256·250

Valid Combinations

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to
be supported in volume for this device. Consult
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of
specific valid combinations and to check on newly
released combinations.

Group A Tests

Group A tests consist of Subgroups
1, 2. 3, 7. 8. 9, 10, 11.
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Erasing the Am27C256
In order to clear all locations of their programmed con
tents, it is necessary to expose the Am27C256 to an
ultraviolet light source. A dosage of 15 W seClcm2 is re
quired to completely erase an Am27C256. This dosage
can be obtained by exposure to an ultraviolet lamp
wavelength of 2537~-with intensity of 12,000 JlW/crn2
for 15 to 20 minutes. The Am27C256 should be directly
under and about one inch from the source and all filters
should be removed from the UV light source prior to era
sure.

It is important to note that the Am27C256 and similar
devices will erase with light sources having wavelengths
shorter than 4000 ft.. Although erasure times will be
much Iongerthan with UV sources at 2537 ft., exposure
to fluorescent light and sunlight will eventually erase the
Am27C256 and exposure to them should be prevented
to realize maximum system reliability. If used in such an
environment, the package window should be covered
by an opaque label or substance.

Programming the Am27C256
Upon delivery or after each erasure the Am27C256 has
all 262,144 bits in the "ONE" or HIGH state. "ZEROs·
are loaded into the Am27C256 through the procedure of
programming.

The programming mode is entered when 12.75 V
± 0.25 Vis applied to the Vpp pin, OE isatVIH, andCEis
at VIL.

For programming, the data to be programmed is applied
8 bits in parallel to the data output pins.

The Flashrite algorithm reduces programming time by
using 100 JlS programming pulses and by giving each
address only as many pulses as is necessary in order to
reliably program the data. After each pulse is applied to
a given address, the data in that address is verffied. If
the data does not verify, additional pulses are given until
it verffies or the maximum is reached. This process is re
peated while sequencing through each address of the
Am27C256. This part of the algorithm is done at Vcc "
6.25 V to assure that each EPROM bit is programmed to
a sufficiently high threshold voltage. After the final ad
dress is completed, the entire EPROM memory is veri
fied at Vcr; " Vpp =5.25 V.

Please refer to Section 6 for programming flowchart and
characteristics.

Program Inhibit
Programming of multiple Am27C256 in parallel with dif
ferent data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE,
all like inputs of the parallel Am27C256 may be com
mon. A TTL low-level program pulse applied to an
Am27C256 CE input with Vpp " 12.75 V ± 0.25 V, and

OE High will program that Am27C256. A high-level CE
input inhibits the other Am27C256 devices from being
programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine that they were correctly programmed. The
verify should be performed with OE at VIL, CE at VIH.
and Vpp between 12.5 V to 13.0 V.

Auto Select Mode
The auto select mode allows the reading out of a binary
code from an EPROM that will identify its manufacturer
and type. This mode is intended for use by programming
equipment for the purpose of automatically matching
the device to be programmed with its corresponding
programming algorithm. This mode is functional in the
25°C ± 5°C ambient temperature range that is required
when programming the Am27C256.

To activate this mode. the programming equipment
must force 12.0 V ± 0.5 V on address like A9 of the
Am27C256. Two identifier bytes may then be se
quenced from the device outputs by toggling address
line AO from VIL to VIH. All other address lines must be
held at VIL during auto select mode.

Byte 0 (Ao" V,L) represents the manufacturer code, and
byte 1 (Ao" VIH), the device code. For the Am27C256,
these two identifier bytes are given in the Mode Select
Table. All identifiers for manufacturer and device codes
will possess odd parity, with the MSB (007) defined as
the parity bit.

Read Mode
The Am27C256 has two control functions, both of which
must be logically satisfied in order to obtain data at the
outputs. Chip Enable (CEl is the power control and
shouldbe used for device selection. Output Enable (OE)
is the output control and should be used to gate data to
the output pins, independent of device selection. As
suming that addresses are stable, address access time
(tACC) is equal to the delay from CE to output (ICE). Data
is available at the outputs tOE aher the falling edge of
OE, assuming that CE has been LOW and addresses
have been stable for at least tACC -tOE.

Standby Mode
The Am27C256 has a CMOS standby mode which reo
duces the maximum Vcc current to 100 JlA. It is placed
in CMOS-standby when CE is at Vcr; ± 0.3 V. The
Am27C256 also has a TTL-standby mode which reo
duces the maximum Vcc current to 1.0 mA.1t is placed in
TTL-standbywhenCE is at VIH. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high-impedance state, independent
of the OE input.
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Output OR-Tieing
To accommodate multiple memory connections, a two
line control function is provided to allow for:

• Low memory power dissipation

• Assurance that output bus contention will not occur

It is recommended that CE be decoded and used as the
primary device-selecting function, while OE be made a
common connection to all devices in the array and con
nected to the READ line from the system control bus.
This assures that all deselected memory devices are in
low-power standby mode and that the output pins are
only active when data is desired from a particular mem
ory device.

MODE SELECT TABLE

AMD~

System Applications
During the switch between active and standby condi
tions, transient current peaks are produced on the rising
and falling edges of Chip Enable. The magnitude of
these transient current peaks is dependent on the out
put capacitance loading of the device. At a minimum, a
O.1-l1F ceramic capacitor (high frequency, low inherent
inductance) should be used on each device between
Vcc and Vss to minimize transient ellects. In addition,
to overcome the voltage drop caused by the inductive
ellects of the printed circuit board traces on EPROM ar
rays, a 4.7-l1F bulk electrolytic capacitor should be used
between Vcc and Vss for each eight devices. The loca
tion of the capacitor should be close to where the power
supply is connected to the array.

Pins
'CE "l5E AO A9 Vpp OutputsMode

Read VIL VIL X X Vee DOUT

Output Disable X VIH X X Vee Hi-Z

Standby (TTL) VIH X X X Vee Hi-Z

Standby (CMOS) Vcc.± 0.3 V X X X Vee Hi-Z

Program VIL VIH X X Vpp DIN

Program Verily VIH VtL X X Vpp DOUT

Program Inhib~ VIH VIH X X Vpp Hi-Z

Manufacturer
Auto Select Code VIL VIL VIL VH Vee 01H

(Nole 3)
Device Code VIL VIL VIH VH Vee 10H

Noles:

1. V" -12.0 V±0.5 V

2. X - Either V,H or V,L

3. At-AS - AtO -At4. V,L

4. See DC Programming Characteristics for Vpp voltage during programming.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Storage Temperature

OTP Products -65OC to +125°C
All Other Products ..........•. -65OC to +150°C

Ambient Temperature
with Power Applied .......•..... -55OC to +125°C

Voltage with Respect To Vss
All pins except A9,Vpp,Vee
(Note 1) -0.6 V to Vee + 0.5 V

A9 and Vpp (Note 2) -0.6 V to +13.5 V

Vee ....................••• -0.6 V to +7.0 V

Notes:
1. Minimum DC voltage on input or /10 pins is -{).5 V. During

transitions, the inputs may overshoot Vss to-2.0 Vforpe
riods of up to 20 ns. Maximum DC voltage on inptA and/lO
pins is Vee + 0.5 V which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0 Vfor
periods up to 20 ns.

2. For A9 and Vpp the minimum DC input is -{).5 V. During
transitions, A9 and Vpp may overshoot Vss to -2.0 V for
periods of up to 20 ns. A9and Vpp mustnotexceed 13.5 V
for any period of time.

Stresses above those listed under ·Absolute Maximum Rat
ings· may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a
stress rating only; functional operation of the device at these
or any other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure of
the device to absolute maximum rating conditions for ex·
tended periods may affect device reliability.

OPERATING RANGES
Commercial (C) Devices

Case Temperature (Tcl O°C to +70°C

Industrial (I) Devices
Case Temperature (Te) -40°C to -Hl5°C

Extended Commercial (E) Devices
Case Temperature (Tel -55°C to +125°C

Military (M) Devices
Case Temperature (Tel -55°C to +125°C

Supply Read Voltages
Vee lor Am27C256-XX5 ..... +4.75 V to +5.25 V

Vee lor Am27C256-XXO ..•.. +4.50 V to +5.50 V

Operating ranges define those/imils between which the fune
tionality of the device is guaranteed.
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DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified.
(Notes 1, 2 and 4) (for APL Products, Group A, SUbgroups 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 are tested
unless otherwise noted)

Parameter
Symbol Parameter Description Test Conditions Min Max Unit

VOH Output HIGH Vonage IoH .-400~ 2.4 V

VOl Output LOW Vonage 1ot..2.1 mA 0.45 V

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V

VIL Input LOW Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V

ILl Input Load Current VIN.OVto+Vee 1.0 ~

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT.O V to +Vee I CII Devices 1.0
~I ElM Devices 5.0

Icel Vee Active Current CE. VIL. f .10 MHz, 25 mA
(Note 3) lour. 0 mA

lce2 Vee TTL Standby Current CE. VIH 1.0 mA

1cC3 Vee CMOS Standby Current CE • Vee ± 0.3 V 100 ~

IPPl VPP Current During Read CE • OE • VIL. VPP • Vee 100 ~

Notes:

1. Vee must be applied simultaneously or before VPP. and removed simultaneously or after VPP.

2. Caution: The Am27C256 must not be removed from (or inserted into) a socket when Vee or Vpp is applied.

3. leel is tested with OE. VIH to simulate open outputs.

4. Minimum DC Input Voltage is -0.5 V. During transitions, the inputs may overshoot to -2.0 V for periods less than 20 ns.
Maximum DC Voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5 V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0 V for periods 18SS than 20 ns.

OBO07G-6

r-- -- r...... r-.....
10

-75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150

Temperature in ·C

Figure 2. Typical Supply Current
YS. Temperature

Vee: 5.5 V, f: 10 MHz
OBO07G-7
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Figure 1. Typical Supply Current
YS. Frequency

Vee: 5.5 V, T: 25°C
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CAPACITANCE

Parameter Parameter Te.t
CLV032 COV028 PL032 PO 028 TS032

Symbol Description Condhlona Typ Max Typ Max Typ Max Typ Max Typ Max Unit

CIN Input Capacitance YIN .0 11 14 8 12 8 12 6 10 10 12 pF

Cour Output Capacitance Yoor .0 10 14 8 12 8 12 8 10 12 14 pF

Not.s:
1. This param.tsr is only sampled and not 100% tested.

2. TA. +25"C. f. 1 MHz.

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified
(Notes 1,3 and 4) (for APL Products, Group A, Subgroups 9,10 and 11 are tested unless
otherwise noted)

Parameter Am27C256
Symbola

Parameter Te.t -255
JEOEC Standard Description Condition. ·55 -70 ·90 -120 ·150 ·200 ·250 Unit

tAvov tAce Address to CE·OE. Min - - - - - - -
Output Delay YIL Max 55 70 90 120 150 200 250 ns

tELOV tCE Chip Enable to OE· Yll Min - - - - - - -
Output Delay Max 55 70 90 120 150 200 250 ns

tGlOV tOE Output Enable to CE. Yll Min - - - - - - -
Output Delay Max 35 40 40 50 50 50 50 ns

tEHOZ. lDF Chip Enable HIGH or Min - - - - - - -
tGHOZ (Note 2) Output Enable HIGH, Max 25 25 25 30 30 30 30 ns

whichever comes
first. to Output Float

tAxox tOH Output Hold from Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Addresses, CE. Max - - - - - - - ns
or OE, whichever
occurred first

Not.s:

1. Vee must be applied simultaneously or before VPP. and removed simultaneously or after Vpp.

2. This parameter is only sampled and not 100% tested.

3. Caul/on: The Am27C256 must not be removed from (or inserted into) a socket or board when Vpp or Vee is applied.

4. For the -55 and -70:
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and CL • 30 pF

Input Rise and Fall Times: 20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0 V to 3 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level: 1.5 V for inputs and outputs

For all other versions:
Output Load: 1 m gate and CL • 100 pF

Input Rise and Fall Times: 20 ns
Input PUlS9 Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level: 0.8 V and 2 V inputs and outputs
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT

2.7kQ

Diodes. IN3064
or Equivalent

Device I---.....---...--IC I--.....----''V\rv-
Under
Test

I~

+5.0 V

CL • 100 pF including jig capacitance (30 pF for -55, -70)

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM

08OO7~

2.4 V --~:-~-~""'\X>Test Points<X ~:~ ~
0.45 V

Input Output

3 V --1-.5-V"'X_ Test Points -X 1.5 V

OV
Input Output

•

AC Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4 V lor a logic "1"
and 0.45 V lor a logic "0". Input pulse
rise and lalltimes are :s 20 ns.
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AC Testing: Inputs are driven at 3.0 V lor a logic "1"
and 0 Vlor a logic "0". Input pulse rise and
lalltimes are:s 20 ns lor -55 and -70.
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KEY TO SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORMS

WAVEFORM

\\\\\'

/7777

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS

INPUTS

Must Be
Steady

May
Change
from Hto L

May
Change
Irom Lto H

Don't Care,
Arty Change
Permitted

Does Not
Apply

OUTPUTS

Willee
Steady

Willee
Changing
from H to L

Willee
Changing
Irom L to H

Changing
State
Unknown

Center
Line is High
Impedence
'011" State

KS000010

2.4
Addresses 2.0 Addresses Valid 2.00.45 --' JC.-!0~.8~ Q.,8

~----------------
)00--- tCE ---I

High Z
Output -----=----------{ Valid Output

tDF
(Note 2)

HighZ

Noles:

1. DEmay be delayed up 10 IACC - tOE after the falling edge of the addresses without impact on tACC.

2. IOF is specified from DE or CE, whichever occurs firs!.
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IIlIIIIlIIII ANALOG Complete 12-Bit 1.25 MSPS
W DEVICES Monolithic AID Converter
11......- A_D1_67------J1I

FEATURES
Conversion TIme: 800 ns
1.25 MHz Throughput Rete
Complete: On-ehip Semple-end·Hold Amplifier and

Voltage Reference
low Power Dissipation: 570 mW
No Missing Codes Gueranteed
Signal-to-Noise Plus Distortion Ratio

fiN = 100 kHz: 70 dB
Pin Configurable Input Voltage Ranges
Twos Compiemem or Offset Binary Output Oata
2l!-?in DIP and 28-Pin SU~!lce Mount Package
Out of Range Indicator

PRODl:CT DESCRIPTIO='
Th~ AD 107: is.! monolichic 12-oic. 1.15 ,\ISPS d.llalog·toMigic:u
';nll\'erter wiili an on·hoard. hU1;h periomwnce sample-ami-hoid
.unpiiiier :SH.-\. and ':llita~e reierenct:. The .-\Dlilil guarante.:s
no missin\t ~od.:s over the (ullll~"4t1!:g ,emper-arur" range. The
~ombin:l[ionof a me~CI1 high ;peed 'ipola.r:c'\10S prlAcss 'Ill.!
" oovei architccture result; in a ~ombinati\)n oi speed and power
.:onsu:nption iar superior ro pre-:iously avaiiable hybrid impie
me::ta:ions. Additionally. the greater reliabilitY of monolithic
construction \lffen. improv~'d sy~t~m reliabilitY and lower costs
than hybrid designs.

The fast settling mput SHA is equally suited for both multi
plexed ;ystems that switc.'l :1e~tive to positi\'e full·scale voilage
l~veis in ~ucco.'Ssive channeis md sampling inputs at f..equencies
up to and beyond the Nyquist rate. The AD16i1 provides both
reference output and reicr.:nce input pins, :l1lowing th~ on-board
reference to serve as ;l system reterence. An external reference
can also be chosen to suit the dc accuracy and temperarure drift
requirements of the applic:ltion.

The AD16i1 uses a subranging !lash conversion technique, with
digital error correction ior ?o~sible errors introduced in the tirst
~an of the con\'e~ion cycle..-\n on-cllip [iming generator pro.
vides strobe pulses for .:ad! oi the four inrernai l1ash q·cles. A
single ENCODE ?ulse is used to control the converter. The dig
ital output data is presented in twos complement or oifset l.-inary
OUtput format. An our-of-ran~e sigIlai indic:ltes an oven10w con
Jition. It can b.: used \Vith the most signific:mt bit to determine
low or high over:101l.'.

REV. A
Information furn,sl'led by '\nalog Devices is believoad to be accurate and
reliable. However. "0 ,,"oo"sibility is assumea by Analog Devices for ilS
use. nor for any illf~"gements of :lalems or other ,ignts of tl'lird oarties
'.vnicl'l may resuit from ilS use. No license is granled by Implication or
otherwise under any ;latent or oatent rigl'lts of Analog Oevices.

Fl':-ICTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

A01671 :: ~z ,

'--------'')--iJ---:):.~~
AE' Ct)M C'tJ' aile arT' .'2 :;JAV

11:.: C'<:n'orr::ance \li tile .\DI:,71 :s maJ.: po~sibie by using high
~pced, 10.....· ;'l"lse cipolJ.r .::rCUl!ry ~n rhc: iinear c;C"~tions and :ow
,:ower '::.\105 i()r :.he icgic :icct:ons. ,\naiog Devices' .-\BC.\IOS-!
;lrocess pn\\'id~ borh :~:gh ,p~ bipoiar and ;!·micron C.\1.0S
j~':~':;:S .In " ,lIng;.: dllt;. L..Iser :rimmed thin'liim resistors are
'~sc:d ttl ;'r<l·:id.: Jccuracy .lIla ,emper:Hure stabiiity.

TIle .-\0 [67! is available in twO periormance grades and three
~.:m".:nturc ral1go.'S. The :\016711 and K graQes are available,
Jl'er th~ .JoC ,0 -.7i)'(; :~mpenrure nnge. The .\D1671.-\ grade
:s J'iallable over :::.: . 'O'C ;0 - ~5"C temperarure r'.IIIge. Tne
.\D16iiS grade IS :;\'ailable over the -;5"C to -ll~·C tempera·
tur~ rznge.

PRODUCT HIGHUGHTS
Tne AD1671 otfers a compiete single chip sampling IZ·bit,
I.ZS .\.1SPS analog-to-digital conversion function in a lS·pin
package.

The ADI6i! at 570 mW consumes a fraerion of the power of
.:um:ndy avaiiable hybrids.

.\0 OLi OF RA~GE QUtp!lt bit indicates when the input sig
nal is bevond ~he .1.DI6i!·s input range.

Input signal ranges are 0 \. :0 .,. 5 \. unipolar or ':: 5 \" bipolar,
seiec~eri by pin strapping. with an input resistance of 10 k!1.
The input signai range can aiso be pin strapped for 0 V :0

- 2.5 \' unipolar or =2.5 \" bipolar with an inpUt resistance of
10.\lll.

OutpUt data is a\'ailable in !loipolar, bipolar otTset or bipolar
tWOS compiement binarv iormat.

One Technology Way. P.O. Box 9108. Norwood. MA 02062·9108. U.S.A.
T": 617/329-4700 Fax: 617/328-8703 Twx: 710/394-6Sn
T"ex: 924491 Cable: ANALOG NORWOODMASS
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AD1671-SPECIFICATIONS
DC SPECIFICATIONS ~di~:; with Vee = +5 V± 5%, VLD5•C = +5 V± 10%, VE£ =-5 V± 5%, unless otherwise

Parameter
RESOLUTION
CONVERSION TL\\E

I AoI671J/AIS I,

Min Typ M.u MiJI
i 12 ' 12

i 800

AD1671K
Typ

800

Ulliu
Bits
os

mW750POWER CONSUMPTION 570 ,SO

ACCURACY

I IIntegra! Nonlinearity (tNL) =1.5 =2.5 =0.7 ::1.5 LSB
DiCtemnial NonlinearitY (DNL) 11 12 Bits
No Missing Codes II Bits GWII1I.lIteed 12 Bits Guaranteed
Unipolar Offset' (-25"C) I =9 ::9 LSB
Bipolar Zerol (.,. 25"C) ::10 =10 LSB
Gain Enor" 1 ("'25"C) 0.1 0.35 0.1 0.35 %FSR

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS)
Unipolar Offset =15 ::15 ppmI"C
Bipolar Zero ::15 ::15 ppmI"C
Gain Erro~ =30 =30

~Gain Enor" =20 -20
POWER SUPPLY REJECTION'

Vex (.5 V = 0.25 V) ::2 ::2 LSB
VLOO1C ("'5 V:: 0.25 V) ::2 ::2 LSB
VEE (-5 V = 0.25 V) ::2 ::2 LSB

ANALOG INPUT
Input lUnges

Bipolar -.2.5 -2.5 -2.5 ...2.5 Volts
-5.0 -5.0 -5.0 +5.0 Volts

Unipolar 0 +2.5 0 +2.5 Volts
0 -5.0 0 .5.0 Volts

Input ResisWlce
(0 V to ... 2.5 V or =2.5 V Range) 10 10 MIl

.(0 V to ... 5.0 V or =5 V Range) 8 10 12 8 10 12 kn
Input CapaciWlCC 10 \0 pF
Apenure Delay IS IS os
Apenure Jiner 20 20 ps

ll-o'TERNAL VOLTAGE REFERENCE
OutpUt Vollllge 2.475 2.5 2.525 2.475 2.5 2.525 Volts
Oulput CUtTel1t

Unipolar Mode -2.5 .0.2.5 IDA
Bipolar Mode -1.0 -\.0 IDA

LOGIC INPUTS
High Level Input Voltage, VtH 2.0 2.0 Volts
Low Level Input Vollllge, VIL 0.8 0.8 Volts
High Level Input Current, 11K (VIN '" VLOOIt0

I
-10 -10 -10 +10 ..,\

Low Level Input Current, IlL (\0'IN '" 0 V) -10 .,.\0 -10 +\0 ..,\
Input Capacilllllcc, CIN 5 5 pF

LOGIC OUTPUTS
High Level Output Vollllge, VOK (10K =0.5 mAl 2.4 2.4 Volts
Low Level Output Voltage, VOL (IoL = 1.6 mAl 0.4 0.4 Volts

POWER SUPPLIES
Ope12ting Voltages

Vee +4.75 .,.5.25 +4.75 +5.25 Volts
VLOGIC .4.5 .0.5.5 +4.5 .0.5.5 Volts
Vu. I -4.75 -5.25 -US -5.25 Volts

Ope12ring Current IIcc 55 68 55 68 IDA
ILOG1c' , 3 5 3 5 IDA
lEE -55 -68 -55 -68 IDA

~ -
TEMPERATURE RANGE (SPECIFIED)

JIK 0 -iO
AD -40 -85
S -55-m

o
-010
-55

-70
-85
-125

'C
'C
'C

SOTES
I.~dius..bl. 10 zen> wilh external "",eutiometen.
'Includes izuemaJ \'011011" rei......ce .rror.
'-Z5'C 10 T.",,, and -Z5"C 10 T""".
"Excludes inlernal ~.....ce drifl.
'Chanll" ill pin mor IS I function of the dc supply \'011011".
'1'esled WId... static conditions. See FiJUre H for tYPiaI <ur... of IUJG1c '.... lood upocilance II lllUimum teo
Specif1;:aliolls subiect 10 cbanBe wilhOllI notice.
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CSPECIFICATIONS
(TIIIII to TIWl with Vcc =+5 V~ 5%. VLDC1C =+5 V:: 10%. Vu=-5 V:: 5%. fSAIIN =1 MSPS.

A "IPIIT = 100 kHz. unless othelW1se noted)I

Parameter .\lin
AD16nJ/AIS

Typ Max
AD16ilK

Typ Malt Units

SIGNAL·TO-NOISE PLUS DISTORTIOS RATIO
(SIS - D)

-0.5 dB Input
-20 dB Input

EFFECTIVE Nt:M.BER OF BITS (E..'10B)

TOTAL H.\R.\10NIC DISTORTION (THO)

P:AK SPl:RIOl:S OR PEAK HAR.\iONIC COMPO~ENT

SMALL SIGNAL BANDWIDTIi

ITLL POWER BA:-iDWIDTIi

I~'TER.\iODl'LATIONDISTORTION (L\iD)z
lno Order Products
3rd Order Products

68

1\.2

70
50

-80

-so
l~

-so
-85

-is

-i8
-i8

iO 71
51

1\.3

-83

-81

12

1

-80
-as

-78

-i8

-78
-i8

dB
dB

Bits

dB

dB

,\{Hz

.\iHz

dB
dB

~OTE5

'f:,.. amplitud" : -o.~ JB '9.+1 V I>-PJ bipolar mode full 5<.'1Ile unless oth."""" ,,,,,i,':ItcC. •W m.,....un:ments ~iorred to • il JB: =5 V) input silplal. unless
l.nhcfWlSC lnc: ...'2'ec;,.
'f, s 99 kHz. f. = 100 kHz with I~AMI'U! = I .\\SPC;.

Specifications subiea to dl.lllJll' without notice.

SWITCHING SPECIFICATIONS
(For all grdoes T~," to T..u with Vec = +5 V:: 5':':.. VUlG1C = +5 V:: 10%.
Vu =-5 V :: 5~o: V,l =0.8 V. VIN =2.0 V. VOl. =0.4 Vand VOH =2.4 V)

Parameters Symbol ;\lin Typ M.ax Units

Conversion Time ~ SOO os
ENCODE Pulse Width High \'Figure la) :E:"C 10 50 ns
E.l\;CODE Pulse Width Low ,Figure Ib) [E:-;Cl. 20 ns
DAV Pulse Width [OA\' ISO 300 os
ENCODE Falling Edge Delay tF 0 os
Start New Conversion Delay tR ~O ns
Data and OTR Dday from DAV Falling Edge tDC?

I 20 is ns
Data and OTR Valid before DAV Rising Edge tss 10 is os

SOTES
'too is measured from when the falling edge of DAV .:rosses 0.8 V to when the output ClOOSeS 0.4 V or 1.4 V with a lS pF load capacitor on each output pin.
>tss is measured from when the outputs cross 004 V or 104 V to when the rising edge of DAV .:ro5Ses Z.4 V with a ZS pF iOild capacitor on each output pin.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

-..I£HC '+

ENCODE~..>--~'====1;====:::;:-""(
.. Ie •

.-IR ...

DAY --------......,,- I GAV -..;--

'.. .. .
lao los

81T 1-12 -----:~-:--=----~v_:::::;:_:_
Io1S8.0TR DATA 0 (PREV1OUS) ~

Figure la. Encode Pulse HIGH
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_IEHCI._

ENCODEJ '\ . t
- t, -.. I R --+- t DAV ----..

DAY " ~.. • • •
laa Iss

81T 1-12
DATA 0 (PREVIOUS) XiiSii. OTR

OATA 1

Figure lb. encode Pulse LOW



AD1671
PIN DESCIUYI10N

Symbol i Pin No. i Type : Name and Function

.\COM ~ 27 1:1 ! Analog Ground.

AIN !22,23 1 Analog Inputs, AINl and AIN2. Thc AD1671 can be pin strapped for four input ranges:
I I I Range Pin Strap Signal Input •

I IDO

! 0 to ... 2.5 V, :2.5 V Connect AINI to AlN2 !IN1 or AIN2

10 ro +, V. ±, V ""'""" AlNI M AlN' ro ACOM A1N1 M AlN'
BIT 1 (MSB) 13 Most Significant Bit.

BIT 2-BIT 11 12-3

1

00 Data Bits 2 through 11.

BIT 12 (LSB) 2 DO ILeast Significant Bit.
BPO/UPO 26 AI Bipolar or Unipolar Configuration Pin. See section on Input~ Connections for details.

DAV 16 IDO
iData Availablc Output. The rising edge of DAV indicates an end of conversion and can be used

to latch current data into an external register. The falling edge of DAV can be used to latchIprevious data into an external register.
DCOM 19 P Digital Ground.

ENCODE 17 DI I Thc analog input is sampled on thc rising edgc of ENCODE.

MSB 14 DO Invcned Most Sitnificant Bit. Provides twos complement output data format.

OTR 15 DO Out of Range is Active HIGH when the analog input is out of range. See Output Data Format,

I Table III.

REF COM 20 IAI REF COM is the intcrnal reference ground pin. REF COM should be connected as indicated in
the Grounding and Dccoupling Rules and Optional Extcrnal Rcf=ce Connection Sections.

REF L"l 24 AI 1 REF IN is the external 2.5 V reference input.
REF OUT 21 AO , REF OUT is the internal 2.5 V reference output.

SEA· OUT 25 AO No Connect for bipolar input ranges. Connect SHA Oli'T to BPOIUPO for unipolar input ranges.

Vee 28 P +5 V Analog Power.

VEE 1 P - 5 V Analog Powcr.

VLOG1C 18 P "'5 V Digital Power.

TIPE: AI a Analog Input; AO • Analog OutpUt; Dr • Digital Input; DO :- Digital Output; P • Power.

PIN CONFIGURATION

Va Vee

BIT 1Z (LSB) Z ACOll

BIT" 3 BPOi\JPO

~"i
SH"'OUT

BIT' 5 REF IN

BITS II A1N1

BlTreD AD1671 A1NZ

BITII[!J
TOP VIEW

(!lOt to ScII_) REF OUT

~.~
REF COli

BIT. 10 11 DCOll

BIT3 "

~'-BITZ@ 17 ENCODE

BIT 1 lIISB) 13 111 DAV

115' oom

CAUTION _

ESD ',electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs arc diode protected;
howc\'cr, permanent damage may occur OD unconnected de'\-ices subject to high energy electro
static fields. Unused de\;ces must be Stored in conductivc foam or shunts. Thc protccti\·c foam
should be discharged to the destination socket before devices arc inscned.
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AD1671
ABSOLurE MAXIMUM RATINGS·

UNIPOLAR OFFSET
The fIrst transition should occur at :l level 112 LSB above analog
common. (jnipolar offset is defmed as the deviation of the actual
from that point. This offset can be adjusted as discussed later.
The unipolar offset temperature coefficient specifies the mui-

:-IOTES
'For Jet:llls On grade and package offerings sa-.ened in accordance with
.\\IL·STD-R83. reier to Analog Dences' .'>W.iwy ProJUCtS Oatabook or cur·
rent .-\1)167\1883 data sbeet.

'P = Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier: Q • Ccrdip.
J.\nal08 Devices RSerVeS the right lD sbip side brued ceramic packages in
lieu of .:erdip.

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ERROR (NO MISSING
CODES)
An ideal ADe exhibits code transitions that ace exactly 1 LSB
apart. DNL is the deviation from the ideal value. Thus every
code bas a [mite width. Guaranteed no missing codes to 11 or
12-bit resolution indicates that all 2048 and 4096 codes, respec
tively, mu,st be present over all operating ranges. ~o missing
codes to 11 bits (in the case of a l2-bit resolution ADCi also
me:ms that no twO consecutive codes are missing.

PEAK SPURIOUS OR PEAK HARMONIC COMPONENT
The peak spurious or peaIc harmonic component is the largest
spectral component, excluding the input signal and de. This

mum change of the transition point over temperature, with or
without extemal adiusanents.

BIPOLAR ZERO
In the bipolar mode the major carry uansition (0111 1111 1111
to 1000 0000 0000) should occur for an analog value 1/2 LSB
below analog common. The bipolar offset error and temperature
~oeffIcient specify the initW deviation and maximum change in
the error over temperature.

GAIN ERROR
The last transition (from 1111 1111 1110 to 1111 1111 1111)
shuuld oc.:ur for an analog value 1 U2 LSB below the nominal
full scale :4.9963 volts for 5.000 volts full scale). The gain error
is the deviation of the actual level at the last transition from the
,dal icvel. The gain error .:an be adjusted to zero as shown in
Figures .1 throu~ i.

TE.\\PERATURE COEFFICIENTS
The :emperaturt" coefficients for unipolar offset, bipolar zero
and gain error specify the maximum change from the initial
- 2S'C', value to the ,'alue at T,"IN or T MAX'

EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF BITS (ENOS)
E~OB is calcuiated from the e-<pression (SIN ... D) = 6.02N 
l.i6 <iE, where N is equal to the effective number of bits.

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD)
THD is the ratio of the rms sum of the fIrst six harmonic com
ponents to the rms value of the measured input signal and is
expressed as a percentage or in decibels.

INTERMOOULATION DISTORTION (IMO)
With inpUts consisting of sine waves at twO frequencies, fa and
fb, any device with nonlinearities will create distortion products
of order (m+n), at sum and difference frequencies of mfa =
nib, where m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... Intermodulation terms are
those for which m or n is not equal to zero. For example, the
second order terms are (fa - fb) and (fa - fbj, and the third
order terms are (2 fa ... fb;,,2 fa - fb), (fa -;- 2 fb) and (2fb 
fai. The IMD products are expressed as the decibel ratio of the
rms sum of the measured input signals to the rIDS sum of the
distortion terms. The twO signals ace of equal amplitude and the
peaIc value of their sum is -0.5 dB from full scale. The IMD
products ace nonnalized to a 0 dB input signal.

DYNAMIC SPECIFICATIONS
SIGNAL-TO·NOISE PLUS DISTORTION (SIN+0) RATIO
Si~ .,.. D is the ratio of the rms value of the measured input sig
nal ~o tbe rms sum of all other spectral components, including
aannonics but c:.'tcluding de. The value for SIN.;. D is expressed
in decibels.

POWER SUPPLY REJECTION
One of the cifeclS of power supply error on the perfonnance of
the devi.:e will be a smail ~b.ange in gain. The specifications

. ,how the maxunum full-scale cbange from the initial \'alue with
the supplies at the "arious limits.

Package
Option:' J

Q-18
Q-18
P-28
P-28
Q-28
Q-28

Temperature
Range

O"C to .,.. 70·C
O"C to iO"C
O"C to 70'C
O"C to iO'C
-.wC to "'8S·C
-SS·C to -12S·C

ORDERING GUIDE

Linearity

=1.5 LSB
=1.5 LSB
=1.5 LSB
=l.S LSB
=1.5 LSB
=2.5 LSB

Parameter With Respect to MiD Max UDilS

Vcc ACOM -0.5 "'6.5 Volts
VEE ACOM -6.5 -0.5 Volts
VLOG1C DeOM -6.5 +O.S Volts
ACOM DeOM -1.0 ... 1.0 Volts
Vcc VLOGtC -6.5 T6.S Volts
ENCODE DeOM -0.5 VLOGtC...O.S Volts
REF IN ACOM -0.5 Vcc"'O.S Volts
AlN ACOM -11.0 .;. 11.0 Volts
BPOIUPO ACOM -0.5 Vcc"'O.S Volts
Junction Temperature ... 150 'C
Storage Temperature -65';' ISO 'C
Lead Temperature (10 sec) "'300 'C
"S~scs .bo.e tIlose listed UDder -Absolute .'daximwn Rati~.. ""'y cause
penIWlent dam. to the dcYice. This is a stress nring only and funcoonal
operation oi the dcYia: at these or any other conditions above those indicated
lD the ope:lltional iCClions of this specification is DOl implied. Exposun: 10

absolute maximum ntings for extended penods mayetTect device rdJabUity.

DEFINITIONS OF SPECIFICATIONS
INTEGRAL NONLINEARITY (INL)
Integral nonlinearity refers to the deviation of each individual
code from a line drawn from "zero" through "full scale." The
point used as "zero" occurs U2 LSB (1.22 mV for a 10 V span)
before the fIrst code transition (all zeros to only the LSB on).
"Full-scale" is defmed as a level 1 1/2 LSB beyond the last code
transition (to all ones). The deviation is measured from the low
side transition of each particular code to the trUe strai¢t line.

Modell

\.... AD16i1JQ
AD16i1KQ
ADl6ilJP
ADl6ilKP
AD16i1AQ
.-\DI6i1SQ
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AD1671
value is expressed in decibels relative to the rms value of a full
scale inpUt signal.

FULL POWER BANDWIDTH
The input frequency at which the amplitude of the recon·
structed fundamental is reduced by 3 dB for a full-sc:ale inpUt.

-The AD1671 conversion cycle begins by simply providing an
active HIGH level on the ENCODE pin (Pin 17). The rising
edge of the ENCODE pulse startS the conversion. The falling
edge of the ENCODE pulse is specified to operate within a win
dow of time, less than 50 ns after the rising edge of ENCODE
or after the falling edge of DAV. The time window prevents
digitally coupled noise from being introduced during the final
stages of conversion. An internal timing generator circuit accu
rately conuols SHA, flash and DAC timing.

Upon receipt of an ENCODE command the input voltage is
held by the front~nd SHA and the first 3-bit flash convertS the
analog input voltage. The 3-bit result is passed to a correction
logic register and a segmented current output DAC. The DAC
output is connected through a resistor (within the RangdSpan
Select Block) to SHA OUT. A residue voltage is created by sub
tracting the DAC output from SHA OUT, which is less than
one eighth of the full·scaIe analog input. The second f1ash has
an inpUt range that is configured with one bit of overlap with
the previous DAC. The overlap allows for errors during the
flash conversion. The first residue voltage is connected to the
second 3-bit flash and to the noninverting input of a high speed,
differential, gain of eight amplifier. The second flash result is
passed to the correction logic register and to the second seg
mented current output DAC. The output of the second DAC is
connected to the inverting input of the differential amplifier.
The differential amplifier output is connected to a two-step,
backend, 8-bit flash. This 8-bit flash consists of coarse and fme
flash converters. The result of the coarse 4-bit flash converter,
also configured to overlap one bit of DAC 2, is connected to the
correction logic register and selects one of 16 resistors from
which the fme 4-bit flash will establish its span voltage. The fme
4-bit flash is connected directly to the output latches.

The intemal timing generator automatically places the SHA into
the acquire mode when DAV goes LOW. Upon completion of
conversion (when DAV is set ffiGH), the SHA has acquired the
analog input to the specified level of accuracy and will remain in
the sample mode until the next ENCODE command.

The AD1671 will flag an out-of-range condition when the input
voltage exceeds the analog input range. on (pin 15) is active
HIGH when an out-of-range high or low condition exists. Bits
1-12 are HIGH when the analog input voltage is greater than
the selected input range and LOW when the analog input is less
than the selected input range.b. :2.5 V Input Range

-2.SV AlM1

TO ~'r IL....I ..,. I

+2.SV

a. 0 V to +2.5 V Input Range

APERTURE JITTER
Aperture jitter is the \1Iriation in apertUre delay for successive
samples.

APERTURE DELAY
Apenure delay is the difference between the switch delay and
the analog delay of the SHA. This delay represents the point in
time, relative to the rising edge of E..lIJCODE input, that the
analog input is sampled.

Q

TO
+2.SV

llfEORY OF OPERATION
The ADI671 uses a successive subranging architecture. The
anaIog-ta-digitai conversion takes place in four independent
steps or flashes. The sampled analog input signal is subranged
to an intermediate residue voltage for the fmal l2-bit result by
utilizing multiple flashes with subtraCtion DACs (see the
AD16il functional block diagram).

The ADI671 can be configured to operate with unipolar (0 V to
+5 V, 0 V to +2.5 V) or bipolar (=5 V, :::2.5 V) inPUtS by
connecting AIN (Pins 22, 23), SHA OUT (Pin 25) and
BPO/uPO (Pin 26) as shown in Figure 2.

Q

TO
+SV

AD1671 DYAMIC PERFORMANCE
The AD1671 is specified for de and dynamic performance. A
sampling converter's dynamic performance reflects both quan
tizer and sample-and·hold amplifier (SHA) performance. Quan
tizer nonlinearities, such as INL and DNL, caD degrade
dynamic performance. However, a SHA is the aitical element
which has to accurately sample fast slewing analog inpUt signals.
The AD1671's high performance, low noise, patented on-ehip
SHA minimizes distortion and noise specifications. Nonlineari
ties are minimized by using a fast slewing, low noise architec
ture and subregulation of the sampling switch to provide
constant offsets (therefore reducing input signal dependent
nonlinearities).

c. 0 V to +5 V Input Range d. :5 V Input Range

Figure 2. AD1671 Input Range Connections
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AD1671
Figure 3 is a typical 2k point Fast Fourier Transform (FFll
plot of a 100 kHz input signal sampled at 1~. The funda
mental amplitude is set at -0.5 dB to avoid input signal cli~
ping of offset or gain erro~. Note the total harmonic distortion
is approximately - 81 dB, signal to noise plus distortion is 71 dB
and the spurious free dynamic mlge is 84 dB.

The AD 1671's SFDR performance is ideal for use in communi
cation systems such as high speed modems and d~cd radios.
The SFDR is better than 84 dB with sample rates up to 1.11
.\Ulz and increases as the input signal amplirude is attenuated
by approximately 3 dB. ~ote also the SFDR is typically better
than 80 dB with input signals attenuated by up to -7 dB.

a ~ ..., -711..
aI -2S il -n..., ~ -74

~ ~ .71::l -t: ~ -78...
Go ~-eo:I• -75 ::l-az...• llC
Z i ; .....
52.. -100 § ...

~ ...
3; ...

a
FREOUENCY 686 714

/
/

/
/

_ lI33 _ ,aaa ,n, '250

SAMPUNG FREQUENCY - kHz

Figure 3. AD1571 FFT Plot, f'N=< 100 kHz,
'SAMPLE = 1 MHz

Figure 5. Spurious Free Dynamic Range vs. Sampling
Rate, f,N =< 100 kHz

Figure 7. Spurious Free Dynamic Range vs. Input
Amplitude, f,N = 250 kHz
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Figure 4 plots both S/(N.,. D) and Effective :-<umber oi Bits
(ENOB) for a 100 kHz input signal sampled irom 666 kHz to
1.25 MHz.

Figure 5. THD vs. Sampling Rate, f,N =< 100 kHz

APPLYING THE AD1671
GROUNDING AND DECOUPUNG RULES
Proper grounding and decoupling should be a primary design
objective in any high speed, high resolution system. The
AD 16il separates analog and digital grounds to optimize the
management of analog and digicd ground currents in a system.
The AD1671 is designed to minimize the current flowing from
REF COM (Pin 20) by directing the majoriry of the current
from Va: (.;.5 V-Pin 28) to VEE (-5 V-Pin 1). Minimizing ana
log ground currents hence reduces the potential for large ground
voltage drops. This C3Il be especially trUe in systems that do not
utilize ground planes or wide ground runs. REF COM is also
configured to be code independent, theretore reducing input
dependent analog ground voltage drops and erro~. Code depen
dent ground current is diverted to ACOM (Pin 27). Also .::ritical
in any high speed digital desilp1 is the use of proper digital
grounding techniques to avoid potential C-'viOS "ground
bounce." Figure 3 is provided to assist in the proper layout.
grounding and decoupling techniques.

7
/

--711

-n
-74

-71

-78

-eo
-az
-14

.-- 714 7ft lI33 _ ,aaa n" '250

SAMPUNG FREQUEHCY -_HZ

Figure 4. S/(N+DJ vs. Sampling Frequency, f,N =< 100 kHz

Figure 5 is a THO plot for a full-scale 100 kHz input signal
with the sample frequency swept from 666 kHz to 1.25 .'viHz.
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+o---1:z3l

UNIPOLAR (0 V TO +S V) CALIBRATION
The ADI671 is factory trimmed to minimize offset, gain and
linearity errors. In SODlC applications the offset and gain errors
of the ADI671 need to be externally adjusted to zero. This is
accomplished by trimming the voltage at AIN2 (pin 22). The
circuit in Figure 9 is recommended for calibrating offset and
gain errors of the AD1671 when configured in the 0 V to ... 5 V
input range. If the offset trim resistor RI is used, it should be
trimmed as follows, although a different offset can be set for a
particular system requirement. This circuit will give approxi
mately ::5 mV of offset trim range. Nominally the AD1671 is
intended to have a 112 LSB offset so that the eDCt analog inPUt
for a given code will be in the middle of that code (halfway
between the transitions to the codes above it and below it).
Thus, the first transition (from 0000 0000 0000 to 0000 0000
0001) will occur for an input level of +1/2 LSB (0.61 mV for
5 V range).

The gain trim is done by applying a signal I II2 LSBs below the
nominal full scale (4.998 V for a 5 V range). Trim R2 to give
the last transition (1111 1111 1110 to 1111 1111 1111). This cir
cuit will give approximately :0.5% FS of adjustment range.

"GROUND PLANE RECD....ENDED

Table I. Grounding and Decoupling Guidelines

Figure 8. AD1671 Grounding and Decoupling
AlNt 51125Q

V..
oTO .sv

.sv
~~ t:~ 5OIIw... .r

Figure 9. Unipolar (0 V to +5 V) Calibration

GAIN
ADJ

BIPOLAR (=5 V) CALmRATION
The connections for the bipolar ::5 V input range is shown in
Figure 10.

Bipolar calibration is similar to unipolar calibration. First, a sig
nal 1/2 LSB above negative full scale (-4.9988 V) is applied and
RI is trimmed to give the fJJ'St transition (0000 0000 0000 to
0000 0000 0001). Then a signal 1 1/2 LSB below positive full
scale ( +4.9963 V) is applied and R2 is trimmed to give the last
transition (l111 1111 1110 to llll 1111 Illl).

0.1 I1F (Ceramic) and I I1F
(Tantalum) Surface Mount Chip
Capacitors Recommended to
Reduce Lead Inductance

Directly at Positive and Negative
Supply Pins to Common Ground
Plane

II ll-F {Tantalum) to ACOM

IComment
Power Supply
Decoupling

Table I is a list of grounding and decoupling rules that should
be reviewed before laying out a printed circuit board.

Reference (REF OUT)

Digital Ground

Capacitor Locations

Capacitor Values

Grounding

Reference Ground
(REF COM)

Analog Ground

Capacitor Value

I
,Ground Plane or Wide Ground

Rerum Connected to the Analog
IPower Supply

ICritical Common Connections

IShould be Star Connected to REF
COM (as Shown in Figure 8)

I
Ground Plane or Wide Ground
Rerum Connected to the Digital
Power Supply

Analog and Digital Ground IConnected Together Once at the
IADI671
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VIM
AlII'-wro.IN 25ll

+IN

OFFSET R, SOIl

AOJ '011

-W R2
QAlIl 50Q

I4DJ

Figure 10, Bipolar (=5 V) Calibration

UNIPOLAR (0 V TO +2.5 V) CALIBRATION
The connections for the 0 V to +2.5 V input range calibration is
shown in Figure II. Figure II shows an example of how the
offset error can be trimmed in front of the .-\01671. The proce
dure for trimming the offset and gain errors is the same as for
the unipolar 5 V range.

BIPOLAR (::2.5 V) CALIBRATION
The connections for the bipolar :2.5 V inpUt range is shown in
Figure 12.

.'IN

Figure 72. Bipolar (=2,5 V) Calibration

.,IN

Figure 11. Unipolar (0 V to +2.5 V) Calibration

BUS

STATE
ONTROL

74HC574
DATA

BIT , '0 '0 t--
BIT 2 20 2Qr-
BIT 3 30 3Q t--
81T4 40 4Q t--
BITS 50 50 t--
BIT 6 eo eo t--
BITT 70 70 t--
BIT 8 so 8Q r-
CAV CI.OCK DC~

74HC574
BIT 9 '0 '0~~

BIT,O 20 20~ ,....-

BIT " I
30 3Q~ :--

BIT '2 40 4Q~~
SO 50
60 eo
70 70

A01671 80 8Q

~~~- CLOCK DC

OUTPUT UTCHES
Figure 13 shows the ADI671 connected to the 74HC574 octal
D·type edge-triggered latches with 3-state outputs. The latch
can drive highly capacitive loads (i.e., bus lines, I/O ports) while
mainWning the data signal integrity. The maximum setup and
hold times of the 574 type latch must be less than ::0 ns (too
and tss minimum). To satisfy the requirements of the 574 type
latch the recommended logic families are 5, AS, ALS, For
BCT. New data from the ADI671 is latched on the rising edge
of the DAV (Pin 16) output pulse. Previous data can be latched
by inverting the DAV output with a 7404 type inverter.

31lOl.lVIN
OTO .2.IN

Figure 73. AD1671 to Output Latches
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OUT OF RANGE
An out-o(-range condition exists when the analog inpUt volt-
age is beyond the input range (0 V to +2.S V, 0 V to + S V,
=2.S V, :=S V) o( the convener. OTR (pin IS) is set low when
the analog input voltage is within the analog input range. OTR
is set HIGH and will remain HIGH when the analog inpUt volt
age exceeds the input range by typically 1/2 LSB (OTR transi
tion is tested to :=6 LSBs o( accuracy) (rom the center o( the
:=Cull-scale output codes. OTR will remain HIGH until the ana
log input is within the input range and another conversion is
completed. By logical ANDing OTR with the MSB and its com
plement, overrange high or underrange low conditions can be
detected. Table U is a truth mble (or the over/under range
circuit in Figure 14. Systems requiring programmable gain con
ditioning prior to the AD1671 can immediately detect an out-o(
range condition, thus eliminating gain selection iterations.

Table D. Out-o(-RaDge Trutb Table

OTR IMSB IAnalog Input Is

o 'lOin Range
OlinRange
1 0 Underrange
1 I 1 Overrange

1ISB----1
OYER. ·1·

OTll-_--1

UNOER. -,.
iiSii----1

Figure 14. Overrange or Underrange Logic

Table m. Output Data Format

Input Analog Digital
Range Coding Inpur Output OTR%

oV to +2.S V Straight Binary s -0.0003 V 0000 0000 0000 1
OV 0000 0000 0000 0
+2.S V 1111 1111 1111 0
~ +2.S003 V 111111111111 1

oV to +S V Straight Binary s -0.0006 V 0000 0000 0000 1
OV 0000 0000 0000 0
+S V 1111 1111 1111 0
~ +S.OOO6 V 1111 1111 1111 1

-2.S V to +2.S V Offset Binary s -2.S006 V 0000 0000 0000 1
-2.S V 0000 0000 0000 0
+2.S V 1111 1111 1111 0
~ +2.4994 V 1111 1111 1111 1

-S V to .T-S V Offset Binary s -S.0012 V 0000 0000 0000 1
-SV 0000 0000 0000 0
+S V 1111 1111 1111 0
~ +4.9988 V 1111 1111 1111 1

-2.S V to +2.S V Twos Complement s -2.S006 V 1000 0000 0000 1
(Using MSB) -2.S V 1000 0000 0000 0

+2.S V Olll 1111 U11 0
~ ... 2.4994 V 0111 lll1 1111 1

-SVto ... 5V Twos Complement I S -S.0012 V 1000 0000 0000 1
(Using MSB) I-S V 1000 0000 0000 0

+S V Olll 1111 1111 0
~ +4.9988 V 0111 ll11 1111 1

SOTES
'VoltJle$ listed =with offset and pin crron adjusted to zero.
'Typical performance.
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A1l1671
OUTPUT DATA FORMAT
The AD 1671 provides both MSB and MSB outputs, delivering
data in positive trUe straight binary for unipolar input ranges
and positive trUe offset binary or twos complement for bipolar
input ranges. Straight binary coding is used for systems that
accept positive-oniy signals. If straight binary coding is used
with bipolar input signals, a 0 V input would result in a binary
output of 2048. The application software would have to subtract
2048 to determine the trUe input voltage. Host registers typically
perform math on signed integers and assume data is in that
format. Twos complement format minimizes software overhead
which is especially important in high speed data transfers, such
as a DMA operation. The CPU is not bogged down performing
data conversion steps, hence the total system throughput is
increased.

APPLICATIONS
AD1671 TO ADSP·2100A
Figure 16 demonstrates the AD1671 to ADSP-2100A interface.
The 2100A with a clock frequency of 12.5 MHz can execute an
instrUction in one 80 ns cycle. The AD1671 is configured to
perform continuous time sampling. The DAV output of the
AD1671 is asserted at the end of each conversion. DAV can be
used to latch the conversion result into the [WO 574 octal
D-latches. The falling edge of the sampling clock is used to gen
erate an interrupt (IRQ3) for the processor. Upon inteITUpt, the
ADSP-2100A starts a data memory read by providing an address
on the DMA bus. The decoded address generates OE for the
latches and the processor reads their output over the DMA bus.
The conversion result is read within a single processor cycle.

OPTIONAL EXTERNAL REFERENCE
The .IDI671 includes an on-board +2.5 V reference. The refer
ence input pin (REF IN) can be connected to reference outpUt
pin (REF Oun or a standard external +2.5 V reference can be
selected to meet specific system requirements. Fast switching
input dependent currents are modulated at the reference input.
The reference input voltage can be held with the use of a capaci
tor. To prevent the AD1671's on-board reference from oscillat
ing when not connected [0 REF IN, REF OUT must be
connected to +5 V. It is possible to connect REF OUT to +5 V
due to its output circuit implementation which shuts down the
reference.

AOSp·
2100A

A01671

Figure 15. ILOGIC vs. Conversion Rate for Various
Capacitive Loads on the Digital Outputs

ILOGIC vs. CONVERSION RATE
Figure 15 is the typical logic supply current vs. conversion rate
for various capacitor loads on the digital outputs.

I I I
I I

I I
I

Ia.°ser !7
A'i

I ./ Y1
I

CLo3OpF
'7 i !I 1·1 /

I I I '..JU"
_~i

I I
Cl. 0 IIpF

I i ! ! I I I I ,

B1T1:12

A01671

4-_-~DAV

~----~_..jENCODE

iiii I------rr,

DO:1S
f-+-;;;';';';';';;'~ .......

AO:13

AOSP-2101

Figure 16. AD1671 to ADSP-2100A Interface

AD1671 TO ADSp·2101l2102
Figure 17 is identical [0 the Z100A interface except the sampling
clock is used to generate an interrupt (IRQ2) for the processor.
Upon inteITUpt the ADSP-Zl00A starts a data memory r.:ad by
providing an address on the address (A) bus. The decode
address generates OE for the D-latches and the processor reads
their output over the Data (D) bus. Reading the conversion
result is thus completed within a single processor cycle.

1M10k 1_

CONVERSION RATE - Hz

1.0

1.5

u

e.o
5.5

5.0

4.S

..0

115
3.0

1.5

2.0

Figure 17. AD1671 to ADSP-2101/ADSP-2102Interface
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[ A_D_16_71_
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

Dimemioas shown ia iacbcs and (amu.

28-Lead PLCC (P·ZSA) Pac:bie

:=lsseT 0.430 (10.92)
O.3eC1 (9.91)

..l... 0.021 (Cl.53\

......- 0.013 (0.33)

I
-J f-. 0.120 (3.041

I 0.090 (2..291

-i ·0.180(4.51) L
I 0.165 (4.201 i

28·PiJl Cerdip (Q-ZS) Package

..
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N ANALOG 12-Bit Ultrahigh Speed
W DEVICES Monolithic D/A Converter
1L..-- AD_56_8I

FEATURES
Ultrahigh Speed: Current Settling to 1LSB in 35ns
High Stability Buried Zener Reference on Chip
Monotonicity Guaranteed Over Temperature
10.24mA F~II-Scale Output Suitable for Video

Applications
Integral and Differential Linearity Guaranteed Over

Temperature
0.3" "Skinny DIP" Packaging
Variable Threshold Allows TTL and CMOS

Interface
MIL-STD-883 Compliant Versions Available

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD568 is &11 ultrahigh-speed, 12-bit digital-to-analog con
vener (DAC) settling to 0.025% in 35ns. The monolithic device
is fabricated using Analog Devices' Complementary Bipolar
(CB) Process. This is a proprietary process featuring high-speed
NPN and PNP devices on the same chip without the use of
dielectric isolation or multichip hybrid techniques_ The high
speed of the AD568 is maintained by keeping impedance levels
low enough to minimize the effects of parasitic circuit
capacilaDces.

The DAC consists of 16 current sources configured to deliver a
10.24mA full-scale cum:nt. Multiple matched current sources
and thin-film ladder techniques are combined to produce bit
Weighting. The DAC's output is a 10.24mA full scale (FS) for
current output applications or a 1.024V FS unbuffered voltage
output. Additionally, a 10.24V FS buffered output may be
generated using an onboard Ikn span resistor with &11 external
op amp. Bipolar ranges are accomplished by pin strapping.

Laser wafer trimming insures full 12-bit linearity. All grades of
the AD568 are guaranteed monotonic over their full operating
temperature range. Funhennore, the output resislaDce of the
DAC is trimmed to loon: 1.0%. The gain temperature coefficient
of the voltage output is 30ppmrc max (K).

The AD568 is available in three performance grades. The
AD568JQ and KQ are available in 24-pin cerdip (0.3") packages
and are specified for operation from 0 to +7O"C. The AD568SQ
features operation from - 550C to + 1250C IDd is also packaged
in the hermetic 0.3" cerdip.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

PRODUCT ffiGHUGHTS
I. The ultrafast senling time of the AD568 allows leading edge

performance in waveform generation, graphics display and
high-speed AID conversion applications.

2. Pin strapping provides a variety of voltage and current output
ranges for application versatility. Tight conuol of the absolute
output current reduces trim requirements in externally-scaled
applications.

3. Matched on-chip resistors can be used for precision scaling
in high-speed AID conversion circuits.

4. The digital inputs are compatible with TIL and +5V CMOS
logic families.

5. Skinny DIP (0.3") packaging minimizes board space require
ments and eases layout considerations.

6. The AD568 is available in versions compliant with MlL-STD
883. Refer to the Analog Devices Military Products Databook
or current AD5681883B data sheet for detailed specifications.
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AD568-SPECIFICATIONS l@ = +25°C, VCC' VEE = ± 15V unless otherwise noted.)

Model ADS68J ADS68K AD56IS
MiD TJP - MiD TJP - MiD TJP MOlt Ullils

RESOLL'llON 12 12 12 Biu

ACCliRACV'
Linearity -112 +112 -1/4 +1/4 -112 +112 LSB

T_IOT-... -314 +314 -112 +112 -314 +).14 LSB
Differential ~onJinrarilY -I +1 -112 +112 -I +1 LSB

T_IOT_ -I +1 -I +1 -I -I LSB
MonotOlUcity GUAIlANTEED OVEllRATED SPECIFlCATIONTEMPERATUIlERANGE
UoipolarOa... -0.2 +O.z 0 0 0 0 %ofFSR
Bipolaroa.., -1.0 +1.' 0 0 0 0 %ofFSR
B,po!arul'll -0.2 +0.2 0 0 0 0 %ofFSR
Gain Error -1.0 +1.0 0 0 0 0 %ofFSR

TEMPERATURE COEFFlCIEloo"TS'
IUoipolaroa... -s +s -J +J 7 5 +5 ppmofFSRrC

Bipolaroa.., -10 +10 -20 +20 -10 +10 ppmofFSRrC
BipolarZ<ro -IS +15 0 0 0 0 ppmofFSRrC
Gain Drift -50 +50 -10 +10 -50 +50 ppm of FSRrC
GaioDrift(loCT) -150 +150 0 0 0 0 ppm of FSRrC

DATAINPl."TS
1..oJicl.t:vels<T_toT_>

V'K 2.0 7.0 0 0 0 0 V

VII. 0.0 0.1 0 0 0 0 V
1.oIicCunnus (T_ 10 T-...>

1,K -10 0 +10 0 0 0 0 0 0 ......
111• -0.5 -60 -lOll 0 0 0 0 -100 -200 ......
VTH Pin Voll.qe I.. 0 0 V

CODING BINARY, OFFSET BINARY

CURREl'>"T OUTPUT RANG ES 01010.2.,: 5.12 mA

VOLTAGF. OUTPUT RANGES Oto 1.02., :0.512 V

COMPLIANCE VOLTAGE -2 +1.2 0 0 0 0 V

OUTPl>"T RESISTANCE
EzclusivcofRI. 160 200 2.a 0 0 0
Inclusive ofR•. 99 100 101 0 0 0

SETTLING TIME
Cuncn.lo

:0.025% 35 0 0 nllo 0.025% ofFSR
:0.•% 23 0 0 nlloO. 1·.. ofFSR

Voh_le
5011 Load', 0.512V p-p,

100.025"4 37 0 0 nSloO.025%ofFSR
100.1-.. 25 0 " oSloO.I%ofFSR
101% 18 0 0 nlto J%ofFSR

7511 Load' ,0.768V p-p,
100.025"4 .a " 0 nIl00.025%ofFSR
100.1·... 25 0 0 n.toO.I%ofFSR
101% 20 0 0 OSlO l%ofFSR

10011 (Iolcmal Ro.>', 1.02.V p-p,
100.025-.. 50 0 0 nSloO.025%ofFSR
100.1-.. 38 0 0 nSloO.I%ofFSR
101% 2. 0 0 nlto l%ofFSR

Gblch Jmpulac4 350 0 0 pV-scc

Peak .o\mplnude 15 0 0 %ofFSR

FULL·SCALE TRANSITION'
10'% 10 90',. Rise TUnc \I 0 0 n.
9(JI'''lo 10-.. Fall Time II 0 0 o.

PO\I:'ER REQUIREMENTS
+ U.SV 10 + 16.SV 27 12 " 0 0 0 mA
-B.5Vlo - 16.5V " 0 0 0

.
-7 -I mA

Power Dissipation 525 625 0 0 0 0 mW
PSRR o.es 0 0 %ofFSRN

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Raled Specifiation1 0 71 0 70 -55 +125 'C
Slorqc - 65 + 150 0 0 0 0 'C

NOTES
"Some IS AD561J.
'Measured iIII!.,\.·ymodc.
lMnJQred 1ft VUI:Tmode. WlICllothcrw'"sPCClfied. Sec leKI for funhcr information.
~ocaJ Rcslltancr. ~fcr to FiaUR J.

..Allbe""jar tarry. driven by HCMOS Iotit. Sec \ftl for futlhcrcxplaftlltMm.
'MeuUnd in VOl".,. mode.
SpcciflQlioM shown in boIdfae:t 1ft ICited mI aU prodUCt..WItts It final elc<tricallcst.
SpccuKltions lubiccllO chaftae without DOtict.
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Z1 wo......
(WilT....,

IS , .... "'.......-
.1 ::.::

'--------------@-----<!9'""-----'

Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram

liT 1 (MSa,

8fT 12: lUll 12

PIN CONFIGURAnON

AD561
TClPYI(W

tNot to Sc*l

11 ,MRISHOlD CON'ROlIV...1

·Stresses above those Iisled under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may
cause pennanent damage [0 the device. This is a stress rating only and
funcrional opcradon of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operational secl;ons of this specification is not
implied. Exposure 10 absolute maximum rating conditions for extended
periods may affecl device reliability.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*

Vcc to REFCOM ..
VEE to REFCOM ..
REFCOM to LCOM
ACOM to LCOM .
THCOM to LCOM
SPANs to LCOM
laPO to LCOM
100rr to LCOM .
Digital Inputs to THCOM
Voltage Across Span Resistor
VTH to THCOM .
Logic Threshold Control Input Current.

. OV to + 18V

. OV to -18V
+ 100mV to - 10V

±loomV
±5OOmV

.. ±12V
. . . ±5V

-5V to Vrn
-500mV to +7.0V
....... 12V
-0.7V to + 1.4V

.. SmA

Power Dissipation . . . . .
Storage Temperature Range

Q (Cerdip) Package .
Junction Temperarure .
Thermal Resistance

8;. .
8i< ••••••••••

. .... lOOOmW

- 65'C to + 150°C
175°C

75°CJW
25°CJW

ORDERING GUIDE

Linearity Voltage
Package Temperature Error Max. GainT.C.

Modell Optionz Range'C @2S·C Maxppml"C

AD568JQ 24-Lead Cerdip (Q-24) Oto + 70 ± 112 ±50
AD568KQ 24-Lead Cerdip (Q-24) Oto +70 ± 114 ±30
AD568SQ 24-Lead Cerdip (Q-24) - 55 to + 125 ± 112 ±50

NOTES
'For details on grade and package offerings screened in accordance with MIL-STO·883, refer
10 Ihe Analog Devices Mililary Products Oatabook or currenl A0568/883B dala sheet.

2Q = Cerdip. Foroutline information sec Package Information section.

Definitions
LINEARITY ERROR (also called INTEGRAL NON
LINEARITY OR INL): Analog Devices defmes linearity
error as the maximum deviation of the actual analog output
from the ideal output (a straight line drawn from 0 to FS)
for any bit combination expressed in multiples of lLSB. The
AD568 is laser trimmed to 114LSB (0.006% of FS) maximum
linearity error at + 25°C for the K venion and 112LSB fpr
the J and S versions.

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ERROR (also called
DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY or DNL): DNL is
the measure of the variation in analog value, normalized to
full scale, associated with a ILSB change in digital input
code. Monotonic behavior requires that the differential linearity
error not exceed ILSB in the negative direction.

MONOTONICITY: A DAC is said to be monotonic if the
OUtput either increases or remains constant as the digital
input increases.

UNIPOLAR OFFSET ERROR: The deviation of the analog
output from the ideal (OV or OmA) when the inputs are set
to aliOs is called unipolar offset error.

BIPOLAR OFFSET ERROR: The deviation of the analog
output from the ideal (negative half-scale) when the inputs
are set to all Os is called bipolar offset error.

BIPOLAR ZERO ERROR: The deviation of the analog
output from the ideal half-scale OUtput of OV (or OmA) for
bipolar mode when only the MSB is on (100.....00) is called
bipolar zero error.

GAIN ERROR: The difference berween the ideal and acrual
output span of FS -ILSB, expressed in % of FS, or LSB,
when all bits are on.

GLITCH IMPULSE: Asymmetrical switching times in a
DAC give rise to undesired outpUt transients which are quan
tified by their glitch impulse. It is specified as the net area of
the glitch in nY-sec or pA-sec.
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Figure 5. Bipolar Output Unbuffered :!:"7.024V

Optional Gain and Zero Adjustment
The gain and offset are laser trimmed to minimize their effects
on circuit performance. However, in some applications, it may
be desirable to cxtemally reduce these errors further. In those
cases, the following procedures are suggested.

UNIPOLAR MODE: (Refer to Figure 6)
Step I - Set all bits (BIT I-BIT 12) to Logic "0" (OFF) - note
the output voltage. This is the offset error.

Step 2 - Set all bits to Logic "In (ON). Adjust the gain trim
resistor so that the output voltage is equal to the desired fuJI
scale minus I LSB plus the offset error measured in step I.

Figure 4. Bipolar Output Unbuffered :!:O.572V

occurs when the MSB is ON with all other bits OFF (10 ...
00), and full-scale minus ILSB (0.51175V) is generated when all
bilS are ON (II ... II). Figure 5 shows an optional bipolar
mode with a 2.048V range. The scale factor in this mode will
not be as accurate as the configuration shown in Figure 4, because
the laser-trimmed resistor RL is not used.

Figure 4 also demonstrates how the internal span resistor may
be used to bias the VTH pin (Pin 13) from a 5V supply. This
eliminates the requirement for an external RTH in applications
that do not require the precision span resistor.

.'IV

DtGITAL

"""'TO

.'Iv

OUtput voltage range of I.024V. The bipolar offset (- 0.512V)
occurs when all bilS are OFF (00 ... 00), bipolar zero (OV)

A"ALOG
loU.....'

GROUND

...

D1G"AL
au.....

GROUND

nRNTtIEADI
nACJlP'OUI7_1m

00
.......DQNF8.Q.-1t'

ORIQUVALINl

...

DIGIT.....
GNDI"LANE

...
111:11

100 tlO

TM- ..
•

n
l'l

0.'

"

-,5V

o.z..,

Figure 3. Unipolar Output Unbuffered 0 to + 7.024V

Bipolar Configuration
Figure 4 shows the connection scheme used to provide a bipolar

DIGITAL
IfllI"UT$

Connecting the AD568
UNBUFFERED VOLTAGE OUTPUT

Unipolar Configuration
Figure 3 shows the AD568 configured to provide a unipolar 0 to
+ 1.024V output range. In this mode, the bipolar offset tenninal,
Pin 21, should be grounded if not used for offset trimming.

The nominal OUtput impedance of the AD568 with Pin 19 grounded
has been trimmed to lOOn, :!: 1%. Other output impedances can
be generated with an external resistor, REXT, between Pins 19
and 20. An REXT equalling 300n will yield a total output resistance
of 75n, while an REXT of lOon will provide 50n of outpUt
resistance. Note that since the fuJI-scale output current of the
DAC remains IO.24mA, changing the load impedance changes
the unbuffered output voltage accordingly. Settling time and
full-scale range characteristics for these load impedances are
provided in the specifications table.

Figure 2. AD568 Glitch Impulse

COMPLIANCE VOLTAGE: The range of allowable voltage
at the outpUt of a eum:nt-output DAC which will not degrade
the accuracy of the OUtput current.

SETTLING TIME: The time required for the output to
reach and remain within a specified error band about ilS final
value, measured from the digital input transition.

AD568
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AD568
Step 3 - Reset all bits to Logic "0" (OFF). Adjust the offset
trim resistor for OV output.

,.

11Ol------+----t----o+
1.1111.11 UlIALOG

OUTPUT
toon IOTO +' ozeVl

0FnFC

"
Figure 6. Unbuffered Unipolar Gain and Zero Adjust

BIPOLAR MODE (Refer to Figure 7)
Step I - Set bits to offset binary "zero" (10 ... 00). Adjust the
zero resistor to produce OV at the DAC output. This removes
the bipolar zero error.

Step 2 - Set all bits to Logic "I" (ON). Adjust gain trim resistor
so the output voltage is equal to the desired full-scale minus
ILSB.

Step 3 - (Optional) If precise trimming of the bipolar offset is
preferred to trimming of bipolar zero: set all bits to Logic "0"
(OFF). Trim the zero resistor to produce the desired negative
full scale at the DAC output.
Note: this may slightly compromise the bipolar zero trim.

the ellternal op amp. With the load resistor RL grounded, the
DAC has an output impedance of 1000. This produces a noise
gain of I I from the noninverting terminal of the op amp, and
hence, satisfies the stabiliry criterion of the AD840 (stable at a
gain of 10). The addition of a 5pF compensation capacitor across
the IkO feedback resistor produces optimal settling. Lower
noise gain can be achieved by connecting RL to lOUT' increasing
the DAC output impedance to approl!imately 2000, and reducing
the noise gain to 6 (illustrated in Figure 9). While the output in
this configuration will feature improved noise perfonnance, it is
somewhat less stable and may suffer from ringing. The compen
sation capacitance should be increased 10 7pF to maintain stability
at this reduced gain. .tI'i -1IY.,IIl'

AD5&;

DIGITAL
INPUTS

AMPLIFIER NOISE GAIN 11...
Figure 8. Unipolar Output Buffered 0 to - 10.24V

BipOlar Inverting Configuration
Figure 9 illustrates the implementation of a + 5.12V to - 5.12V
bipolar range, achieved by connecting the bipolar offset current,
IBPO' to the summing junction of the ellternal amplifier. Note
that since the amplifier is providing an inversion, the full-scale
output voltage is -5.12V, while the bipolar offset voltage (all
bits OFF) is + 5.12V at the amplifier output.

+1111 -tlV
U ..

ANALOQ
su......,.

allOUNO

DIGITAL
SU"",'"

GROUND

ANALOG

1/1+--"::"--+-0 OUTJlt,JT

"

...
Figure 9. Bipolar Output Buffered == 5.12V

"""'.......,T.

.....LOG
l011l1 OUTPUT

!-IJ1;rv TO .0.S12YI

"

,.

rZoJ--6------...-+----o+

Figure 7. Bipolar Unbuffered Gain and Zero Adjust

BUFFERED VOLTAGE OUfPUT
For full-scale outputs of greater than IV, some rype of ellternal
buffer amplifier is required. The AD840 fLlls this requirement
perfectly, settling to 0.025% from a 10V full·scale step in less
than lOOns.

A Ikn span resistor has been provided on chip for use as a
feedback resistor in buffered applications. Using RSPAN (pins
IS, 16) introduces a lOOmW code-dependent power source onto
the chip which may generate a slight degradation in lineariry.
Maximum lineariry perfonnance can be realized by using an
ellternal span resistor.

Unipolar Inverting Configuration
Figure 8 shows the connections for producing a -10.24V full-scale
swing. This configuration uses the AD568 in the current output
mode into a summing junction at the inverting input terminal of
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AD568

Figure 11. Equivalent Output

Digital Input Considerations
The ADS68 uses a Standard positive true straight binary code
for urtipolar outputs (all Is full-scale output), and an offset
binary code for bipolar output ranges. In the bipolar mode,
with all Os on the inputs, the output will go to negative full
scale; with III •.• I I, the output will go to positive full scale
less ILSB; and with 100 .. 00 (only the MSB on), the OUtput
will go to zero.

The threshold of the digital inputs is set at 1.4V and docs not
vary with supply voltage. This is provided by a bandgap reference
generator, which requires approximately 3mA of bias
current achieved by tying RTH to any + VL supply where

(
+VL -1.4V)

Rm Z 3mA .

COM'UANCE TO
LOGIC LOW YALUE

ANALOC
COMMON

'00'

i;;; =' 10.J4mA J( (, _ =.rrALIN)

UDDER
COMMON

,...
..........

COMPUANCE TOY_-- "............__..,

(Pin 19 connected to Pin 18). However, this docs affect the
output impedance of the DAC current and may have a significant
impact on the noise gain of the external circuitrY. In the voltage
output mode, the DAC's output current flows through its own
internal impedance (perhaps in parallel with an external imped
ance) to generate a voltage, as in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 10. In this
case, the DAC output scale is directly dependent on the load
impedance. The temperature coefficient of the ADS68's internal
reference is trimmed in such a way that the drift of the DAC
output in the voltage OUtput mode is centered on zero. The
current output of the DAC will have an additional drift factor
corrcspondil1g to the absolute temperature coefficient of the
internal thin·film resistors. This additional drift may be removed
by judicious placement of the IkJl span resistor in the signal
path. For example, in Figures 8 and 9, the current flowing from
the DAC into the summing junction could suffer from as much
as ISOppmI"C of thcrmaI drift. However, since this current
flows through the internal span resistor (Pins IS and 16) which
has a temperature coefficient that matches the DAC ladder
resistors, this drift factor is compensated and the buffered voltage
at the amplifier output will be within specified limits for the
voltage output mode.

Output Voltage Compliance
The ADS68 has a typical outpUt compliance range of + 1.2V to
- 2.0V (with respect to the LCOM Pin). The current-steering
output stages will be unaffected by changes in the OUtput tenninal
voltage over that range. However, as shown in Figure II, there
is an equivalent output impedance of 200n in parallel with
ISpF at the output terminal which produces an equivalent error
current if the voltage deviates from the ladder common. This is
a linear effect which docs not change with input code. Operation
beyond the maximum compliance limits may cause either output
stage saturation or breakdown resulting in nonlinear performance.
The positive compliance limit is not affected by the positive
power supply, but is a function of OUtput current and the logic
threshold voltage at VTH, Pin 13.

""'IT..........,
llROUND

......00

I 4+;""-j....:::---l-o OUTPUT

r.ol-4f'::.-~--+---h _LOG..-.,-

+11V -'1'1
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Figure 10. Unipolar Output Buffered a to + 10.24V
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The designer who seeks to combine high speed with high precision
faces a challenging design environment. Where tens of milliam.
peres arc involved, fractions of an ohm of misplaced impedance
can generate several LSBs of error. Increasing bandwidths make
fonnerly negligible parasitic capacitances and induCtances signif
icant. As systCDl performance reaches and cscccds that of the
measurement equipment, time-honored test methods may no
longer be trustworthy. The DAC's placement on the boundary
between the analog and digital domains introduces additional
concerns. Proper RF techniques must be used in board design,
device selection, supply bypassing, grounding, and measurement
if optimal perfonnance is to be realized. The ADS68 has been
configured to be relatively easy to use, even in some of the more
treacherous applications. The device characteristics shown in
this datasheet arc readily achievable if proper attention is paid
to the details. Since a solid understanding of the circuit involved
is one of the designer's best weapons against the difficulties of
RF design, the following sections provide illustrations, explana.
tions, examples, and suggestions to facilitate successful design
with the ADS68.

Cunent Output va. Voltage Output
As indicated in Figures 3 through 10, the ADS68 has been
designed to operate in several different modes depending on the
external circuit configuration. While these modes may be
categorized by many different schemes. one of the most important
distinctions to be made is whether the DAC is to be used to
generate an output voltage or an output current. In the current
output mode, the DAC output (Pin 20) is tied to some type of
summing junction, and the current flowing from the DAC into
this summing junction is sensed (e.g., Figures 8 and 9). In this
mode, the DAC output scale is insensitive to whether the load
resistor, RL , is shoned (Pin 19 connected to Pin 20), or grounded

Noninverting Configuration
If a positive full-scale outpUt voltage is required, it can be im
plemented using the ADS68 in the unbuffered voltage output
mode followed by the AD840 in a noninvening configuration
(Figure 10). The noise gain of this topology is 10, requiring
only SpF across the feedback resistor to optimize settling.
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DAC PERFORMANCE VS. DRIVE LOGIC'
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Figure 13. Test Setup for Glitch Impulse and Settling
Tims Measurements

Settling Time Considerations
As can be seen from Table I and the specifications page, the
settling time of the AD568 is application dependent. The fastest
settling is achieved in the current-Qutput mode, since the voltage
output mode requires the output capacitance to be chargcd to
the appropriate voltage. The DAC's relatively large OUtput current
helps to minimize this effect, but settling-time sensitive applica
tions should avoid any unnecessary parasitic capacitance at the
output node of voltage output configurations. Direct measurement
of the fLOe scale DAC settling time, even in the voltage OUtput
mode, is extremely tricky: analog scope front ends are generally
incapable of recovering from overdrive quickly enough to give
an accurate settling representation. The plot shown in Figure 14
was obtained using Data Precision's 640 16-bit sampling head,
which features the quick overdrive recovery characteristic of
sampling approaches combined with high accuracy and relatively
small thermal tail.
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The input lines operate with small input CUrTalts to easily achieve
interface with unbuffered CMOS logic. The digital inpUt signals
to the DAC should be isolated from the analog output as much
as possible. To minimize undershoot, ringing, and possible
digital feedthrough noise, the interconnect distances to the DAC
inputs should be kept as short as possible. Termination resistors
may improve performance if the digital lines become too long.
The digital input should be free from large glitches and ringing
and have maximum 100/0 to 90"10 rise and fall times of 50s. Figure
12 shows the equivalent digital input circuit of the AD568.

Figure 12. Eqt';valent Digital Input

Due to the high-speed nature of the AD568, it is recommended
that high-speed logic families such as Schottky TIL, high-speed
CMOS, or the new lines of FAST· TIL be used exclusively.
Table I shows how DAC performance can vary depending on
the driving logic used. As this table indicates, STIL, HCMOS,
and FAST represent the most viable families for driving the
AD568.

Figure 14. Zero to Full-Seals Settling

"'

Tab/s/.

The variations in settling times can be attributed to differences
in the rise time and current driving capabilities of the various
families. Differences in the glitch impulse are predominantly
dependent upon the variation in data skew. Variations in these
specs occur not only between logic families, but also between
different gates and latches within the same family. When selecting
a gate to drive the AD568 logic inpUt, pay particular attention
to the propagation delay time specs: tPLH and tPHL. Selecting
the smallest delays possible will help to minimize the settling
time, while selection of gates where tpLH and tpHL are closely
matched to one another will minimize the glitch impulse resulting
from data skew. Of the common latches, the 74374 octal flip-flop
provides the best performance in this area for many of the logic
families mentioned above.

·FAST ia a repotered trademark or Fairc:bild Camen aacl1...trumeataDoa
Corporatioa.
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AD568 BIT DELAY GUTCH REDUCTION EXAMPLES'
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AD568

THRESHOLD SHIFT - It is also possible to reduce the data
skew by shifting the level of logic voltage threshold, VTH (Pin
13). This can be readily accomplished by inserting some resistance
between the THRESHOLD COM pin (Pin 14) and ground, as
in Figure 16. To generate threshold voltages below I.4V, Pin 13
may be directly driven with a voltage source, leaving Pin 14 tied
to the ground plane. As Note 2 in Table III indicates, lowering
the threshold voltage may reduce output voltage compliance
below the specified limits, which may be of concern in an un
buffered voltage output topology.

SELECTING RAAND RB:
RA+RB=5V/3.6mA

THRESHOLD VOLTAGE = VTH = 1.4V + 13.6mA x RBI

Figure 15. R-C Bit Deskewing Scheme

-~~--::....--t' BIT 1IMSB'

Table II.

Table III shows the glitch reduction achieved by shifting the
threshold voltage for HCMOS, STIL, and FAST logic.

Figure 16. Positive Threshold Voltage Shift

R_ CBIT DESKEWING SCHEME",

NOTE
I Measurements were made using a modified venian of the fixture shown In

Figure t3, with resislon and capacilon placed u shown In Figure IS.
Resistance and capicitancc vaJucs were set 10 ZCTO except u nored.

Logic Uneompen- Compensatinn Campen-
Familv Gate saledGlilch Used sated Glitch

HCMOS 74157 350pV-s Cl E 5pF 250pV-.

STTL 74158 850pV-. RI =500,CI =7pF 6OOpV·.

As Figure 15 indicates, in some cases it may prove useful to
place a few hundred ohms of series resistance in the input line
to enhance the delay effect. This approach also helps to reduce
some of the qigital feedthrough glitch, as the higher frequency
spectral components are being fJltered out of the most significant
bits' digital inputs.

Glitch Reduetion Schemes
BIT-DESKEWING - Even carefully laid-out boards using the
proper driving logic may suffer from some degree of data-skew
induced glitch. One common approach to reducing this effect is
to add some appropriate capacitance (usually several pF) to each
of the 2 or 3 most significant bits. The exact value ofeach capacitor
for a given application should be determined experimentally, as
it will be dependent on circuit board layout and the type of
driving logic used. Table II presents a few examples of how the
glitch impulse may be reduced through passive deskewing.

Glitch Considerations
In many high-speed DAC applications, glitch performance is a
critical specification. In a conventional DAC architecture such
as the AD568 there are two basic glitch mechanisms: data skew
and digital feedthrough. A thorough understanding of these
sources can help the user to minimize glitch in any application.

DIGITAL FEEDTHROUGH - As with any converter product,
a high-speed digital-to-analog converter is forced to exist on the
frontier between the noisy environment of high-speed digital
logic and the sensitive analog domain. The problems of this
interfacing are particularly acute when demands of high speed
(greater than IOMHz switching times) and high precision (12
bits or more) are combined. No amount of design effort can
perfectly isolate the analog portions of a DAC from the spectral
components of a digital input signal with a 2ns risetime. Inevitably,
once this digital signal is brought onto the chip, some of its
higher frequency components will fll1d their way to the sensitive
analog nodes, producing a digital feed through glitch. To minimize
the exposure to this effect, the AD568 has intentionally omined
the on-board latches that have been included in many slower
DACs. This not only reduces the overaU level of digital activity
on chip, it also avoids bringing a latch clock pulse on board,
whose opposite edge inevitably produces a substantial glitch,
even when the DAC is not supposed to be changing codes.
Another path for digital noise to find its way onto a converter
chip is through the reference input pin. The completely internal
reference featured in the AD568 eliminates this noise input,
providing a greater degree of signal integrity in the analog portions
of the chip.

DATA SKEW - The AD568, like many of its slower predecessoro,
essentially uses each digital input line to switch a separate,
weighted current to either the output (IOlJT) or some other node
(ANALOG COM). If the input bits are not changed simultane
ously, or if the different DAC bits switch at different speeds,
then the DAC output current will momentarily take on some
incorrect value. This effect is particularly troublesome at the
"carry points", where the DAC output is to change by only one
LSB, but several of the larger current sources must be switched
to realize this change. Data skew can allow the DAC output to
move a substantial amount towards full scale or zero (depending
upon the direction of the skew) when only a smaU transition is
desired. Great care was taken in the design and layout of the
AD568 to ensure that switching times of the DAC switches are
symmetrical and that the length of the input data lines are short
and well matched. The. glitch-sensitive user should be equally
diligent about minimizing the data skew at the AD568's inputs,
particularly for the 4 or 5 most significant bits. This can be
achieved by using the proper logic family and gate to drive the
DAC, and keeping the interconnect lines between the logic
outputs and the DAC inputs as short and as well matched as
possible, particularly for the most significant bits. The top 6
bits should be driven from the same latch chip if latches are
used.
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THRESHOLD SHIFT FOR GLITCH IMPROVEMENT'

Logic Uncompen. Modified Resulting
Family Gate satedGliteb. Thresbold' Gliteb

HCM-OS 74HC158 350pV-s 1.7V 150pV-s

STIt 74S158 850pV-s 1.0V 200pV-s

FAST 74F158 l000pV-s I.3V 480pV-s

NOTES
IMeasurements made 011 I modifaed. version of me circuit shown ia
Figure 13. with I IV full scale.

zUsc tare i.n any scheme that Io'ftn Ebe dueshoJd voltaae since me
OUtput voltaae compliance of the DAC is sensitive 10 this voltaic.
J( the DAC i. to be operated in the volup outpUt mode, it i. 1uonaly
suaested that the threshold voltllc be tet It least 200mV lboYe
the output Yoltaae CuD sa.le.

Table /II.

Deglitching
Some applications may prove so sensitive to glitch impulse that
reduction of glitch impulse by an order of magnitude or more is
required. In order to realize glitch impulses this low, some sort
of sample-and-hold amplifier (SHA)-based deglitching scheme
must be used.

There are high-speed SHAs available with specifications sufficient
to deglitch the ADS68, however most are hybrid in design at
costs which can be prohibitive. A high performance. low cost
alternative shown in Figure 17 is a discrete SHA utilizing a
high-speed monolithic op amp and high-speed DMOS FET
switches.

This SHA circuit uses the inverting integrator architecture. The
AD841 operational amplifier used (300MHz gain bandwidth
product) is fabricated on the same high-speed process as the
ADS68. The time constant fonned by the 200n resistor and the
100pF capacitor determines the acquisition time and also band
limits the output signal to eliminate slew induced distortion.

A discrete drive circuit is used to achieve the best perfonnance
from the SDSOOO quad DMOS switch. This switch driving cell
is composed of MPSS7! RF npn transistors and an MClO124
TTL to ECL translator. Using this technique provides both
high speed and highly symmetrical drive signals for the SDSOOO
switches. The switches are arranged in a single-throw double-pole
(SPDT) configuration. The 360pF "flyback" capacitor is switched
to the op amp summing junction during the hold mode to keep
switching transients from feeding to the output. This capacitor
is grounded during sample mode to minimize its effect on ac
quisition time.

Circuit layout for a high speed SHA is almost as critica:! as the
design itself. Figure 17 shows a recommended layout of the
deglitching cell for a double sided printed circuit board. The
layout is very compact with care taken that all critical signal
paths are short.
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Figure 17. High Performance Deglitcher

Grounding Rules
The ADS68 brings out separate reference, output, and digital
power grounds. This allows for optimum managemenl of signal
ground currents for low noise and high-speed settling performance.
The separate ground returns are provided to minimize changes
in current flow in the analog signal paths. In this way. logic
return currents are not summed into the same return path with
the analog signals.

It is important to understand which supply and signal currents
are flowing in which grounds so that they may be rei urned to
the proper power supply in the best possible way.

The majority of the current that flows into the Vn , supply
(Pin 24) flows out (depending on the DAC input code) either
the ANALOG COMMON (Pin 18), the LADDER COM.'viON
(Pin 17), and/or IOlTT (Pin 20).

The current in the LADDER COMMON is configured to be
code independent when the output current is being summed
into a virtual ground. If IOlTT is operated into its own output
impedance (or in any unbuffered voltage output mode) the
current in LADDER COMMON will become partially code
dependent.

The current in the ANALOG COMMON (Pin 18) is an approx
imate complement of the current in IolTT, Le., zero when the
DAC is at full scale and approximately lOrnA at zero input
code.

A relatively constant current (not code dependent) flows out the
REFERENCE COMMON (Pin 23).

The current flowing out of the VEE supply (Pin 22) comes from
a combination of reference ground and BIPOLAR OFFSET
(Pin 2!). The plus and minus ISV supplies are decoupled to the
REFERENCE COMMON.

The ground side of the load resistor RL • ANALOG COMMON
and LADDER COMMON should be tied together as close to
the package pins as possible. The analog output voltage is then

referred to this node and thus it becomes the "high quality"
ground for the ADS68. The REFERENCE COMMON (and
Bipolar offset when not used), should also be connected to this
node.



AD568
All of the current that flows into the VTIf terminal (Pin 13)
from the resistor tied to the 5V logic supply (or other convenient
positive supply) flows out the THRESHOLD COMMON (Pin
14). This ground pin should be returned directly to the digital
ground plane on its own individual line.

The + 5V logic supply should be decoupled to the THRESHOLD
COMMON.

Because the VTIf pin is connected directly to the DAC switches
it should be decoupled to the analog output signal common.

In order to preserve proper operation of the DAC switches, the
digital and analog grounds need to eventually be tied together.
This connection between the ground planes should be made
within 1/2" of the DAC.

The Use of Ground aDd Power Planes
If used properly, ground planes can perform a myriad of functions
on high-speed circuit boards: bypassing, shielding, current
transport, etc. In mixed signal design, the analog and digital
portions of the board should be distinct from one another, with
the analog ground plane covering analog signal traces and the
digital ground plane confined to areas covering digital interconnect.

The two ground planes should be connected at or near the
DAC. Care should be taken to insure that the ground plane is
uninterrupted over crucial signal paths. On the digital side, this
includes the digital input lines running to the DAC and any
clock lines. On the analog side, this includes the DAC output
signal as well as the supply feeders. The use of wide runs or
planes in the routing of power lines is also recommended. This
serves the dual function of providing a low series impedance
power supply to the part as well as providing some "free" capacitive
decoupling to the appropriate ground plane. Figure 18 illustrates
the PC board used for the circuit shown in Figure 13. This
design was constructed on a simple two-layer board and illustrates
many of the points discussed above. If more layers of interconnect
are available, even better results are possible.

Using The Right Bypass Capacitors
Probably the most important external components associated
with any high-speed design are the capacitors used to bypass the
power supplies. Both selection and placement of these capacitors
can be critical and, to a large extent, dependent upon the specifics
of the system configurations. The dominant consideration in
selection of bypass capacitors for the AD568 is minimization of
series resistance and inductance. Many capacitors will begin to
look inductive at 20MHz and-above, the very frequencies we are
most interested in bypassing. Ceramic and fllm-type capacitors
generally feature lower series inductance than tantalum or elec
trolytic types. A few general rules are of universal use when
approaching the problem of bypassing:

Bypass capacitors should be installed on the printed circuit
board with the shortest possible leads consistent with reliable
construction. This helps to minimize series inductance in the
leads. Chip capacitors are optimal in this respect.

Some series inductance berween the DAC supply pins and the
power supply plane often helps to fJlter out high-frequency
power supply noise. This inductance can be generated using a
small ferrite bead.

Component Side

Foil Side

Figure 18. Printed Circuit Board Layout

High-Speed Interconnect and Routing
It is essential that care be taken in the signal and power ground
circuits to avoid inducing extraneous voltage drops in the signal
ground paths. It is suggested that all connections be short and
direct, and as physically close to the package as possible, so that
the length of any conduction path shared by external components
will be minimized. When runs exceed an inch or so in length,
some type of termination resistor may be required. The necessity
and value of this resistor will be dependent upon the logic family
used.

For maximum ac performance, the DAC should be mounled
directly 10 Ihe circuit board; sockets should not be used as they
introduce unwanted capacitive coupling between adjacent pins
of the device. .
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Applications
1115, 12-BIT SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION AID
CONVERTER
The AD568's unique combination of high speed and true 12-bit
accuracy can be used to construct a 12-bit SAR-type AID converter
with a sub-",s conversion time. Figure 19 shows the configuration
used for this application. A negative analog input voltage is
converted into current and brought into a summing junction
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AD568

with the DAC current. This summing junction is bidirectionally
clamped with two Shottky diodes to limit its voltage excursion
from ground. This voltage is differentially amplified and passed
to a high-speed comparator. The comparator output is latched
and fed back to the successive approximation register, which is
then clocked to generate the next set of codes for the DAC.

D1, DZ 'nfOMPSON CSfI.R _ 10
OR SIMILAR SCHOTTlC't' DIODE

Q1 _ 01 RCA '&J'%7 AAA• ., AS PU
"'UILD .,OUA OWN A,O Co-VERT(1I
FOR OPTIMUM P'OfOAMANCE. EON.
MAACH lO. 1916. PAGE ," --

Figure 19. AD568 11-'S Successive Approximation AID Application

o 10ns 20ns 30ns 40", SOns 60nl 70nl 80nl

Figure 20. Typica/ Clock Cycle for a 11-'S SAR AID Converter

parator exists with these spees, special arrangements must be
made. The LT1016 comparator provides relatively quick response,
but requires at least 5mV of overdrive to maintain this speed. A
discrete preamplifier may be used to amplify the summing junction
voltage to sufficiently overdrive the comparator. Care must be
exercised in the layOUt of the preamp/comparator block to avoid
introducing comparator instability with the preamp's additional
gain.

Circuit Details
Figure 20 shows an approximate timing budget for the AID
convener. If 12 cycles are to be completed in 11J.S, approximately
80ns is allowed for each cycle. Since the Shottky diodes clamp
the VOltage of the summing junction, the DAC settling time
approaches the current-settling value of 35ns, and hence uses up
less than half the timing budget.

To maintain simplicity, a simple clock is used that runs at a
constant rate throughout the conversion, with a duty cycle of
approximately 90%. If absolute speed is worth the additional
complexity, the clock frequency can be increased as the conversion
progresses since the DAC must settle from increasingly smaller
steps.

When seeking a cycle time of less than lOOns, the delays generated
by the older generation SAR registers become problematic.
Newer, higher speed SAR logio: chips are becoming available in
the classic 2504 pinout that cuts the logic overhead in half. One
example of this is Zyrel's ZR2504.

Finding a comparator capable of keeping up with this DAC
arrangement is fairly difficult: it must respond to an overdrive
of 250",V (I LSD) in less than 25ns. Since no inexpensive com-
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AD568
HIGH-SPEED MULTIPLYING DAC
A powerful use for the AD568 is found in multiplying applications,
where the DAC controls the amplitude of a high-speed signal.
Specifically, using the AD568 as the control voltage input signal
for the AD539 60MHz analog multiplier and AD5539 wide-band
op amp, a high-speed multiplying DAC can be built.

In the application shown in Figure 21, the AD568 is used in a
buffered voltage output mode to generate the input to the AD539's
control channel. The speed of the AD568 allows oversampling
of the control signal waveform voltage, thereby providing increased
spectral purity of the amplitude envelope that modulates the
analog input channels.

The AD568 is configured in the unbuffered unipolar output
mode. The internal 200n load resistor creates the 0-1V FS
output signal, which is buffered and amplified to a 0-3V range
suitable for the control channel of the AD539.

A 500n input impedance exists at Pin I, the input channel. To
provide a buffer for the 0-1V output signal from the AD568 ..
looking into the impedance and to achieve the full-scale range,
the ADMI, high-speed, fast settling op amp is included. The
gain of 3 is achieved with a 2kn resistor configured in follower
mode with a Ikn pot and 500n resistor. A 20kn pot with con-

-"

nections to Pins 3, 4 and 12 is provided for offset trim.

The AD539 can accept two separate input signals, each with a
nominal full·scale voltage range of :!: 2V. Each signal can then
be simultaneously controlled by the AD568 signal at the common
input channel, Vx. The current OUtpUts from the two signal
channels, ·Pins II and 14, applied to the AD5539 in a subtracting
conflllUration, provide the voltage output signal:

D VY1 - VY2
VOUT = 4096 x -W- (0 .. D .. 4095)

For applications where only a single channel is involved, channel
2, VY2. is tied to ground. This provides:

D VY1
VOL.,. = 4096 x 2V (0 .. D ... 4095)

Some AD539 circuit details: The control amplifier compensation
capacitor for Pin 2, Ce, must have a minimum value of 3000pF
to provide circuit stability. For improved bandwidth and feed
through, the feedthrough capacitor between Pins I and 2 should
be 5-20% of Ce. A Schottky diode at Pin 2 can improve recovery
time from small negative values of Vx. Lead lengths along the
path of the high-speed signal from AD568 should be kept at a
minimum.

Figure 27. Wideband Digitally Controlled Multiplier
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APPLICATION IUGHLIGHTS
I. The high slew rate and fast settling time of the AD840 make

it ideal for DAC and ADC buffers, line drivers and all types
of video instrumentation circuitry.

2. The AD840 is truly a precision amplifier. It offers 12·bit
accuracy to 0.01 % or better and wide bandwidth, perfor
mance previously available only in hybrids.

3. The AD840's thermally balanced layout and the high speed
of the CB process allow the AD840 to settle to 0.01% in
100 ns without the long "tails" that occur with other fast op
amps.

4. Laser wafer trimming reduces the input offset voltage to
0.3 mV max on the K grade, thus eliminating the need for
external offset nulling in many applications. Offset null pins
are provided for additional versatility.

5. Full differential inputs provide outstanding performance in
all standard high frequency op amp applications where circuit
gain will be 10 or greater.

6. The AD840 is an enhanced replacement for the HA2540.

bandwidth active mters. The extremely rapid settling time of
the AD840 makes it the preferred choice for data acquisition
applications which require 12-bit accuracy. The AD840 is also
appropriate for other applications such as high speed DAC and
ADC buffer amplifiers and other wide bandwidth circuitrJ.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD840 is a member of the Analog Devices' family of wide
bandwidth operational amplifiers. This high speedlhigh precision
family includes, among others, the AD841, which is unity-gain
stable, and the AD842, which is stable at a gain of two Dr
greater and has 100 rnA minimum output current drive. These
devices are fabricated using Analog Devices' junction isolated
complementary bipolar (CB) process. This process permits a
combination of dc precision and wideband ac performance previ·
ously unobtainable in a monolithic op amp. In addition to its
400 MHz gain bandwidth product, the AD840 offers extremely
fast settling characteristics, typically settling to within 0.0 I% of
fmal value in lOOns for a 10 volt step.

The AD840 remains stable over its full operating temperature
range at closed-loop gains of 10 or greater. It also offers a low
quiescent current of 12 rnA maximum, a minimum output cur·
rent drive capability of 50 mA, a low input voltage noise of
4 nV/y'Hz and a low input offset voltage of 0.3 mV maximum
(AD840K).

The 400 VlILS slew rate of the AD840, along ~ith its 400 MHz
gain bandwidth, ensures excellent performance in video and
pulse amplifier applications. This amplifier is ideally suited for
use in high frequency signal conditioning circuits and wide

1_--=---- AD_84_0I
FEATURES
Wideband AC Performance

Gain Bandwidth Product: 400 MHz (Gain ~ 10)
Fast Settling: 100 nl to 0.01% for a 10 V Step
Slew Rate: 400 VI"..
Stable at Gains of 10 or Greater
Full Power Bandwidth: 6.4 MHz for 20 V p-p into a

500n Load
Precision DC Performance

Input Offset Voltage: 0.3 mV max
Input Offset Drift: 3 .,.V/·C typ
Input Voltage Noise: 4 nV/VHz
Open·Loop Gain: 130 V/mV into a 1 kn Load
Output Current: 50 mA min
Supply Current: 12 mA max

APPUCATIONS
Video and Pulse Amplifiers
DAC and ADC Buffers
Line Drivers
Available in 14-Pin Plastic DIP, Hermetic Cerdip

and 20·Pin LCC Packages and in Chip Form
MIL·STD·883B Processing Available
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AD840-SPECIFICATIONS (@ +25"C and :t15 Vdc, unless otllerwise noed)

Model AD840J AD840K AD840S
CoDditiOPs MiD Typ Mas MiD Typ Mas MiD Typ Mas Units

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE' 0.2 I 0.1 0.3 0.2 I mV
T_-T.... I.S 0.7 2 mV

Offset Drift 5 3 5 ...vrc

INPUT BIAS CURRENT 3.5 8 3.5 5 3.5 8 IIA
T_-T.... 10 6 12 IIA

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 ...A
T_-T.... 0.5 0.3 0.6 IIA

INPUT CHARAcrERISTICS Differential Mode
Input Resistance 30 30 30 kfi
InPUt Capacitance 2 2 2 pF

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Common Mode :10 12 :t10 12 ±10 12 V
Common-Mode Rejection VCJd = ±10 V 90 110 106 115 90 110 dB

T_-T.... 85 90 85 dB

INPUT VOLTAGE NOISE {=lkHz 4 4 4 nV/y'Hz
Wideband Noise 10 Hz to 10 MHz 10 10 10 ...V rms

OPEN LOOP GAIN Vo = ±10V
RLOAD = 1kn 100 130 100 130 100 130 V/mV
T_-T.... 50 80 75 100 50 80 V/mV
RLoAD c 500 n 75 100 75 V/mV
T.... -T.... 50 75 50 V/mV

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Voltage RLoAD ~ 500 n

T_-T.... :t10 :10 :t10 V
Current VOUT = ±1O V 50 50 50 mA
Output Resistaoce Open Loop 15 15 15 n

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Gain Bandwidth Product VOUT = 90mV p-p

Av = -10 400 400 400 MHz
Full Power Bandwidth2 Vo = 20Vp-p

RLOAD ~ 500 n 5.5 6.4 5.5 6.4 5.5 6.4 MHz
Rise Time Av = -10 10 10 10 ns
Overshoo~ Av = -10 20 20 20 %
Slew RateJ A" = -10 350 400 350 400 350 400 V/IJ.S
Settling Time3 -10 V Step Ay = -10

to 0.1% 80 80 80 ns
to 0.01% 100 100 100 ns

OVERDRIVE RECOVERY -Overdrive 190 190 190 ns
+Ovcrdrlve 350 350 350 ns

DIFFERENTIAL GAIN f= 4.4 MHz 0.Q25 0.025 0.025 %

DIFFERENTIAL PHASE f= 4.4 MHz 0.04 0.04 0.04 Degree

POWER SUPPLY
Rated Performance ±15 ±15 ±15 V
Operating Range ::5 :t18 :t5 :t18 ±5 :d8 V
Quiescent Current 12 14 12 14 12 14 mA

T.... -T.... 16 16 18 mA
Power Supply Rejection Ratio Vs = ::5Vto::18V 90 100 94 100 90 100 dB

T.... -T.... 80 86 80 dB

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated Performance' 0 +75 0 +75 -55 +125 OC

TRANSISTOR COUNT (; of Transistor.; 72 72 72
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AD840

NOTES
'Inpu, offset voltage specifications are guaran,eed arter S minutes at TA = +2S"C.
'Full power bandwidth = .Iew ratel2" VPBU'

'Refer to Figures 22 and B.
""S" grade T11I••- T...... specifications are tested with automatic test equipment at TA = - SSOC and TA = + 125°e.
All miD and max specifications are guaranteed. Specifications sbown in boldface are tested aD all production units.

Specifications subject to change without Dotice.

Recommended Heat Sink:
Aavid EngineeringC #602B

,. NC

II NC

11 NC

15 OUTPUT

I NC

.10111213

l! f l! l! l!
He • NO CONNECT

TOP VIEW

LCC (E) Package

g :l
z z
~ ~

~ il! l'; l! l!
• , , 20 ,.

II

"LJ

Plastic DIP (N) Package
aDd

Cenlip (Q) Package

NC 1

NCI

NC'

-...
NCI... ,

Derate at
8.7 mWrc
IOmWrc
6.7mWrc

BIA

llO"CIW
lOO"CIW
ISO"CIW

Cerdip Package
Plastic Package
LCC Package

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'
Supply Voltage .....................•..... ~ 18 V
Internal Power Dissipation'

Plastic (N) .............•............... 1.5 W
Cerdip (Q) ...........•...........•..... 1.3 W
LCC (E) .............•.......•........ 1.0 W

Input Voltage ~Vs
Differential Input Voltage ~6 V
Storage Temperature Range

Q. E -65'C to + 150°C
N -65°C to + 125°C

Junction Temperature (TJ) ••••••••••••••••••• + 175°C
Lead Temperature Range (Soldering 60 sec) +300°C

NOTES
'Suesses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause
permanent damage to the device. This is a suess rating only, and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those jndicated
in the operational section of this specification is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device
reliability.

zM.aximum internal power dissipation is specified so chat TJ does not exceed
"'17SoC at an ambient temperature of + 2SOC.
Thennal Characteristics:

BIC

30"C1W
30"CIW
3S"CIW

AD840 Connection Diagrams

ORDERING GUIDE

Model' Package oPtions'

METALIZATION PHOTOGRAPH
Contaer factory for latest dimensions.

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

v+

"

.JSUISTRATE CONNEcnD TO +V.

,
••------- •.0911•.521-------.....

BA':NCE

F
0.067

L

AD840JN N-14
AD840KN N-14
AD840JQ Q-14
AD840KQ Q-14
AD840SQ Q·14
AD840SQ·883B Q-14
AD840SE·883B E-20A---------'- ----
NOTES
'J and S Grade Chips also available.
'N 3 PLutic DIP; Q 8 Cerdip; E 8 LCC (Leadlcss
Ceramic Chip Carrier). For outline informatioD sec
Package Information sectioD.
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AD840-Typical Characteristics (at +25°C and Vs = ±15 V. unless otherwise noted)
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Figure 7. Input Common·Mode
Range vs. Supply Voltage

Figure 2. Output Voltage Swing
vs. Supply Voltage

Figure 3. Output Voltage Swing
vs. Load Resistance
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Figure 4. Quiescent Current vs.
Supply Voltage

Figure 5. Input Bias Current vs.
Temperature

Figure 6. Output Impedance vs.
Frequency
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Figure 8. Short·Circuit Current
Limit vs. Temperature

Figure 9. Gain Bandwidth Product
vs. Temperature
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Phase Margin Phase vs. Frequency

Figure 11. Open-Loop Gain vs.
Supply Voltage

Figure 12. Power Supply Rejection
vs. Frequency
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Figure 17. Input Voltage Noise
Spectral Density

Figure 18. Slew Rate vs.
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AD840

Figure 19a. Invening Amplifier
Configuration (DIP Pinout)

A1 :;I:'10n R". 1kU

HP3314A
FUNCTION

GENERATOR f-.........'IN-<
OR

EQUIVALENT

Figure 20a. Noninvening Amplifier
Configuration (DIP Pinout)

49911

Figure 19b. Invener Lerge Signal
Pulse Response

Figure 20b. Noninverting Lerge
Signal Pulse Response

Figure 19c. Invener Small Signal
Pulse Response

Figure 20e. Noninvening Small
Signal Pulse Response

Figure 21. Offset Nulling (DIP Pinout)

OFFSET NULLING
The input offset voltage of the AD840 is very low for a high
speed op amp, but if additional nulling is required, the circuit
shown in Figure 21 can be used.
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AD840 SETILING TIME
Figures 22 and 24 show the settling performance of the AD840
in the test circuit shown in Figure,B.

Settling time is defmed as:
The intervl!;l of time from the application of an ideal step
function input until the closed-loop amplifier oUfput has
entered and remains within a specified error band.

This defmition encompasses the major components which com
prise settling time. They include (1) propagation delay through
the amplifier; (2) slewing time to approach the final output
value; (3) the time of recovery from the overload associated with
slewing; and (4) linear settling to within the specified error
band.

Expressed in these terms, the measurement' of settling time is
obviously a challenge and needs to be done accurately to assure
the user that the amplifier is worth consideration for the
application.

Figure 22. AD840 0.01% Settling Time

TEJ(

7&03
OSCILLOSCOPE

".~,.......,r-_I'ET PROBE
TEK P82lI1

Figure 23. Settling Time Test Circuit

Figure 23 shows how measurement of the AD840's 0.01% set
ding in lOOns was accomplished by amplifying the error signal
from a false summing junction with a very high speed propri
etary hybrid error amplifier specially designed to enable testing
of small settling errors. The device under test was driving a
420 0 load. The input to the error amp is clamped in order to
avoid possible problems associated with the overdrive recovery
of the oscilloscope input amplifier. The error amp amplifies the
error from the false summing junction by II, and it contains a
gain vernier to fine trim the gain.

Applying the AD840
Figure 24 shows the "long-term" stability of the settling charac
teristics of the AD840 output after a 10 V step. There is no .evi
dence of settling tails after the initial transient recovery time.
The use of a junction isolated process, togetJier with careful lay
out, avoids these problems by minimizing the effects of transis
tor isolation capacitance discharge and thermally induced shifts
in circuit operating points. These problems do not occur even
under high output current conditions.

Figure 24. AD840 Settling Demonstrating No Settling Tails

GROUNDING AND BYPASSING
In designing practical circuits with the AD840, the user must
remember that whenever high frequencies are involved, some
special precautions are in order. Circuits must be built with
short interconnect leads. Large ground planes should be used
whenever possible to provide a low resistance, low inductance
circuit path, as well as minimizing the effects of high frequency
coupling. Sockets should be avoided, because the increased
inter-lead capacitance can degrade bandwidth.

Feedback resistors should be of low enough value to assure that
the time constant formed with the circuit capacitances will not
limit the amplifier performance. Resistor values of less than
5 kO are recommended. If a larger resistor must be used, a
small (:!: 10 pF) feedback capacitor in connected parallel with the
feedback resistor, Rp , may be used to compensate for these
stray capacitances and optimize the dynamic performance of the
amplifier in the particular application.

Power supply leads should be bypassed to ground as close as
possible to the amplifier pins. A 2.2 jl.F capacitor in parallel
with a 0.1 jl.F ceramic disk capacitor is recommended.

CAPACITIVE LOAD DRIVING ABILITY
Like all wideband amplifiers, the AD840 is sensitive to capaci
tive loading. The AD840 is designed to drive capacitive loads of
up to 20 pF without degradation of its rated performance. Ca
pacitive loads of greater than 20 pF will decrease the dynamic
performance of the part although instability should not occur
uuless the load exceeds 100 pF. A resistor in series with the out
put can be used to decouple larger capacitive loads.

USING A HEAT SINK
The AD840 draws less quiescent power than most high speed
amplifiers and is specified for operation without a heat sink.
However, when driving low impedance loads the current to the
load can be 4 to 5 times the quiescent current. This will create a
noticeable temperature rise. Improved performance can be
achieved by using a small heat sink such as the Aavid Engineer
ing #602B.
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AD84D
HIGH SPEED DAC BUFFER CIRCUIT
The AD840's lOOns settling time to 0.0 I% for a 10 V step
makes it well suited as an output buffer for high speed D/A con
veners. Figure 25 shows the connections for producing a 0 to
+10.24 V output swing from the AD568 35 ns DAC. With the
AD56S in unbuffered voltage output mode, the ADS<W is placed
in noDinvening configuration. As a result of the I kn span re
sistor provided internally in the AD56S, the noise gain of this
topology is 10. Only 5 pF is required across the feedback (span)
resistor to optimize settling.

_IV

Figure 25. 0 to +10.24 V DAC Output Buffer

OVERDRIVE RECOVERY
Figure 26 shows the overdrive recovery capability of the ADS<W.
Typical recovery time is 190 ns from negative overdrive and
350 ns from positive overdrive.

INPUT SQUARE WAVE
SCALE , VI01VISION

OVERDRIVEN OUTPUT
SCALE: 'OVIDIVISION

TIME: 200na/O,VISION

Figure 26. Overdrive Recovery

HP33,oIA
PULSE GENERATOR

OR EOUIVALENT

'''' '" 1V SQUARE
WAVE INPUT

Figure 27. Overdrive Recovery Test Circuit
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